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Foreword
In Lambeth we have over 68 parks, commons, cemeteries and other open spaces, which enrich all
of our lives and make Lambeth a better place to live, visit, and work. From major and local events,
casual and competitive sports, reflection and contemplation, through to outdoor play spaces for
children, we know that parks and open spaces are necessities in the modern world.
Lambeth’s open spaces have experienced a renaissance in recent years, and we have seen our
many active parks groups rise to become champions for green spaces, including exploring new
models in how to manage and maintain them. We now have 17 Green Flag Award winning parks
and cemeteries, the highest number we’ve ever had, and the latest Residents Survey revealed
over 76% of local people judged Lambeth’s parks and open spaces to be good or excellent.
To ensure they meet our customer’s needs, Lambeth’s parks, cemeteries and open spaces are
managed to Green Flag Award standard, using a rigorous set of criteria such as being welcoming,
healthy, safe and secure, clean and well maintained, sustainable, respecting wildlife and heritage,
community involvement, well marketed and good management. We want all of our parks,
cemeteries and open spaces to be able to fly a coveted Green Flag, or aspire to this challenging
but highly rewarding indicator of quality. In addition, through our new in-house grounds
maintenance service, Lambeth Landscapes, we now have the capacity and flexibility to respond
quickly and efficiently to ensure our open spaces remain at that standard throughout the year.
We have recently implemented a Parks and Cemeteries Capital Investment Plan which sets out a
framework to help everyone see what the priorities are for improving our parks and open spaces. It
provides the evidence and rationale for investing in green spaces and underpins the thinking
behind future improvement. This represents the biggest investment we have ever made in our
open spaces; our Friends groups and the wider community have shown us time and again the
value of our open spaces, and this demonstrates our commitment and a response to their efforts.
Yet while we have a vital role in delivering better open spaces, we cannot do it alone. This
management plan is a story of partnerships where council and local people are working together to
shape and deliver standards and improvement in this particular site. The impact our residents have
had on the design and implementation of improvements across each parks and open spaces can
never be understated. This plan shows what really matters to the many people that use this
particular site. Working together, we hope this plan continues to act as the catalyst for stronger
coordination to enhance its future and that of all of Lambeth’s parks and open spaces.
Thank you for joining our efforts to protect and improve our valuable parks, cemeteries and open
spaces. If you require any further information with regards to this management plan and the work
we’re doing to make it a safe, welcoming and enjoyable space to be in, please contact Lambeth
Landscapes on 020 7926 9000 or at parks@lambeth.gov.uk.

Councillor Sonia Winifred, Cabinet Member for Equalities and Culture
London Borough of Lambeth
Lambeth Town Hall
Brixton Hill
London SW2 1RW
www.lambeth.gov.uk
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1.

Introduction

This is a five year management plan for Kennington Park, providing an account of its history
and development, current recreational, educational, ecological and social value, along with
its present management and future opportunities for improvement.
Historically, Kennington Park is one of the foremost parks in the country, signified by its
inclusion on the Historic England Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest.
This recognises the unique heritage character of the park, containing as it does many
surviving features of high landscape, architectural and cultural value. However, the park also
contains many other features which are more recent and modern in style and function, and
which serve the needs of a wide range of user groups, young and old.
The community have been instrumental in helping Lambeth Landscapes, which is Lambeth
Council’s new in-house grounds maintenance service, manage and develop Kennington
Park, and this plan acknowledges their contribution and is a reflection of their own visions, so
that what it proposes considers their needs as well as those of the council.
The plan aims to demonstrate:








How the site’s fabric and infrastructure originated, and how they are being protected;
How the site and its local value are promoted;
How the needs of the community, and challenges and opportunities to meet those
needs, have been and are being addressed;
How coherent, comprehensive and achievable aims to meet these community needs,
and of other stakeholders, have been provided and are being delivered;
The importance of the site as a ’community victory’ - taking ownership to regenerate
their local open space and create a thriving and sustainable community asset, as well
as inspiring others to do the same for their own local greenspaces;
The input of volunteers, fundraisers, the Friends of Kennington Park and Lambeth
Landscapes in formulating a strong and cohesive partnership to achieve success, and
how this has been and is continuing to be both recognised and delivered.
How these achievements came together to enable the park to be in a position to be a
Green Flag Award site, how the park retained a Green Flag each year in succession,
and how the partnership intends to plan for and manage the park on the basis of
maintaining this status in future years.

The plan should be read in conjunction with Appendix 1, a summary of the 2012 Kennington
Park Masterplan, Appendix 2, the Park Action Management Plan, and Appendix 3, the
current Lambeth Landscapes Grounds Maintenance Specification, as these many of the
practical actions are being taken to deliver the overall plan.
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2.

General Site Information

2.1

Name, Address & Location

Name:
Address:

Kennington Park,
St. Agnes Place, Kennington, London SE11 4BE

Web Address (Google):
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Kennington+Park/@51.484167,0.108889,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x487604900d10405f:0x77fd627e6512d36b?hl
=en
A general introduction can be found at Lambeth Council’s Kennington Park web page
Kennington Park is close to Oval Underground Station (Northern Line) which is
approximately 100 metres from the south western corner of the park; another nearby
underground station is Kennington about 400 metres to the north. It is also very well served
by buses, with a large network of routes and stops arranged along the western and southern
sides of the park. Figure 1 shows the general location of the park in relation to major centres.
Kennington Park is surrounded by four major public roads: Brixton Road, Camberwell New
Road, Kennington Park Road and Kennington Road; there are minor roads on the north and
eastern sides of the park (Kennington Park Place, St. Agnes Place/Bolton Crescent). Figure
2 shows the geographical layout of the site, and Figure 3 its principal features.
2.2

Physical & Geographical Details

2.2.1

Area of Site

The total area of Kennington Park is 14.4 hectares
2.2.2

Grid Reference

The Ordnance Survey Grid Reference for the centre of Kennington Park is TQ 327 757.
2.2.3

Access

Access to Kennington Park is via thirteen gates. The principal vehicle access gate is on St.
Agnes Place next to the parks depot; this gate is also used for pedestrian access and
normally kept open, but closed if there are safety issues.
Vehicle access to Kennington Park is for operational staff and those servicing the café and
Prince Consort Lodge; all other vehicles are prohibited from entering without prior consent.
Police cars and ambulances can access the park but must comply with movement rules, and
if on an emergency to alert the public by use of sirens and flashing beacons.
The other gates are pedestrian only. The most heavily used gates are on Camberwell New
(opposite the road junction with Brixton Road), Kennington Park Road (western side) and the
four gates off the Midnight Walk, a public footpath that bisects the park.

8
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Kennington Park

Figure 1. Location of Kennington Park
Gates into the park are opened each morning, seven days a week, and closed and locked at
dusk each evening. There is no authorised access to the park at night and before gates are
re-opened next morning. Gates are normally open by 7.30 am each morning, and close at
dusk; official closing times vary according to the time of the year, in that they close in the
middle of winter by 4 pm, and remain open until about 9.30 pm during high summer.
Kennington Park is relatively accessible to the disabled, and can be easily traversed by those
using buggies and wheelchairs, and is also suitable in most places for walking disabled; the
café and buildings have flat access or ramps. There are places with steps like the skatepark,
or variable surfaces but it is difficult to replace these completely with ramps or gentler
gradients, although this is constantly under review.
2.2.4

Land Tenure

Kennington Park is in the freehold of the London Borough of Lambeth.

9
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Figure 2. Kennington Park, showing park boundary and surrounding roads
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Figure 3. Kennington Park, showing key features (courtesy of the Friends of
Kennington Park)
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2.2.5

Status

Kennington Park is classified as a Public Open Space in the Lambeth Local Plan (2015). It is
also a District Park in the London Plan and a Local Park in the Lambeth Open Spaces
Strategy (OSS), a category below that of Major Park. According to OSS typology, the
distinction derives from a size threshold (20 ha), the range of amenities available, size of
catchment area and the extent of use.
Kennington Park is on Historic England’s “Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic
Interest”, in recognition of features of heritage value contributing to its character and identity;
further information can be found on the Lambeth Planning Conservation website.
2.2.6

Public Rights of Way

No public rights of way are known to exist within the actual park, and all paths are
permissive. However, the ‘Midnight Walk’ is a public right of way which runs east to west
through the centre of the park, and thus bisects it; this is kept open at night and is lit.
2.2.7

Geology

The underlying soils are ‘made ground’, as the park is sited on old amenity grassland or the
foundations of older demolished buildings or pathways. The deeper strata are a combination
of London Clay and Kempton Park Gravels, the former a heavy silty clay and the latter an
intimate mixture of gravels, sands and clay silts. Though not normally exposed on surface
they influence the drainage, hydrology and landform of the park. Surface soils are relatively
free draining in most places but impeded in others, especially on parkland areas due to the
dominance of clay under frequently compacted soils.
2.2.8

Hydrology & Drainage

Although dominance by London Clay suggests impeded drainage, there are places where
layers of sands and gravels, derived from the Kempton Park Gravels, allow water to drain
into upper soils from deeper layers. Therefore, the park’s hydrology is complicated and any
changes to or use of areas needs to be aware of fluctuating groundwater and assess
whether preparation or new drainage may be necessary to prevent waterlogging.
2.2.9

Planning Authority

The London Borough of Lambeth is the Local Planning Authority. However, given its
immediate proximity, the Borough of Southwark is also consulted on planning matters.
2.2.10 Electoral Information
Kennington Park is in the Oval Ward and represented by three elected Councillors.
2.2.11 Demographic Information
Oval Ward has a total area of 127.8 hectares, which is 4.7% of the total borough area. The
population of the ward rose from 10,985 in 1991 to 11,983 in 2001, an increase of 9.1%
(2001 Census). This represents 4.5% of the borough population. Oval Ward has a high
proportion of people over 60 who have a long-term illness that limits day-to-day activities.
Oval has a high proportion of deprived households and a high proportion of severely
deprived households, and 6.9% of the wards' households are lone parent households with
dependent children: this is comparatively high in the borough. Oval has a high proportion of
households with poor amenities.
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3

History & Current Status

3.1

Historical Evolution

Kennington Park has a long and interesting history. Some of the main events are outlined
below but the Friends of Kennington Park have produced some excellent booklets and led
walks and talks which expand on the history, evolution and future of the park. This
information can be obtained from the Friends website at www.kenningtonpark.org.
Table 1. Summary history of Kennington Park, identifying key events and changes
Date
1600
1724
1731
1746
1832
1848
1851

1852
1853
1854
1859
1861

1862
1872
1887
1889
1891
1893
1895
1897
1899

13

Event or Activity
The first mention of Kennington Common in official records
First recorded cricket match on the Common
First cricket match to be played inside enclosed ground; Methodists John Wesley
and George Whitefield preach to thousands on Kennington Common
Kennington Common appears on Rocque’s map of London
First Reform Act. Kennington Common becomes the site for election hustings
10th April: thousands of Chartists attend rally on Common calling for major
electoral reforms including votes for all men and payment of MPs
Notices in press advertising intended Act of Parliament to permit improvement of
the Common and extinction of common rights. Great Exhibition opens in Hyde
Park; one exhibit was model houses built at command and expense of Prince
Albert. Act to enclose and lay out Kennington Common as public park receives
Royal Assent; gates and railings appear around the Common
Cost of turning Common into park estimated at £3,620; local people and Duchy
of Cornwall pledge £1,000
Model houses moved from Hyde Park to Kennington Common and opened to
the public, the only part of the park accessible by the public
Kennington Park opens, the first public park in south London
First refreshment outlet opens: lodge keeper’s wife given permission to sell
ginger beer, lemonade, soda water, biscuits, etc. from rear of Lodge
Open air gymnasium on site of today’s playground. Flower beds alongside
Kennington Park Road laid out, making the park one of the first to have masses
of flowers accessible to public without paying fee. First purpose built refreshment
house opens, situated halfway between Slade fountain and perimeter fence
alongside Kennington Road
Felix Slade commissions drinking fountain for the park, placed at end of path
leading from Camberwell New Road
Fountain erected in flower beds; on top is a sculpture called “The Pilgrimage of
Life” by George Tinworth, resident sculptor at Doulton’s Lambeth factory
London Parks and Works Act transfers maintenance of parks to the Metropolitan
Board of Works
Refreshment house demolished; park management transferred to London
County Council (LCC)
Men and women’s toilet blocks now open
Census of people entering LCC parks on Whit Monday finds 40,0001 visited
Kennington Park, the second most intensively used of all their parks
Sundial installed in sunken flower beds close to Prince Consort Lodge
Park café opens, one of the earliest refreshment houses still in use
After campaign by local people council agrees to keep open path running from
Kennington Park Road to St Agnes Place. Timber bandstand opens on current
site of basketball court
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1902
1924
1930
1931
1938
1939
1940
1949
1951
1952
1958
1960
1963
1964
1969
1971
1972
1974
1977
1978
1986
1990
1994
1998
2002

2003
2004
2005
2006

2007

2009
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Outdoor gymnasium for use by children opens (on site of current Fitness Trail)
War Memorial at Kennington Park Place gate unveiled
Oak shelter with seats erected close to Slade Fountain
Kennington Park Lido, asphalt playing area and Old English Flower Garden open
Park Keeper’s Lodge at corner of Kennington Park Place and St Agnes Place.
Trench air raid shelter dug out in park’s south field
Dig for Victory campaign turns park’s north field into allotments
Air raid shelter takes direct hit on October 15th: over 100 people killed making it
Lambeth’s worst World War II incident
24ft high Norwegian Spruce put up and illuminated for Christmas near Prince
Consort Lodge; the tradition continues for several years
18 acres of land to east earmarked for extension to park
Centenary of Act that created Kennington Park marked with cricket match
featuring players wearing Victorian costumes
Adventure Playground opens
Construction begins on new children’s playroom, toilets and playground
Nearly 10 acres of land acquired for One o’ Clock Club and park extension
Depot for park’s maintenance equipment and staff built behind café
Public Enquiry into plans to demolish houses on St Agnes Place, to unite the
park and extension into one
Responsibility for Kennington Park transferred from Greater London Council to
London Borough of Lambeth
Charlie Chaplin Adventure Playground opens
Squatters move into houses on St Agnes Place, preventing demolition
Bob Marley, in London to record landmark album Exodus, visits Rastafarian
temple on St Agnes Place and plays football in Kennington Park
Skateboard bowl opens. Public firework displays begin
Kennington Park hosts Gay Pride event for the first time
Poll Tax march starts in park
Lido demolished and area covered by tennis/netball courts
Local people commemorate 150th anniversary of Chartist rally
‘Art in the Park’: a day of artwork, performance and installations. Local people
hold public meeting amid concerns about decline of park’s fabric and increase in
crime; Friends of Kennington Park founded as result. Kennington United Cricket
Club, initiative to promote cricket among young people in inner city areas, plays
friendly match on the park extension. Cafe re-opens after many years of closure
Tree planting and greening charity “Trees for London” (later Trees for Cities)
moves into Prince Consort Lodge
Park’s 150th anniversary celebrated with day of activities including, sports
competitions, dog show, music and dancing
Squatters in St Agnes Place evicted and houses demolished
Friends raise funds for memorial to victims of 1940 bombing of air raid shelter.
Play equipment from old playground on Camberwell New Road moved to site of
redundant tennis courts; new ball court area laid out on old playground site.
Astroturf pitch and tennis courts renovated and resurfaced; new floodlights and
changing facilities installed. Greenlink between park and extension planted and
opened. Friends raise money and install a new Fitness Trail
Park hosts service to commemorate 200th anniversary of abolition of slavery.
Rastafarian Temple on St Agnes Place closed down; site was demolished
shortly after. Friends raise £240,000 for new playground which opens with more
challenging equipment and a new wildlife area.
Money raised by Friends pays for new playground and Nature Trail aimed at
helping youngsters learn more about biodiversity; opens with series of
workshops with local schools
Kennington Park Management Plan 2020- 2025

2010
2011
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
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70th Anniversary Commemoration of air raid shelter tragedy of October 15th
1940. Friends raise funds for the replanting of historic flower beds
Rose bed replanting completed; children’s equipment added to trim trail; War
memorial cleaned; signs installed at historic artefacts
Skatepark bowl restored with grant from Converse; new rose beds planted to
commemorate Diamond Jubilee. Friends celebrate 10th Anniversary of their
formation and securing a Green Flag for the second year. Erection of 16 bat and
bird boxes as part of a wildlife improvement programme. Production of
Kennington Park Masterplan to identify priorities for allocation of capital funding
and other resources in park based on extensive public consultation.
Installation of two new table tennis games units. Realignment of St. Agnes Place
and associated redevelopment of housing and park land, including new
adventure playground and stay and play centre. Public enquiry for Northern Line
Extension, with proposals for use of old keeper’s lodge as ventilation shaft and
changes to dog exercise area
£374,000 secured from Heritage Lottery Fund to restore the Flower Garden; total
project value £552,000. Approval granted for Northern Line Extension to convert
keeper’s lodge and relocate dog exercise area, along with major landscaping
improvements to key areas of park
Realignment of Midnight Path to improve access and safety. Occupation of
northern area of park for Northern Line Extension works plus relocation of bee
Urban to new base within depot, with demolition of old lodge and relocation of
dog exercise area to southern part of the park. Restoration of the Flower Garden
including creation of new eastern entrance, relaying of paths and replanting of
beds, with new signage and benches. Appointment of Activities Manager to
promote and involve public in management and use of Flower Garden. Flower
Garden reopened in July 2015 alongside delivery of new activities programme.
Continuing delivery of activities programme in restored Flower Garden;
maintenance of garden transferred back to Lambeth Council. Funding secured
for installation of new storage container on Park Extension for use by sports and
football clubs. Refurbishment of playground ‘Red Bus’ by local community.
Improvements to park boundaries and improving sightlines within park.
Continuing delivery of volunteering and gardening activities in Flower Garden.
New storage container on Park Extension for use by sports and football clubs.
Funding secured for revision of original 2012 Masterplan to update priorities and
actions in the light of significant capital funding from Northern Line Extension
works in park.
Dedicated qualified gardener appointed to the park, with particular emphasis on
maintenance and improvement of heritage horticultural features, including
Flower Garden and sunken beds
Small wooden shelter in southern area of park refurbished and repainted, to
make weatherproof and reduce risk of antisocial behaviour
Café lease surrendered and new tenant secured; refurbishment and extension
works begin. Friends secure £36,000 from Heritage Lottery Fund for delivery of
year-long events and activities to celebrate the 170th Anniversary of Chartists
Movement’s gathering on Kennington Park in 1848
New and more robust outdoor gym equipment installed with funding secured by
Friends. Upgrading of key equipment within playground. Refurbishment of tennis
courts in sports zone with new surfaces, nets and markings. Improvements
made to Green Link area to enhance biodiversity with new London TOAD
educational trail with marker posts and a new toad sculpture. Parks depot
refurbished with part occupation by Lambeth Tree Service, with improved yard
layout, appearance and security.
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3.2

Key Features and Areas of Kennington Park

Kennington Park is compartmented into a number of areas which reflect its origins, layout
and character, and contain facilities which attract and retain users (Figure 4). The boundaries
of these areas are not exactly defined inasmuch as having fencing around them, but help
guide readers as to the way the park is managed.
3.2.1

Entrances

There are thirteen entrances to Kennington Park; all are pedestrian but one is used by
vehicles. They vary in style, age and condition but all work, although locking mechanisms
have aged so that closing them is usually by chain and padlock. Replacing the gates is seen
as an important future action, subject to available funding.
3.2.2

Northern Area – War Memorial and Skatepark

About 25% of the Kennington Park is to the north of and isolated from the remainder of the
park by the Midnight Walk; most of this section is open in character and dominated by
amenity grassland, boundary shrubs and hedging, pathways and a number of small buildings
or structures associated with sports or heritage. Until early 2015 the extreme northern edge
of the park was dominated by a dog exercise area enclosed by secure bow-top fencing; this
area was used to exercise dogs off the lead, and contains seating trees and bins.

Figure 4. Kennington Park, looking north east towards site of original keeper’s lodge
and dog area, summer 2014
To the east of the dog exercise area was a small lodge building on Kennington Park Place
and with a rear garden adjacent to the dog exercise area (Figure 4). The lodge and garden
was always in reasonable condition but was not part of the public park, and was originally
leased to a local beekeeping and educational charity, “Bee Urban” (http://beeurban.org.uk/)
who used it to keep beehives and run training and other events.
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However, both lodge and dog exercise area have been occupied by a construction site for
the Northern Line Extension, which entailed demolition of the lodge and construction of a
deep ventilation shaft followed by relandscaping, with the intention to return the grounds
around the shaft top back into the park on completion in 2021. The relandscaped area will
include new fencing and gates, boundary planting with native and orchard trees, and an area
of species-rich grassland enveloping the new Northern Line head (‘ventilation’) house.
Work on the Extension shaft required occupation of the dog exercise area, which relocated to
the southern part of the park. Bee Urban was relocated from the lodge to the Parks Depot,
along with new facilities for the beehives and other associated equipment.
On the western side of this area, close to the park’s northwest entrance, is a ‘cenotaph’ type
war memorial, originally unveiled in 1924 to commemorate the dead of the First World War.
The inscriptions read “London Regiment (the Queen’s)” for 1914-18, and “Queen’s Royal
Regiment” for the 1939-1945 war. The memorial is in relatively good condition with
inscriptions, surrounded by medium height metal fencing and a low yew hedge, which was
cleaned in 2011 with funds raised by the Friends from members and well-wishers (Figure 5).
The battle honours on side the panels have been re-carved and the railings restored to
ensure the memorial remains legible and secure, in time for the 2014 Centenary of the start
of the First World War, which was commemorated in the park and each successive year.

Figure 5. Kennington Park, looking south east showing war memorial
To the immediate west of the war memorial is a skatepark ‘bowl’ of relatively modern design
surrounded by shrubs and trees. It is raised up with a surround metal fence and accessed by
steps. Significant repairs and improvements, funded through Converse, a major clothing and
footwear provider, were undertaken on the skate bowl during spring 2012, and a new sign
has been installed to commemorate this (Figure 6). However, the bowl has some cracks that
need further attention which can be addressed following additional surveys.
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3.2.3

Central Area North – Trim Trail, Toilets and Playground

This area is split in two by the Midnight Walk and consists of mainly amenity grassland with
some hardstanding and enclosures. The dominant feature is a new children’s playground,
created in this location in 2008 on the site of old tennis courts. Funding was secured by the
Friends of Kennington Park to provide a modern playground close to the café and toilets, and
to create an associated nature area at the rear. The playground contains a variety of play
equipment, plus toilets in a small building for the exclusive use of children and carers.
To the west of the playground is an area of hardstanding once occupied by a ‘theatre’ style
wooden bandstand, long demolished and now occupied by a basketball court. This contains
new nets funded by the Friend of Kennington Park. To the north and east of the basketball
area and playground is a flagpole which flies the “Green Flag Award” flag, and a small
attractively designed toilet block which contains male and female toilets.

Figure 5. Kennington Park skatebowl in use, summer 2012
To the north of the toilet block is a ‘trim trail’ which consists of a set of posts and bars to use
for exercise and training. The trim trail was funded through the Friends of Kennington Park,
and includes a sign explaining the equipment. Equipment that can be used by children was
added in June 2011, using funds raised by the Friends (Figure 7). The adult equipment was
further upgraded in 2015 and 2019 with more robust apparatus – a key project by the whole
park user community, given its popularity and use by all ages and abilities.
In 2013 funding was secured by the Friends of Kennington Park from Sport England for
installation of two table tennis tables, along with appropriate tarmac surfacing and a new
information sign, in an area of grassland between the existing playground and the basketball
court. The new tables were formally opened by Kate Hoey MP on Friday 13th September
2013, and they have continued to prove extremely popular with park users of all ages.
3.2.4

Western Area – Prince Consort Lodge, Rose Beds and Civilian Memorial

Running along the western side of Kennington Park, from the skatepark in the north to an
electricity substation shelter in the south, is a wide strip of land dominated by formal bedding
and landscape features; this area is again bisected by the Midnight Walk.
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Figure 7. Kennington Park trim trail in use by children and parents
At the centre of this area is an attractive building called the ‘Prince Consort Lodge’, made up
of a pair of two-storey cottages surrounded by landscaped grounds. This building was
originally built for the Great Exhibition of London of 1851 in Hyde Park, as an example of a
‘model dwelling’ for the working classes, and sponsored by Prince Albert, husband of Queen
Victoria. Following the end of the Great Exhibition the building was carefully re-erected in
Kennington Park in 1852-3 (Table 1). The Lodge is presently occupied on a long lease by
Trees for Cities (TFC, www.treesforcities.org), a charity undertaking tree planting and
greening initiatives in urban areas. An interpretative sign, funded by the Friends, was
installed in 2011 to inform park users about the history of the lodge (see Section 5).
To the north and south of Prince Consort Lodge is a series of recessed formal beds originally
containing roses. Because the original beds were ‘tired’ a large-scale restoration programme
funded by the Friends of Kennington Park resulted in them being stripped out and replanted
in 2011 (Figure 8). The beds were replanted by roses and other plants that offer colour, scent
and structure based around a design developed with the Friends and a landscape designer.
In this area is a striking rectangular stone structure, a civilian war memorial first erected and
unveiled in 2006 (Figure 9). The memorial, made of Caithness stone, commemorates people
of Kennington who suffered in wartime, in particular over 100 men, women and children who
died on 15th October 1940 when a German bomb destroyed an air raid shelter located in the
park. The stone is faced with the words of the famous poet Maya Angelou, and edged in a
dedication to the victims of the air raid disaster was funded by the Friends
The original fountain was made of unglazed buff-coloured terracotta ‘Doulton’ earthenware,
with a central shaft covered with bas relief decoration supporting a fountain bowl surmounted
by a taller slimmer column. On top of this was a sculpture “The Pilgrimage of Life” by the
celebrated sculptor George Tinworth, which featured a man carrying a cross with a woman
and child (Figure 10). There is no record of what became of the fountain bowl or statue but it
may have been damaged in the war. A new interpretative sign, funded by the Friends and
detailing the history and design of the original fountain, was installed in 2011.
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Nearby is the Slade Fountain, named after Felix Slade, a local landowner and benefactor
(who founded the Slade School of Art) and who wished to fund the creation of a drinking
fountain in Kennington Park: an outdoor gymnasium was opened in the park in 1861 and
proved very popular which may have influenced his decision because of the increased
number of people in need of a drink. The fountain’s final design included bas reliefs which
formed part of the decoration of a huge bronze vase. The base of the fountain was a bowl of
polished Aberdeen red granite inlaid with medallions of coloured marble’ showing Slade’s
monogram, coat of arms and date. Unfortunately the original bronze vase has vanished and
the remainder survives but is in need of restoration. A new interpretative sign, funded by the
Friends and detailing the history and design of the original fountain, was installed in 2011.

.
Figure 8. Kennington Park: replanting of ex-rosebeds by volunteers and trainees
To the south of the civilian war memorial are remains of two ornamental water features, the
‘Tinworth’ and ‘Slade’ Fountains. The Tinworth Fountain was modelled in 1869 on a design
by John Sparkes, headmaster of Lambeth School of Art, before being exhibited at the
International Exhibition of 1872 at Kensington; after that, it was moved to Kennington Park
3.2.5

Central Area South – Café, Park Depot, Greenlink and Fountains

The centre of Kennington Park is dominated by amenity grassland, frequently used for
informal play and ball games, or for organised events, including schools sports days or larger
cultural/commercial ones such as fairgrounds and circuses.
Located to the south of the playground is a café with external seating and rear compound.
Next to the café, between it and the playground, is a small enclosed picnic area consisting of
benches, tables, paving and grass (Figure 11). It is proposed to re-landscape this picnic
area, potentially using funding secured as mitigation from the Northern Line Extension and
other surrounding developments, but in the interim the existing wooden railings have been
replaced with metal ones and new gates.
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Figure 9. Civilian War Memorial, Kennington Park

Figure 10. Tinworth Fountain, Kennington Park (copyright London Metropolitan
Archives)
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To the east of the café is a parks depot surrounded by wooden and metal fencing enclosing
a yard, storage containers and an office. This is inaccessible to the public and is now
occupied by Lambeth Landscapes, the council’s grounds maintenance service, and the
Lambeth Tree Service, who relocated here in 2019. The depot is also partly occupied by Bee
Urban; the western side of the depot was converted into a new centre for Bee Urban, using
funding secured as a result of the loss of the old keeper’s lodge.
South of the depot and café is a rectangular area of open space known as the ‘Greenlink’,
which connects the rest of Kennington Park to the Extension (Figure 12). The Greenlink has
an interesting history in that prior to 2005 it was occupied by an illegal scrapyard, but now
consists of open areas of nutrient poor meadow grassland, native bulbs and trees, and a
path with benches which leads to St. Agnes Place, along with railings and ornamental gates.

Figure 11. The Cafe, Kennington Park
3.2.6

Kennington Park Extension

To the east of the main part of Kennington Park is a roughly rectangular area of open land
known as the ‘Extension’. This was added to the original, Victorian-era, park in 1951 as a
result of ongoing redevelopment and creation of new housing estates, and was originally
occupied by demolished housing.
The Extension is primarily used for formal and informal sports, such as football, but also
contains a large circular cricket pitch and crease for use by local cricket clubs for training and
community events. The Extension also contains a new equipment storage container, funded
by the Friends, along with limited stretches of drought-tolerant border planting. Unlike the
rest of the park the Extension is unfenced, so it is laid out and managed so that any facilities
are not exposed to vandalism or misuse outside of normal opening hours.
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Figure 12. The new gates at the Greenlink entrance, Kennington Park, looking east
3.2.7

Southern Area – Flower Garden, Shelter and Sports Complex

The southernmost part of Kennington Park is made up of a complex of paths, grassed areas,
tree lined avenues and various structures or buildings. To the south of the café and depot is
a formal ‘Flower Garden’ consisting of a series of recessed or edged beds of various shapes
and dimensions, divided up by a network of paths composed of York stone. The garden
contains a circular stone and timber pergola, a sundial restored using funds raised by the
Friends, various benches and mature/semi-mature trees, shrubs and climbers (Figure 13). It
is accessed by three sets of gates on the north, east and west sides. To the west is a small
ornamental wooden shelter, painted in white and brown; it is open in character but used to
contain seating, but this was removed on security grounds.
In September 2012 a Stage One Development Grant of £21,000 for the Flower Garden was
secured from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) following an application made by the Friends
and Lambeth Council as part of wider plans for the garden’s restoration; further information
can be found on a Lambeth Council Press Release. A HLF Stage Two application was
successful in 2014 and £374,600 was awarded towards total restoration costs of £552,349.
Match funding for restoration was secured through Section 106 receipts allocated to the park
along with in kind contributions from the council, Friends and other sources. The sundial,
which was vandalised leaving the plinth, was replaced by a new design carved by a student
at the nearby City and Guilds School of Art, and selected following an open competition, with
the cost (£3,500) has been met by the Friends (Figure 14). The garden was formally
reopened in July 2015 by the MP’s for Vauxhall and South Bermondsey in the presence of
local councillors, council officers and local residents.
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Figure 13. View of the Flower Garden, looking west through the new gate

Figure 14. The new sundial in the Flower Garden, Kennington Park
As well as funding capital improvements made to the garden, the HLF grant also funded a
part-time Heritage Activities Manager who worked with the community and other agencies to
increase volunteering and positive activities in the garden. The programme stared in 2015
and finished in July 2016, and the Friends now run regular gardening activities in the garden
to complement the maintenance provided by Lambeth Landscapes own site staff.
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Dominating the southern area is a large sports complex which runs along most of the
boundary with Camberwell New Road. This was partially constructed on the site of an open
air swimming pool or ‘lido’ which was present in the park until the 1980s (remnants of the
original walls of the pool can be seen alongside fencing along Camberwell New Road). The
main facility in this sports complex is the ‘Kennington Astroturf’, which consists of two large
floodlit games courts surrounded by tall mesh fencing, as well as modular changing rooms.
Next to the Astroturf facility are modern tennis courts: the old courts were originally located
next to the café where the playground now stands. To the south of the Astroturf is a small
multi use games area (MUGA) alongside a single storey building used for changing and
servicing the sports facilities. Signage is present at the entrances to the sports complex to
inform users of what is available and how to book. The sports facilities are at present
managed on behalf of Lambeth Council by Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL).
To the immediate west of the tennis courts, and south-west of the Flower Garden, is a long
rectangular section of grass which has been fenced off to provide a temporary dog exercise
area. This is to replace the original exercise area which used to be located along the park’s
northern boundary (see above) but was subsumed into the Northern Line Extension works
now based within the park. Once the Northern line works are completed, the original dog
exercise area will be restored and this temporary area will be returned to general access.
3.3

Kennington Park as a Quality Park: Partnership Working

It is obvious from the previous that Kennington Park is fortunate to contain an array of
facilities and attractions that cater to a wide audience. However, unless these are
appropriately maintained, they will quickly deteriorate or become unsafe, which could
threaten the park’s reputation and reduce its popularity and use. Examples would include
playgrounds that are not safe or contain outdated equipment, Flower Gardens overgrown
with uneven paths, neglected bedding and shrubs, and trees shading out open areas.
Therefore it is imperative that a complex place like Kennington Park is actively managed to
exacting standards and that facilities and furniture are repaired, replaced or upgraded as
resources permit or when funding opportunities present themselves. This has been the
approach of park managers and users to ensure it continues to be safe, welcoming,
sustainable and inclusive, and always meets the Green Flag Award criteria.
Since 2000 Kennington Park has seen numerous achievements in how it is managed, used
and valued. Regular meetings between the Friends of Kennington Park and Lambeth Parks
has resulted in a series of practical improvements, not just to rectify existing problems or
deficiencies but also ‘open up’ the park to new audiences, especially children, young adults
and the black and minority ethnic sector of both Lambeth and nearby Southwark.
3.4

Kennington Park – Successes and Achievements

The following section summarises some of the key achievements witnessed in Kennington
Park over the last ten years. Critical to this success has been the Friends in securing funding
from a wide range of sources, and lobbying councillors and officers from the council in
securing additional funding and improved management, as well as raising its profile. This list
is not exhaustive, and highlights some successes that can be seen any day in the park.
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Table 2. Key Achievements and Changes in Kennington Park, 2000 to Present
Achievement
Conversion and decontamination of old illegal scrap yard on St. Agnes
Place into a safe and welcoming ‘Greenlink’
Creation of new children’s playground on site of old tennis courts next
to cafe
Creation of new nature trail across park, with educational park and
innovative marker posts
Conversion of old adult toilets into children’s toilets located within new
playground
Installation of new playground and nature trail sign

Funding
Internal
(Council)
External
(Friends)
External
(Friends)
Internal
(Council)
External
(Friends)
Creation of new multi use games area (MUGA) on site of old Internal
playground in southern section of park
(Council)
Installation of a civilian war memorial to commemorate local 1940 air External
raid shelter tragedy within park
(Friends)
Conversion of old toilet block into new male-female adult toilets
Installation of new Trim Trail
Creation of new tennis courts within sports complex
Conversion of old playground offices into booking and changing area
for sports complex
Refurbishment of Astroturf games facility with new lighting, playing
surfaces and changing facilities
Installation of new park entrance signage
Installation of new sports signage
Restoration of wooden shelter
Creation of new ‘dry garden’ next to electricity substation
Installation of bird and bat boxes in park
Creation of new greenwaste recycling depot
Extensive resurfacing of main paths
Landscaping of grounds of Prince Consort Lodge
Installation of new metal benches in park
Restoration of rose beds in western area of park

Internal
(Council)
External
(Friends)
Internal
(Council)
Internal
(Council)
Internal
(Council)
Internal
(Council)
Internal
(Council)
Internal
(Council)
External
(Friends)
External
(Friends)
Internal
(Council)
Internal
(Council)
External (Trees
for Cities)
External
(Friends)
External
(Friends)
External
(Converse)
Council &
Friends

Improvements to skatebowl in north western corner of park in
partnership with Converse Sports
Negotiating benefits to the park from the St. Agnes Place housing
redevelopment programme, including new fencing and gates for the
Green Link and improved connection between the Extension and park
Securing funding for a Stage One Heritage Lottery Fund bid for the Council &
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phased restoration of the Flower Garden
Friends
Addition of children’s equipment to trim trail, cleaning of war memorial External
and installation of historic signage
(Friends)
Additional wildlife hedging to extend/enhance nature trail and improve External
‘green corridors’ within and around the park
(Friends)
Installation of two table tennis tables to extend sport offer
External
(Friends)
Securing funding for a Stage Two Heritage Lottery Fund grant for the External (Friends
restoration of the Flower Garden, along with dedicated staff to increase and Council)
community involvement and awareness
Negotiating occupation of the park for the Northern Line Extension to External (Friends
secure significant improvements including a new dog exercise area, a and Council)
new location for Bee Urban and enhanced landscaping
Successful delivery of the Flower garden restoration programme, and External (Friends
appointment of an Activities Manager to promote the garden (Figures and Council)
14 and 15). New outdoor fitness equipment to replace old items.
Funding secured to celebrate the 170th Anniversary of the Chartist’s External
gathering on the site of Kennington Common, later Park, in 1848
(Friends)

Figure 15. View of the restored Flower Garden, Kennington Park
3.5

Proof of Success – Lambeth Open Spaces Strategy

In 2004 over 240 open spaces were surveyed as part of the ‘Lambeth Open Spaces
Strategy’ (LOSS), undertaken as part of the council’s obligations under the ‘London Plan’.
This required all London authorities to have an Open Spaces Strategy to manage use of
open spaces and protect those accessible to the public for sport, play, education and wildlife.
Each site was assessed using guidance issued by the Greater London Authority (GLA).
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Kennington Park was included in the 2004 surveys, and produced an Overall Site Quality
Score of 56%, which classed it as ‘High Average’ using the GLA criteria. However, whilst
some categories were good or excellent (e.g. play, transport, accessibility, maintenance and
management, sports and security), others like signage, boundary features, site furniture,
architecture, biodiversity and aesthetic factors were low or could have scored much higher.
As a result of ongoing improvements the park was re-assessed in 2012; this is because the
LOSS is being updated to take account of new planning policy, especially the ‘Lambeth Local
Plan’ which is a response to guidance contained in the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF). This provided an opportunity to assess Kennington Park in the light of the large
number of changes that have taken place since 2004. The results of the re-assessment gave
a new Overall Score of 73%, an increase of 17%, which graded the site as ‘Very Good’.
A breakdown of categories contributing to this score showed marked increases for aesthetic
factors (up 50%), preventing vandalism (up 40%), signage (up 36%), site furniture (up 28%),
sports facilities (up 26%) and play facilities (up 19%) Other categories rose slightly or
remained unchanged, so general progression was classified as forward. Nevertheless, some
categories must show improvement such as biodiversity, architecture and vegetation, so that
their scores increase to match those of the other categories.
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4.

A Future Vision for Kennington Park

4.1

Kennington Park Masterplan

During 2012 it was decided, in order to provide strategic direction for the future management
and development of Kennington Park, especially with respect to an increasing number of
challenges such as surrounding developments (including the St. Agnes Place housing
programme), to produce a ‘Masterplan’ for development of the park between 2013 and 2023.
This Masterplan was developed in partnership between Lambeth Council and the Friends of
Kennington Park and provided an overarching document to secure and direct inward
investment, as well as existing capital and revenue funds, to deliver improved standards and
identify the needs of all users both present and future.
The Masterplan, which included a stakeholder consultation and review programme, was
adopted in 2013, and currently influences future priorities for park management (Figure 16).
Although the overall structure and layout of Kennington Park might change as a
consequence of the Masterplan’s implementation, its day to day management and ongoing
activities are consistent with the Masterplan and have in fact helped influence it.
A summary of the Kennington Park Masterplan, including an overview proposals map,
consultation questionnaire and key issues, is included as Appendix 1. However, it was
decided to review and update the Masterplan. This is a consequence of the impacts of the
Northern Line Extension works and the significant financial receipts that accrue from
occupation by it of part of the park, plus other substantial funding that would be allocated to
the park from surrounding developments through planning offset contributions.
The revised Masterplan will be commissioned before this management plan expires, and the
plan then revised to accommodate many of the core actions and targets derived from it.

Figure 16. Masterplan consultation event, Friends of Kennington Park celebration
event in summer 2012
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4.2

Drivers for Action and Change

Like all open spaces Kennington Park does not operate in isolation of factors which influence
its use and development. Likewise, the Masterplan and management plan recognise and
accommodate these factors so they do not conflict with them or go in an incompatible
direction. This section details the factors that influence how Kennington Park is managed.
4.3

Lambeth Parks & Open Spaces Strategic Plan

In July 2002 Lambeth Council adopted a ‘Lambeth Parks & Greenspaces Strategic Plan’
(LPGSP), following consultation with park user groups. This plan is a key policy in
determining how parks and greenspaces are managed and used. At the heart of the
Strategic Plan are ten ‘fundamental principles’ for the management and use of parks and
public open spaces to be applied to ensure they meet the needs and aspirations of people,
as well as council’s corporate vision. The ten principles are as follows.
1.

Parks for Present and Future Generations

As the representative of the people of Lambeth, the council is the ‘steward’ of their parks and
greenspaces and should be managing them in the interests of the community to ensure they
are fit for use and capable of accommodating future demands and changing priorities.
2.

Parks as Places of History and Heritage

The council protects and preserves the historic landscapes and rich architectural heritage
found within Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces, ensuring this heritage is protected for both
present and future generations.
3.

Parks as Community Assets

Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces are an essential and inalienable community resource. As
such the council works in partnership with local people and involves them in decision making
relating to the use, development and management of parks, commons and greenspaces.
4.

Investing in Parks is Investing for the Future

The council recognises Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces require appropriate investment
and careful nurturing. The council actively seeks to secure resources for the regeneration of
its parks and greenspaces, in partnership with local people and external agencies. A new
Parks Capital Investment Plan has been approved to secure, ring-fence and then direct both
existing and future capital funds into key projects in parks and open spaces.
5.

A Right of Access to Parks

Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces are available to all sections of the community, not just
residents but also the many visitors who come to the borough. The council supports and
promotes access and use of parks and greenspaces for the benefit of the whole community.
6.

A Right to Safety in Parks

All sections of the community have a right to use Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces in safety
and without the fear of crime or harassment. The council works in partnership with people
and other agencies to ensure all of its parks and greenspaces are healthy and safe.
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7.

Parks as an Educational, Artistic & Cultural Resource

The council recognises that Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces are a rich resource for
learning, not only about the living environment but also the borough’s history and culture.
The council encourages the use of parks and greenspaces as centres of education as well
as places to celebrate Lambeth’s cultural and artistic diversity.
8.

Parks as Places for Play, Sport & Recreation

Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces are an essential resource in providing quality space for
play, sport and recreation. The council will ensure that these uses are provided for, to
improve the health, enjoyment and wellbeing of residents and local communities.
9.

Parks as ‘Green’ Spaces

The council manages its parks and greenspaces to ensure they comply with the Lambeth
Sustainability Charter. As well as protecting biodiversity, the council takes every opportunity
to maximise resource efficiency by increasing recycling, making better use of alternative
energy sources and minimising the use of pesticides and other harmful chemicals.
10.

Aiming High for Quality Parks

The council makes best use of available resources to ensure its parks and greenspaces are
at or attaining the highest quality possible. The council strives to comply with the objectives
of the ‘Green Flag Award’ standard across all parks and greenspaces and where appropriate
make formal applications to recognise this level of quality.
One of the key outcomes of the Strategic Plan was recognition of the importance that
individual parks and greenspaces have, wherever possible, adopted management plans in
place to deliver these principles and ensure resources are targeted to have maximum effect,
or opportunities to enhance and improve the quality of sites recognised.
The rest of this management plan will show how the key principles of the Strategic Plan are
incorporated into the ongoing management, development and use of Kennington Park,
including the Management Action Programme (Appendix 2).
4.4

Kennington Park: Community Priorities

The Friends of Kennington Park, who represent the diverse users of the park, work with
Lambeth Council and other agencies to deliver the Lambeth Parks & Greenspaces Strategic
Plan and drive improvements in the open space quality scores.
However, the Friends have their own priorities for improving the park based upon feedback
provided by consultation with user groups and input of their own membership base, which is
seen as being highly representative. The Friends’ ‘wish list’ has constantly evolved over time
as key objectives are delivered or new opportunities arise, and many of those formulated in
previous years have been achieved, as shown in Table 2.
The most recent set of objectives for the Friends, and hence the wider community that uses
Kennington Park, are summarised below, and embedded in the Kennington Park Masterplan.
The aim of this management plan is to ensure as many of these aspirations can be delivered
within its lifetime and if not reviewed and updated in any new version.
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The key elements that help drive this vision forward include:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

viii)
ix)
x)

Maintenance of horticultural standards in Kennington Park, e.g. rose and
herbaceous beds with sponsorship and support from the community.
Restoration of the Tinworth and Slade Fountains to complement the interpretative
signage and associated website based or printed materials.
Suitable restoration of the area currently used for the Northern Line Extension,
with landscaping in keeping with the park.
Increased biodiversity through creation of wildflower meadows, additional native
planting of trees, shrubs and hedging along with interpretative materials.
Maintenance of the Flower Garden to ensure improved access, safety, sightlines,
horticultural quality, and signage are safeguarded.
Implementation of a “Lambeth Tree Strategy” to address health and succession of
stock: to improve standards of and funding for tree work, to ensure removal of all
stumps with selective felling of inappropriate trees to restore vistas.
Improved publicity including internal and external directional signage, information
panels, public notice boards and information cabinets.
Reconfiguration of the eastern side of park concurrent with the St. Agnes Place
redevelopment to improve accessibility, safety and increase visual, heritage and
horticultural quality of the park as a whole
Installed new bat and bird nesting boxes with additional native hedging.
Working with Lambeth and Southwark councils on a comprehensive plan to
develop the extension for sport and physical activity, along the lines of the
Masterplan and to present options for future public use and management.

Where possible, these elements have been incorporated into the Park Management Action
Programme, as described in Appendix 2, as actions to be addressed over the next five years.
One development that had major implications for the park was redevelopment of land on
both sides of St. Agnes Place, which delineates the park on its eastern side and separates it
from the Extension. Prior to 2004 much of this road was bounded by housing of various
ages, size and condition, most of it either squatted or derelict. As a result of a major
desquatting programme, these houses were recovered and demolished in 2005 and the land
transferred to registered social landlords.
Building of private and social housing properties along St. Agnes Place began in 2011 on the
site of the former Rastafarian Temple next to the Green Link. Further development, following
the realignment of St Agnes Place, radically affected the appearance and management of
the whole area, which has improved the feel and appearance of the whole park, both the
main heritage portion and the Extension.
As part of the development consent conditions the developer had to relocate the existing one
o’clock club (a type of nursery for children aged under 5) and adventure playground in order
to free up land for social housing and build a similar facility next to the Greenlink and Flower
Garden. The new club and adventure playground was completed in 2015 and a third party
runs the facility. The building and grounds are designed to be used for community purposes,
including changing rooms for playing or as meeting rooms for events or local groups.
This development has secured substantial capital investment for the park, as well as made
positive improvements to its eastern boundary. This has provided a vehicle to release
funding to deliver the priorities described above and some of the mechanisms by which this
is achieved are discussed further in this document and in the Kennington Park Masterplan.
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5.

Kennington Park is a Welcoming Place

5.1

Objectives

To be a welcoming place, Kennington Park:
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.2

is maintained to create a welcoming effect in keeping with its surroundings and which
respects its natural, heritage and community character.
is managed to ensure it remains accessible to all sectors of the community.
benefits from signage of a coherent consistent design which contains up to date and
relevant information.
Current Status and Management Actions

The first time visitor to Kennington Park should be impressed by how welcoming and
attractive it is, and that a first visit is not their last. For regular visitors the impression is that
the park remains welcoming and there is no measurable deterioration in overall quality.
Features of particular importance include good and safe access, pedestrians taking priority
over vehicles (including cycles), effective signage to and within the park, and offering
something for everyone with a healthy spread of different user groups in all parts of the park.
5.3

Accessibility

Although a ‘closed park’ in that it is only open during daylight hours, Kennington Park is open
seven days a week, 365 days a year.
Entrances to Kennington Park are kept wide and open, and sight lines maintained to ensure
people feel safe. Where gates are narrow surrounding vegetation is kept low or back from
paths to improve views and remove any sensation of being ‘closed in’. Vehicle access will be
restricted to specified gates, and vehicle movements only permitted on certain internal paths
and in specified areas to provide a safer environment for pedestrians. An annual audit is
carried out to ensure barriers to access are addressed and resolved.
A wide range of facilities will be available to ensure it is attractive to users. Many of the more
popular facilities such as playground, Astroturf and tennis courts are close to main gates,
allowing quick safe access negating a need to bring in cars, reducing conflicts with
pedestrians or blocking access.
The park is on walking and cycling routes which form part of a London and borough wide
network. There are cycle routes to and through the park and whilst cyclists generally respect
rules and show consideration, where required signs will be erected to remind them to keep
speeds down and respect others. Lambeth Parks works with Transport for London (TfL) and
Lambeth Transport to ensure cycle routes to and through the park are planned and
highlighted with signage if needs be, and on any relevant maps or websites.
5.4

A Visible Presence

Kennington Park is manned by staff from the council’s grounds maintenance service,
Lambeth Landscapes, who undertake site maintenance and provide reassurance. Staff on
site have a strong devotion to the park, creating a strong sense of ownership, excellent site
knowledge and a familiar public face. The staff are uniformed so they are readily identifiable.
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5.5

Signage

In 2006 funding became available for installation of new signage at entrances to key open
spaces. Kennington Park was identified as a priority, compounded by having so many
entrances and a need to explain features and provide direction. Park signage must be
reviewed after an appropriate period of time, and new signage commissioned and installed to
accommodate changes in the use and layout of the park, or to provide relevant information
and convey important messages to the public. Small stickers or labels are affixed to signs to
help visitors identify where they are and assist in guiding them through the park.
5.5.1

Park Entrance Signs

The artwork for the entrance signs and one of the signs installed at key entrances is shown
in Figures 17 and 18. There remains an option to commission additional signs for other less
used entrances, subject to resources.
Kennington Park was allocated seven large signs based on large ‘Infopanel’ type designs,
using a style consistent with corporate standards but with a map and text tailored to the park
and its features. To help people locate themselves at entrances, these signs have small ‘You
Area Here’ roundels attached at the location where they are standing, to help them find their
bearings and features of interest in the park they may be interested in or looking for.
As with web pages and promotional material, signage relating to any open space will be
regularly reviewed and updated or upgraded as appropriate, to take account of any site or
management changes. This will be on an annual basis for larger parks.
The signs provide key facts to ensure any visitor experience is safe, welcoming and
enjoyable; all new signs now comply with these criteria. The signs inform the public of:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
5.5.2

Site name so that users associate an open space with a standard name;
Basic history on the site and how it has been developed over time;
A list of the main facilities and features present on site;
‘Good rules’ – asking the public to respect the site and use it appropriately;
Contact details – how to contact Lambeth Parks to obtain information.
Name Plates – Smaller Entrances

Options exist to increase awareness of Kennington Park to people passing on surrounding
roads by installing simple name plate signs on external fencing or gates. The signs would
have the name of the park, along with a contact number and email address. These would be
installed when resources permit or there is demand for key entrances to be highlighted in this
way. This action will be added to the Action Programme (Appendix 2) as appropriate.
5.5.3

Directional Signage

Community consultation suggests strong support for ‘fingerboard’ style signs within the park,
especially to direct visitors to key facilities like sports courts and the playground from
entrances or transport hubs. In response to this the first fingerpost signs have been installed,
funded by the Friends (Figure 19) and proposals are in place for installation of additional
directional signage at specific locations, or attachment of signage to lampposts on streets
around the park to help people find the quickest and safest routes into it.
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Figure 17. Artwork for the entrance signage for Kennington Park

Figure 18. Kennington Park entrance sign
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5.5.4

Behavioural Notices and Signs

Kennington Park contains signage designed to inform and educate users about ‘good rules
of behaviour’ and avoid conflict with other park users or management of the park. Examples
of behavioural notices can include:






Signage at entrances to the playground, on what is permitted or not;
‘Dogs on Leads’ and ‘No cycles’ sign at entrances to the Flower Garden;
‘Please close the gate’ signs on gates, e.g. playground and dog exercise;
Speed Limit Signs – to remind vehicle drivers of the speed limit (5 mph)
Park closing time notices on gates.

These are fabricated in aluminium plate with anti-graffiti coating, compliant with the DDA and
corporate style guides. They are cheap to fabricate and can be replaced if damaged to
reinforce key messages. This form of signage is erected as required, and can either be left in
place as permanent reminder or removed once an issue or problem has been dealt with.
5.5.5

Information on Buildings and Facilities

One key concern had been a lack of information about the history of key features in the park
such as the Prince Consort Lodge, the Slade and Tinworth Fountains or café. A lack of
signage results in facilities being without identity and increases a risk they become ignored,
neglected or underused. As a result the Friends funded three panel-style information signs
for the Prince Consort Lodge, Slade Fountain, Tinworth Fountain and the Air Raid memorial.
The Friends also funded two internal ‘fingerpost’ signs which direct users to toilets, café and
sports complex. The café lessee also has signs to advertise the café, and a range of other
options are being looked into to provide more directional signs, especially around the park to
guide the public to it from local transport hubs such as the Oval underground station. The
restored flower garden also has new signed, which were part funded through the HLF.

Figure 19. Fingerpost directional sign and information panel sign in Kennington Park
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Another example of interpretative material is the new large lectern-style sign installed in 2009
in front of the new children’s playground (Figure 20). The sign, which is designed in a style
similar to that of the park entrance signs, contains information on the origins of the
playground, and also promotes the nature area and trail which is so intimately connected
with the playground. Figure 21 shows the sign being unveiled by Kate Hoey MP in 2009.

Figure 20. The Playground and Children’s Wildlife Area sign

Figure 21. Unveiling of new playground sign by Kate Hoey MP 2009
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6.

Kennington Park is a Healthy, Safe and Secure Place

6.1

Objectives

To be healthy, safe and secure, the following objectives are developed for Kennington Park:
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.2

Kennington Park will be managed to ensure the personal safety and wellbeing of all
park users is given the highest priority.
Kennington Park will be promoted as a place for physical activity, including play,
sports and exercise, as well as for promoting mental wellbeing and social confidence.
Current Status and Management Actions

Kennington Park must be healthy, safe and secure for all, and issues that impact upon
personal safety or create negative perceptions must be addressed. Of particular importance
is a) equipment and facilities which are safe to use, b) people can safely enter, leave and
move across the park, c) dog fouling is prevented or kept under control, d) unsafe features
are quickly repaired or removed, and e) there is signage to inform people on what to do in an
emergency or how to report problems.

Figure 22. Children at play in the new adventure playground and one o’clock club
grounds – safe equipment in a safe setting.
6.3

Risk Reduction and Management

Audits are undertaken annually to identify safety issues in greenspaces, which generate a
set of risk assessments along with actions to reduce the risk or likelihood of accident, injury
or crime. Each risk assessment is approved by maintenance staff and management, and
runs annually from August to July, with a six-month review due each January.
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The risk assessment identifies actions to be implemented to balance the needs of personal
safety and wellbeing against normal park use. All officers who work in the park are made
aware of the assessment and required to perform their duties to comply with actions in it and
minimise risks to themselves and the public.
Because of the presence of on site staff, vandalism and antisocial behaviour incidents are
relatively infrequent at Kennington Park. Nevertheless, incidents of vandalism and antisocial
behaviour can occur but are reported immediately to management and the Operations
Manager. The causes of any incident are assessed to see what preventative measures can
be introduced to prevent further damage to or loss of property, or reduce risks to the public.
Accident and incident reporting books are available in the park depot and used to monitor
and take action on incidents and problems affecting public safety or protection of assets.
These reports include not just incidents reported to park staff but also any passed initially to
the Police. Information from these reports is used to compile crime statistics shared with the
Police and Lambeth Community Safety, and identify and target resources to remove risks,
deter crime or improve surveillance and access across the park.

Figure 23. The pond in the Flower Garden: attention is paid to ensuring such features
are visible, safe and all risks are fully addressed
6.4

Play Equipment

Play equipment must be inspected at least twice weekly and any defects reported; written
records of all inspections are kept on site. Any defective equipment is repaired by an inhouse repairs team or decommissioned until specialist repairs are made by an approved play
equipment contractor, operating under an annual service level agreement.
Grounds maintenance staff are also required to inspect all play areas quarterly and provide a
written report to their managers, detailing defects in equipment, surfaces or infrastructure.
The play equipment is subject to an annual independent inspection carried out on behalf of
the council’s insurers. Any defects are reported and repairs made to equipment, or
decommissioned and replaced by newer items as part of annual capital allocations.
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6.5

Lambeth Police and Lambeth Community Safety

Kennington Park comes under the authority of the Lambeth Borough Command of the
Metropolitan Police. As well as officers attending parks in response to emergencies or
special operations, a local policing initiative is in place within London to increase safety and
perceptions of the public realm, including parks, known as ‘Safer Neighbourhoods’. This is
based around electoral wards, with officers having local, ward-based knowledge.
Working alongside the Police is ‘Lambeth Community Safety’ which is tasked with delivering
the Lambeth Community Safety Strategy to reduce crime, improve quality of life and help to
make the borough a safer place. The Safer Neighbourhoods Team, Friends, Lambeth Parks
and Community Safety share intelligence not just on antisocial issues but also on positive
ones and support each other to ‘design out crime’ or respond to vandalism or damage.
Like all large open spaces, Kennington Park experiences incidents of ‘rough sleeping’, where
individuals ‘sleep out’ on the site overnight or even during the day, not always because they
are homeless but because they have issues with other members of the public, including in
shelters or hostels. These and other members of the local ‘street population’ can cause
issues in terms of the unauthorised occupation and use of important buildings and facilities,
or can cause concern and distress to other members of the public using the park.
Lambeth Council works closely with a London-wide charity called ‘Change Grow Live’
(www.changegrowlive.org), which works with members of Lambeth’s street population, to
help direct them away from ‘sleeping rough’ in Lambeth’s open spaces, mainly for their own
safety and wellbeing, and to help access appropriate counselling, treatment and
rehabilitation. This enables staff to report any persons sleeping out in the park and enable
them to access services which provide the support they need, and reduces the frequency of
incidents of rough sleeping or unauthorised camping. This scheme also allows police officers
to become involved if necessary if the person of concern does not intend to leave the park, or
whose behaviour and conduct might put the public or the site at risk.
6.6

Kennington Park Midnight Walk

Kennington Park is unusual in that it is bisected by a public footpath known as the ‘Midnight
Walk’ which runs east to west from Kennington Park Road to St. Agnes Place. This footpath
is bounded on either side by metal railings and gates, so that when the park is open during
daylight hours people can access it from the Midnight Walk or vice versa. The footpath
contains lighting columns illuminated during the night: the pathway is open around the clock,
even if the park is closed at night.
Responsibility for managing the Midnight Walk does not rest with Lambeth Parks as it is a
designated public highway and is under the authority of Highways and Streetcare divisions.
Nevertheless the path has an impact upon the park in that it can constrain movement
through and into the park and issues that affect the Midnight Walk such as crime or
deterioration of surfacing could affect people’s safety, perceptions or ‘spill into’ the park itself.
A partnership is in place to ensure the Midnight Walk is managed so as to minimise adverse
impacts, which includes Lambeth Landscapes, Community Safety, the Police and the
Friends. Regular evaluations and actions are undertaken to keep the park safe, and ensure
the way it is managed does not conflict with keeping the Midnight Walk open. Actions include
mirrors installed so users can see if they are being followed, keeping gates into the Midnight
Walk closed when the park is shut each evening, opening gates in the morning and making
sure they are swung well back so there are no physical obstructions; any unwanted ‘clutter’
(e.g. old signs) are removed. There are signs on fencing or gates to state when the park is
open/shut or if activities inside which may impede free movement
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In 2014/15 funding was secured from Lambeth Council and Transport for London to widen
and straighten the Midnight Walk, to create a new ‘Quietway’ for safe and responsible
cycling, but also to remove ‘dog-legs’ and make it feel and look safer. Works began on site in
2015 and the path was realigned and widened, along with a new safe cycling/walking surface
and access control bollards at both entrances. The Midnight Path is now open again, and
has a more welcoming and safer feel, and has also ‘connected’ the path back to the park so
there is a better flow of people between both sections of the park and the surrounding roads.
6.7

Lambeth Parks & Open Spaces Byelaws

Kennington Park is covered by a set of ‘local laws’ specific to Lambeth’s parks and open
spaces, which are known as the 'Lambeth Parks and Open Spaces Byelaws', which are
normally displayed at main entrances to the park. Byelaws are designed to encourage,
regulate and manage the proper use of and sensible behaviour in public places; they are
usually made and enforced by councils or other public bodies.
The new Byelaws came into force on 6th April 2005 and replace an older set of byelaws
which dated back to 1932. The new Byelaws reflect the different ways open spaces are now
used, and are easier for people to understand and the council to enforce. The byelaws
contain information on how the council manages activities in Kennington Park, like:





the children’s playground and play equipment
travel and transport, including the use of cycles and motor vehicles
sports activities, e.g. field sports or ball games like football or cricket
public shows and performances, including trading and sale of goods

Kennington Park is also covered by other laws not mentioned in the Byelaws. This includes
drinking alcohol, litter and graffiti; there are other powers available to the council and Police
to take action or deal with offences, including being drunk, disorderly or aggressive.
The Byelaws can be enforced by any officer of the council, including park officers, and the
Police. The first objective is to inform and educate, so that an offence is not committed or not
repeated. However, if an offender takes no notice or continues to offend, the council can take
down details as evidence for prosecution. The maximum fine for a breach of the Byelaws is
£500 on conviction. Members of the public can phone Lambeth Call Centre (020 7926 9000)
for a copy of the Byelaws, or download a set from the Lambeth Council Byelaws web page
Lambeth Council, through its Landscapes and Legal services, is now formulating what are
called ‘Public Open Space Protection Orders’ or POSPOs, through powers vested in the
council by changes in recent Government legislation. POSPOs allow the council to improve
the enforcement of Byelaws, with greater powers in terms of the level of fines and obtaining
correct names and addresses of offenders, as well as how evidence is collected and
presented to secure a conviction.
Consultation on where POSPOs will apply in Lambeth’s parks and open spaces, and what
sort of restrictions and prohibitions will apply, is currently being undertaken with the aim to
secure agreement on what orders will be put into force, when and where, as well as how any
orders and associated Byelaws will be enforced.
6.8

Dogs and Dog Control

The current Parks Byelaws do not specifically mention dogs, either prohibition of fouling or
keeping dogs under control. This is because byelaws are supplemental to existing legislation
and cannot describe offences for which there are already laws or regulations in force.
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Figure 24. Dog and owner on one of the donated benches in Kennington Park
The London Borough of Lambeth is covered an order made under the Dogs (Fouling of
Land) Act 1996. This order, made in June 1997, makes it an offence to allow a dog to foul
the ground in any public space to which the public are “entitled or permitted to have access”
– this includes all areas within any of the borough’s parks and public open spaces. However,
it has long been realised that the scope and powers of orders made under the Dogs (Fouling
of Land) Act are relatively limited, and do not attract sufficient penalties to deter most
persistent offenders, nor compel a person in charge of a dog to give an accurate name and
address to allow any fines or prosecutions to be enacted. The Act also does not confer
powers to require a person to keep a dog out of a designated area, e.g. a playground, or give
any instruction on how such offences could be enforced or offenders penalised.
As part of the Public Open Space Protection Order (POSPOs) process described in the
previous section, orders can also be made which cover dog fouling, as well as other types of
dog-related offences such as the keeping of dogs on leads in designated areas, the
exclusion of dogs from certain sensitive areas, and setting a limit to the maximum number of
dogs a person may walk in a given area. Given the importance of managing dogs in open
spaces, it is seen as essential that the council’s new POSPOs regarding the control of dogs
and dog fouling must apply to all parks, Brockwell Park included, and this is a key element of
the ongoing consultation process.
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In the meantime staff keep detailed records of incidents where dogs are involved, or where
damage is caused to any items in the park that can be attributed to dogs; these records will
be shared with the Police and Lambeth Community Safety to identify trends or patterns that
warrant increased surveillance or action taken against specific dog owners. This information
is shared with the Lambeth Dog Warden scheme, which operates a 24-hour service to
recover stray or illegal dogs, which assists in allocating staff time to particular risk sites.
6.9

Sports, Health and Wellbeing

Kennington Park is used to get and keep fit and healthy, offering a safe welcoming place for
sports, walking, running and socialising to develop mental wellbeing as well as physical. The
Astroturf, basketball, table tennis and tennis courts are all popular with adults and children,
with informal and organised events being run through the year; users come from a wide
catchment area and from all incomes (Figure 25).
The park is also used by visitors for informal sports activities; for example the local Hispanic
community visit the Park Extension regularly, playing football on grass. A dedicated football
pitch has been restored on the Extension and works alongside the existing cricket pitch from
football use, as part of the St. Agnes Place redevelopment programme.

Figure 25. Tennis coaching for children in Kennington Park, showing the new courts
Lambeth Community Sports, part of the council’s Sports and Leisure Unit, work with Lambeth
Landscapes to widen use of the park’s sports facilities. For example, the Astroturf facility was
upgraded in 2015 to provide a better playing surface, and changing rooms were repaired.
In 2016 the Friends of Kennington Park secured funding from Sport England and other
sources to provide a large secure metal container, which was placed on the Park Extension.
This was then leased to various football clubs using the pitches on the Extension to store
equipment, so making it easier for them to organise and set up/remove equipment, but also
to maximise their use of the park in a safe and responsible manner.
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Local primary schools use the park for athletics during the summer term, and small running
tracks are marked out on grass. Informal ‘kick-abouts’ are tolerated on the open grassed
areas of the main park, but more formal or large team-based sports events are discouraged.
The Friends and Lambeth Landscapes are committed to increasing positive appropriate use
of the park for schools sports and health development activities.
Lambeth Sports is responsible for co-ordinating various Healthy Walks Initiatives, designed
to increase people’s basic levels of fitness and health through walking, especially for
individuals who are recovering from illness, surgery or at risk of coronary heart disease.
Walks can either be led by an experienced and qualified instructor, or self-led through local
community action, although it is preferable that people with CHD or major illnesses select the
led walks until their health and confidence is sufficient to walk independently.
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7.

Kennington Park is Well Maintained and Clean

7.1

Objectives

To be a well maintained and clean public space, through the following objectives:
7.1.1
7.1.2
7.1.3

Kennington Park is free of litter, or any littering is quickly dealt with.
Grounds maintenance at Kennington Park is carried out to a high standard.
The infrastructure at Kennington Park are maintained to a high standard.

7.2

Current Status and Management Actions

Consultation with the community, not just those using Kennington Park but also other open
spaces in Lambeth, has shown how important the subject of a clean and tidy park is, and not
just for aesthetic and social but also health and safety reasons, especially where children or
cultural and ethnic minority groups are involved.
Therefore litter and other waste management issues need to be adequately dealt with, the
grounds, buildings and equipment must be well maintained, and all policies relating to litter,
vandalism and maintenance should be in operation and subject to regular review.
7.3

Grounds Maintenance – Practical Management

Kennington Park is managed by Lambeth Council as a ‘public open space’ for access to and
use of during normal opening hours or for organised events; its management and
maintenance is therefore focused on delivering this function.
Following a detailed public consultation and benchmarking exercise in 2015, the
maintenance of Lambeth’s parks and open spaces was brought back ‘in house’ as a directly
managed service on 1st April 2016 which is called ‘Lambeth Landscapes’. As all grounds
maintenance staff are now employed directly by the council this offers considerable
economies of scale as well as greater flexibility in how resources and staff are allocated to
manage the borough’s public open spaces.
As part of the transformation process, a new grounds maintenance specification, along with
performance indicators and monitoring arrangements, has been produced which is attached
as Appendix 3. The specification is output based in that it specifies a finished standard of
service to be achieved by Lambeth Landscapes rather than the amount of work carried out.
Staff inspect all areas to ensure this standard is maintained, whilst also ensuring the park is
patrolled to remove litter and graffiti. Staff also carry out daily inspections of buildings and
structures in the park; details of these inspections and response times are described below.
Reactive maintenance is reported to a specialist team of council staff called the ‘Parks
Improvement Team’ (PIT), or external contractors if appropriate, who deal with issues
according to agreed response times. These are, depending on critical impact on the safe and
effective working of the park and the protection of the staff and public, immediately, same
working day, within 24 hours, within 48 hours or as planned work for longer time periods.
Any building and structural defects found by any member of the public can also be reported
to Lambeth Landscapes via its Customer Call Centre on 020 7926 9000, out of hours on 020
7926 1000 or by email to parks@lambeth.gov.uk. The Call Centre number and email
address are displayed prominently on all park entrance signs, on any signs attached to
buildings, and on the council’s website and web pages for the park.
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7.3.1

Financial Allocations to Kennington Park

The London Borough of Lambeth contains 128 parks, commons, verges and other public
greenspaces, which cover a total of 298 hectares of managed open space. Kennington Park
covers a measured total of 14.4 hectares, which equates to 5.4% of the total public open
space managed by the Borough of Lambeth.
In Financial Year 2016-17 Lambeth Council spent a total of £2,326,000 on grounds
maintenance services in its parks and public greenspaces, which equates to a per hectare
expenditure of £7,805 per hectare of land.
Table 3 shows the breakdown of funding allocated to Kennington Park as a percentage of
the total site budget. The majority of funding spent on grounds maintenance is on, in the
following order: a) bed, shrub and border maintenance, b) litter collection, dog faeces and
graffiti removal, c) infrastructure maintenance, d) play and sports equipment, and e) grass
management (e.g. greenscape management), including wildflower grassland and sports turf.
Table 3. Breakdown of budget funding allocations at Kennington Park
Service Area
Beds & Border Maintenance
Litter & dog waste collection
Infrastructure maintenance
Play area
Sports feature maintenance
Grass Cutting

Percentage of Budget Value
32%
23%
20%
7%
13%
5%

This is fairly typical grounds maintenance ‘Bill of Quantities’ with shrub and flower beds
making up the largest single element because to their high labour input; however, steps are
being taken to change to lower maintenance planting scheme based on more droughttolerant plants, those which show greater resistance to frost, or which offer a range of colours
and forms across a longer period of the growing season. A high litter collection charge
reflects the high standard specified as it is a major issue in a heavily used park of this size.
Within the funds available, this allocation and ranking matches with what the site requires,
and also corresponds to what the Friends of Kennington Park and other user groups feel are
priority issues, such as keeping it free of waste and litter, removing graffiti, keeping grass
short for leisure use, ensuring footpaths and hardstanding are free of dirt or weeds, and
maintaining areas for wildlife.
7.3.2

Obtaining Value for Money

Kennington Park has a basic grounds maintenance budget of £9,606 per hectare, excluding
the additional repairs budget and arboriculture. Set against the national picture, even
allowing for higher costs of its inner-city London location, Kennington Park fares better than
the average park and, given current constraints, cannot be said to be under-resourced.
Arboriculture in the borough is separately resourced. Work is programmed on the basis of
risk assessment in accordance with needs of safety. The budget is variable at an individual
level, depending on the amount of work needed in the park on a yearly basis.
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7.3.3

Service Specifications & Performance Management

Rectification means staff must make good any failings to deliver service standards within a
predetermined timescale, after which the defect is inspected and if to standard the
rectification is removed. If an instruction to rectify is not dealt with satisfactorily, this can be
escalated to senior management level for investigation and for additional resources or staff to
be allocated in order to return the issue to the required standard.
7.4

Additional Capital and Revenue Investment

The Lambeth Landscapes grounds maintenance specification is written around a set of
clearly defined service objectives and outputs, which are summarised in Appendix 3.
Service performance is measured internally against these specifications, which consists of
the completion and submission by staff of daily work plans, as well as regular site inspections
by senior operational staff to ensure compliance, and to request any rectifications if required
to bring sites or areas to the required standard. Information from these work reports and
inspections is then used to measure service performance against the key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) in the specification, as described in Appendix 3.
7.4.1

Repairs & Maintenance Budget Allocations

Lambeth Landscapes currently operates a ‘repairs and maintenance’ budget of about
£500,000 which is for ad-hoc works across the borough’s parks and open spaces, mainly to
provide materials and equipment for Lambeth Landscapes’ ‘Parks Improvement Team’ (PIT).
This budget is not broken down by individual site, but officers managing the park put in repair
requests to the PIT who then purchase materials to undertake the required works. About
20% of the budget is used annually to commission specialist repairs by external contractors
where the PIT cannot do the work, e.g. do not have the required qualifications or training.
7.4.2

Capital Investment Opportunities

Previous Financial Years have seen significant funding available for capital improvements to
open spaces to address facilities which had become neglected and where residents had
raised a need for urgent investment to prevent loss or decay.
Kennington Park has received substantial capital during previous years with the main
investment items mentioned under the park’s history. Although capital funding will vary there
are a number of issues that need to be addressed to ensure the park is safe and contains
facilities that meet customer needs. The principal items identified as priority for additional
capital investment are detailed in various chapters in this plan, but are summarised below.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
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Improvements to drainage, especially along main paths and at entrance points;
Resurfacing or degraded or collapsed paths;
Installation of new or refurbishment and extension of existing toilets;
Repairs to existing skate bowl in north-western section of park;
Additional works to depot buildings to increase community spaces and storage;
Modernisation of or additions to the existing playground (including a more robust Red
Bus play item and slide, along with additional landscaping);
New sports pavilion on parks extension with internal toilet provision;
Removal of brick wall and new fencing or boundary treatments alongside southern
edge of Astro turf sports facility, in south- eastern section of main park site
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Kennington Park is close to many heavily deprived electoral wards for Lambeth and
Southwark and attracts funding designed to target issues relating to deprivation. However, it
also benefits from one-off development opportunities including provision of new housing.
Lambeth Landscapes and the Friends monitor this and other proposals for opportunities to
‘lever in’ capital funds from development, e.g. ‘Section 106’ and, on the part of the Friends, to
seek funds from charitable foundations to further the objectives outlined above.
Providing consent conditions and legal agreements from these planning applications
recognise a need to compensate for increased housing build or the loss of any existing open
space then some or all of this Section 106 funding can be invested in Kennington Park to
improve recreational facilities that would in greater demand as a consequence of the
development(s) proceeding.
7.5

Kennington Park Management Outcomes

This section summarises key issues identified for action to continue the development and
improvement of Kennington Park. These originated from earlier site issue meetings, but have
been added to by meetings with the Friends of Kennington Park and other opportunities. It
highlights what actions have been achieved and how, or are still ongoing.
7.5.1

Entrances

Trees and vegetation are pruned back or removed at or close to entrances to present a more
open feel. This involves cutting back shrubs, trees and hedging, and supports maintenance
staff in making a significant impact upon the appearance and feel of all entrances.
7.5.2

Grassland

Kennington Park contains approximately 10.5 hectares of grass with all but around 4,000
square metres specified as “general amenity grass” and maintained between 25mm and
60mm, with arisings remaining on site. Areas of rough meadow grass are separately
specified and are dispersed at various locations, including the Green Link and along various
boundary features. The grass regime at Kennington Park is standard as in most public parks
and gardens and provides an acceptable balance between cost and quality: it is unlikely that
there will be a budget or a public demand for a higher standard of service. A significant visual
improvement is nevertheless achieved by better definition of paths and grass edges.
With a future opportunity to create areas of rough or wildflower species-rich grasslands in the
park, there is potential to increase the biodiversity value of the park as well as enrich its
visual appearance by adding colour and structure to open spaces.
7.5.3. Trees
Kennington Park contains an excellent diversity of trees all of which are generally well cared
for and managed; rare old and unusual specimens, of which there are plenty in the park,
require careful conservation. In the past there were inappropriate plantings in several areas
or phases: this is now discouraged in all future planting proposals.
A quick glance shows Kennington Park needs a strategy to introduce much-needed
successional planting in keeping with historic structural plantings, but to also identify trees
inappropriate in terms of location or species. On this basis a plan can be developed for their
phased replacement over several years. One key aspiration for the park has been a Tree
Management Strategy which assists in planning how existing trees are managed, which trees
need removing, and where new trees are planted, and used to support decisions and
allocations of resources to manage the park’s tree stock.
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In the meantime new trees have been planted by the Friends, Lambeth Council and Trees for
Cities, to retain and improve its current stock but always in appropriate locations (Figure 26).
Subject to avoiding loss of sporting provision and affecting safety, the Park Extension also
offers opportunities for appropriate tree planting, especially where this provides screening to
adjacent properties or act as ‘green corridors’ for wildlife and landscape effect.

Figure 26. Tree planting in the old dog exercise area at Kennington Park, March 2005
7.5.4

Ornamental and Formal Gardens

The Flower Garden and formal beds on the western side of the park contains planting that
needs to be prepared, maintained and replaced on a seasonal or annual basis. Using funds
raised by the Friends the former ‘rose beds’ on the park’s western section were replanted
with a variety of herbaceous plants, which enabled them to be better maintained. As
mentioned previously funding was secured with the Heritage Lottery Fund to improve the
Flower Garden, which has now been completed and is centred on a new planting plan, which
encourages a wider range of community uses (e.g. volunteering and horticultural
apprenticeships), but also make fewer demands on existing maintenance staff and budgets,
being easier to maintain, drought tolerant and more resistant to disease.
7.5.5

Park Buildings

All the buildings in Kennington Park are in active use. In the case of the café, the Prince
Consort Lodge and park depot these are leased to private businesses, as well as Trees for
Cities, Bee Urban and the council’s grounds maintenance staff, who are responsible for
maintenance of internal fabric and most external features. As such they are well presented,
although minor repairs or improvements are always identified.
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Lambeth Landscapes is now responsible for the internal and external fabric of other buildings
or structures within the park such as the toilet blocks, parks depot, skatebowl and
monuments. The Operations Manager for Lambeth Landscapes identifies features in need of
repair or replacement, and commission’s works from various contractors.
Repairs to or upkeep of these buildings is funded through service budgets, but as this has to
cover 64 parks and open spaces, allocation to Kennington Park is on a competitive basis. A
contract is also in place with a facilities maintenance contractor to commission programmed
repairs or structural works to parks. This complements that of the service provided by the PIT
Team, but this contract is more comprehensive and covers buildings and more specialist
works such as asbestos testing, electrical or plumbing repairs, welding, roofing and fencing.
Lambeth Landscapes occupies most of the park depot and keep it in good order, ensuring
the yard, rooms and storage block are tidy, free of litter and kept secured when not in use or
occupied. Rooms occupied in the depot by Bee Urban, as well as their outside fenced
compound, are their responsibility and they are also obliged to keep them safe, especially
given the presence of active beehives and inflammable waxes, and the risks from trespass.
7.5.6

Children’s Play Area

The play area is relatively new and offers children equipment for all ages, and is equipped
with made ground, grassed areas or safety surfacing and enclosed in a dog free zone. There
are adjacent toilets for playground users which are accessible from within the playground.
The play equipment in the new One O’clock Club and Adventure Playground next to the
Green Link are managed separately by the building’s current occupiers.
Each year Lambeth Landscapes is allocated capital funds to improve play equipment;
depending on priorities, equipment in the park can be identified for upgrading, and the
Operations Manager will identify which improvements will take place in which Financial Year.
This is factored into the Park Management Action Programme in Appendix 2.
However, heavy usage has given rise to some wear and tear, and the new Lambeth
Landscapes Capital Investment Plan will direct future investment to upgrade or improve the
playground as well as other forms of play provision in the park. A new Playground Working
Group has been set up which allows parents, Friends and council to secure resources for the
playground’s upgrading, and to ensure consultation on any changes is maximised and any
new equipment/landscaping is practical and sustainable. The Group have since then focused
on securing costs for the required improvements, as well as on obtaining or directing the
necessary capital funding into the project.
7.5.7

Tennis Courts

There are tennis courts in the park, booked through the council’s leisure contractor GLL
(Figure 27). To book a court, customers phone 0845 130 8998, Monday to Friday (9 am to 6
pm) or Saturday and Sunday (9 am to 4 pm). Signage detailing arrangements for making
court bookings are prominently displayed on the tennis court fencing. The courts are sound
with secure fencing; nets and posts are correctly adjusted and regularly used.
Since July 2007 Lambeth makes a charge for the use of tennis courts in parks, but these are
low and the main purpose is to regulate demand rather than generate profit. Bookings are
made by phone and signage is placed on courts to enable the public to book a court or report
problems. Children and young adults under 16 can play tennis for free to ensure they are
encouraged to play, but it is still advised they or their guardians book in advance to reserve a
slot with the contractor employed to run the Sports Complex on behalf of Lambeth Sports.
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Figure 27. Children playing tennis in Kennington Park
7.5.8

Sports and Sports Pitches

Kennington Park is popular for playing football, but this resulted in areas of amenity grass in
front of the cafe or trim trail being used by groups or individuals with small nets and boots,
which if not managed appropriately damage the ground and deny use by other customers.
Efforts are made to ensure that such areas are only used for informal ‘kick abouts’ by very
small groups, ideally parents and their children. Larger groups or teams bringing goal-posts
are advised by notices to use the Park Extension or to pay for using the Astroturf facility.
7.5.9

Astroturf Sports Facility

The southern part of Kennington Park is dominated by a large modern synthetic surfaced
games court (‘Astroturf) with floodlighting, fencing and changing rooms/office. It is extremely
popular with teams or clubs because it can be used late into the night – access to and from
the sports complex is managed separately from the rest of the park. As with tennis courts,
the Astroturf pitches are booked during the playing season via Lambeth’s sports service
contractor and costs are competitive. Pre-booking is advised as this enables the contractor to
allocate pitches and ensure the playing surface is maintained and clean before each game.
7.6

Cleanliness and Waste Removal

Lambeth Council places significant emphasis on a high level of cleanliness at Kennington
Park including keeping it free of litter, flytipping and dog waste. Most enquiries and
complaints about cleanliness are made via the Lambeth Call Centre on 020 7926 9000 (or
email to parks@lambeth.gov.uk), and sent to relevant officer to inspect and instruct staff to
rectify or address a problem. The public can telephone or email in a complaint, but the
Council also receives complaints through Councillors or the Friends.
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7.6.1

Litter, Flytipping and Clinical Waste

The removal of all waste is covered under the grounds maintenance specification; staff on
site undertake waste removal during inspections or as instructed by the Operations Manager.
In terms of cleanliness, Lambeth Landscapes are required to maintain Kennington Park to
Grade A standard for Zones 1 and 2 as defined in the Environmental Protection Act 1990.
This means the site should be free of litter and other debris on the ground by noon each day,
with special emphasis placed on ensuring playgrounds, toilets, entrances and paths are
clean and safe to use. Where required, staff perform additional cleaning duties or visits
where littering is abnormally heavy, such as after weekends or events.
Over 25 litterbins are located within the park, varying in size from small 82 litre metal bins to
larger 320 litre ‘Euro’ bins. Bins are checked regularly and emptied when full, but the
frequency of inspection/emptying is increased if requested if management feel it advisable,
especially during the summer or around ‘honey pots’ like the playground and next to local
shops or transport hubs. Staff pick up litter as they patrol or attend to scheduled duties,
which is deposited in bin bags for collection, along with bags removed from bins, and taken
off for disposal. A rectification is issued if a bin is not emptied or excessive litter present on
the ground or not picked up within an acceptable period of time.
In order to help address issues relating to environmental offences such as litter being
dropped and not being picked up or disposed of responsibly, in 2016 Lambeth Council
implemented a new initiative to target ‘envirocrime’ offenders. A team of ‘environmental
crime’ enforcement officers was created in partnership with NSL, an experienced
enforcement contractor (Figure 28). Under the scheme, anyone caught by the enforcement
officers will face on-the-spot fines of up to £80 for littering, spitting or urinating, and
fines of up to £50 for failing to pick up and dispose of dog wastes. More information
on the scheme can be found at (http://love.lambeth.gov.uk/asb-enforcement-officers/).

Figure 28. Lambeth’s new envirocrime enforcement team (London Borough of
Lambeth)
The envirocrime enforcement scheme, which will run for one year initially with the option of a
two year extension, are empowered to operate in any of Lambeth’s parks and open spaces,
including Kennington Park..
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Flytipping is not a regular event in the park because of the constant presence of staff, Police,
surveillance, fencing and strict vehicle controls. However, if flytipping is found it is quickly
removed. Flytipped or bulky waste up to 5 cubic metres is removed at no additional cost to
the council within 48 hours of being reported. Volumes over 5 cubic metres might require a
variation order to be sent to the council’s waste operator to cover the cost: once raised the
waste is normally removed within 48 hours.
Clinical waste is removed as found or reported by the public or parks staff. These are placed
in special containers using safety equipment, and stored as clinical waste until they can be
removed and incinerated. As with other wastes, a rectification will be issued if clinical waste
is not removed within 24 hours.
7.6.2

Dog Waste

Most of Kennington Park is open for walking and exercising of dogs off leads so long as they
are under control; this includes the Extension and grassed areas, but excludes playground,
sports facilities and Flower Garden. Due to recent legislative changes it is now acceptable to
deposit bagged dog waste in normal litter bins, where it can then be disposed of. This means
that as they deteriorate or get damaged, any red dig bins in the park are being removed and
not replaced, and the public are being encouraged or requested to dispose of bagged dog
waste in a nearby standard litter bin.
Kennington Park contains a well-used dog exercise area, presently in the southern section of
the park until the Northern Line Extension works are completed, where it will transfer back to
the northern area. It is signposted and surrounded by bow topped fencing and gates, which
keep dogs inside. However, staff are still required to inspect the areas for dog waste.
7.6.3

Graffiti and Flyposting

The park is inspected regularly for flytipping and graffiti. Graffiti and flyposting, including on
buildings, fences, boundary railings and even paths, is covered under the grounds
maintenance specification, and staff undertake graffiti and poster removal. Normal flyposting
or graffiti is removed within 7 days, but usually much quicker as on-site staff can deal with it
when seen or reported. Graffiti or posters deemed obscene, racist or otherwise offensive is
removed within 24 hours of being reported by the public, Police or Operations Manager; the
rate of response is good, and reflects how seriously the council take this issue.
7.6.4

Toilet Cleansing

Kennington Park contains two sets of publicly accessible toilets. These are inspected by
council staff who visit each day, cleaning urinals, toilet pans, sinks, floors and walls,
replenishing toilet paper, soap and paper towels, and ensuring hand dryers and soap
dispensers are working. Should use of toilets be heavy, such as during hot weather or when
the wet play and playground are open, management can instruct for additional visits to
maintain cleanliness or replenish consumables.
Any defects or damage to toilets is reported to the Operations Manager who instructs for
minor repairs or temporarily closes toilets until substantive repairs are undertaken. Should
toilets be closed temporarily, notices are installed to inform the public.
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8.

Kennington Park is a Sustainable Park

8.1

Objectives

To be a sustainable place, the following objectives are developed for Kennington Park:
8.1.1
8.1.2
8.2

Kennington Park will be managed to minimise the consumption and waste of nonrenewable resources.
Kennington Park will be managed in order to increase the use of sustainable
resources, and to reduce adverse impacts upon the natural and human environment.
Current Status and Management Actions

Kennington Park is managed using methods that are environmentally sound and rely on best
available practice. Both park management and the community should be aware of
techniques available to reduce their and the park’s impact upon the environment, and
demonstrate they are putting these into practice, and reviewing their effectiveness.
8.3

Sustainability in Parks and Open Spaces

Lambeth Council is committed to improving sustainability in all of its parks and open spaces:
not just financial and economic sustainability, but also environmental sustainability. This
borough wide commitment includes Kennington Park, demonstrated by a number of practical
actions seen in the park or the surrounding environment.
Opportunities to conserve energy and water and reduce pollution should be taken, pesticide
use kept minimal and fully justified, and use of horticultural peat eliminated. Waste plant
material should be recycled on site, and used as compost and mulch for bedding and weed
suppression. High horticultural and arboricultural standards certainly help reduce pollution,
waste and environmental impact, and these should be in evidence at Kennington Park.
8.4

Recycling of General Wastes

Given that managing waste is the single biggest cost item for Kennington Park, Lambeth
Landscapes is committed to not only reduce the amounts of litter deposited on site but also
to increase the proportion recycled. In terms of recycling of general wastes, e.g. bottles,
packaging, plastics, a number of actions are implemented. These include:
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Installation of prominent ‘recycling points’ at key locations based on large green bins
labelled specifically for recyclables with ‘feather flags’ promoting the bins. These will be
placed at key intersections or entry points into the park to maximise awareness and use,
and their contents will be incorporated into the current recycling waste management
systems operated by the council.
Working with all leaseholders, such as cafes, and those organising both commercial and
community events, to ensure that a) they sell goods that have minimum packaging or in
containers that can be recycled, and b) that they include recycling facilities and bins in
their waste stream processes. These requirements will become conditions of any leases
or licence agreements and will be appropriately monitored for compliance.
Maximising the proportion of equipment and consumables used by Lambeth Landscapes
staff which can be recycled or reused, and minimising packaging, so that their net
contribution to the park’s overall waste stream is as small as possible.
Installation of drinking water fountains at strategic locations, so as to encourage the
public to use and replenish their own water bottles rather than buying and then disposing
of single-use bottles of water.
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Concurrent with actions to increase recycling of wastes is encouraging those using the park
to reduce the amounts of waste they actually generate or leave on site, which is a challenge.
However, a number of actions will be implemented during the life of this plan to try and
improve public awareness to leave less litter or to increase what they do to recycle wastes:







8.5

Use of publicity in the form of posters and ‘key messages’ on notice boards, entrance
signage and on all bins, asking people to not only put their litter in any bins rather than on
the ground, but to take it home or recycle it where this is possible.
Ongoing publicity, on service vehicles, websites and other printed/online materials,
highlighting the fact that ‘over one third of the money spent in Kennington Park goes on
dealing with your litter and waste’, so as to make users think about the consequences of
littering and what benefits would result from less waste and more recycling in terms of
additional resources for playgrounds, sports and providing toilets, etc.
Targeting local businesses, especially supermarkets or food outlets, so as to increase the
number of bins they provide on their premises (including recycling points) so that
customers can dispose of this on site, or displaying publicity asking them to dispose of
litter responsibly or to recycle at home.
Working with organisations such as WRAP, Keep Britain Tidy and the Mayor of London
to deliver events and activities in the local area, e.g. in schools and colleges, to increase
awareness of the impacts of litter and waste, and the importance of both recycling and
reducing the amounts of packaging when buying goods.
Recycling, Composting and Peat Policy

The Lambeth Grounds Maintenance Specification (Appendix 3) specifies that staff must
purchase and use peat-free materials for horticultural activities, and use compost derived
from recycled greenwaste produced locally or brought in from a reputable source, of sufficient
quantity and quality to undertake mulching and weed suppression.

Figure 29. Mobile greenwaste chipper in operation in Kennington Park
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Lambeth has a policy that all plants put into any parks and open spaces are grown and
supplied in peat-free compost. A range of commercial bedding contractors are used who
guarantee peat-free stock, and officers monitor compliance when inspecting bedding
schemes. Many of the plants used in parks are now bred to cope with peat-free medium and
modern formulations of peat-free compost are widely available.
However, there are occasions when plants are supplied in a peat-based medium, where it is
difficult to get such species to grow and thrive in an alternative medium or where the cost of
providing plants in peat-free material is expensive. In such cases the policy is to minimise the
selection and supply of such plants and ensure that they are planted out in a non-peat based
material that allows for growth – the peat they were supplied in is then composted.
When trees, shrubs and scrub are cut back or removed the resulting green waste is chipped
up and spread on shrub beds or boundary lines as mulch or allowed to rot down until it can
be composted. Only green waste produced in the park is deposited in the depot.
Prior to 2013 there was a greenwaste composting site at Kennington Park next to the Flower
Garden, but this is now decommissioned and redeveloped as the site of the new one o’clock
club. As a result, new arrangements are in place to obtain compost from elsewhere in the
borough’s parks, but brought to site as required; suitable storage areas are provided around
the park to accommodate this material as and when required.
Kennington Park receives regular visits by a mobile chipper, so that any green waste being
produced and stored on site is chipped up and turned to provide a supply of mulch and
compost to meet its requirements and reduce the need to transport it in from a distance.
8.6

Pesticides

Lambeth Council actively pursues the reduction and avoidance of use of chemicals in its
parks and open spaces. As part of this commitment Lambeth Landscapes have implemented
an ‘Integrated Weed Management Policy’(see linked presentation), which sets out clearly
how weeds and other pests are managed within Lambeth’s open spaces, including nature
sites. This sets out a series of procedures and protocols that are designed to promote the
minimization of the use of chemical pesticides, and the preferred selection on non-chemical
(manual, biological or natural) methods where this is both practical and achievable. The
Policy is now fully applied to the management of weeds and other pests in Kennington Park,
given its diversity of habitats and species.
The IWMP states that pesticides should not be used in public spaces without prior permission
and only to address a specific problem which affects integrity, public safety or contravenes
the law (e.g. Weeds Act). Systemic herbicides are approved for control of pernicious weeds
like Japanese Knotweed; the principal herbicide is glyphosate (‘Roundup’) in stable
preparations for spraying, weed wiping or spot application. As a general rule weed wiping and
spot spraying is the preferred method of application; staff prefer these methods as they are
economical in terms of cost and time and reduce the risk of spray drift so minimising side
effects on non-target plants or habitats, or placing the health of the public or operators at risk.
Lambeth Landscapes must also produce sufficient composted waste from tree removal and
chipping, greenwaste recycling and leaf clearing to undertake weed suppression through
mulching instead of using herbicides. Staff must consider the use of biodegradable matting or
mulch on semi-mature trees and other approved means of weed suppression; this is
practiced on site, especially in the nature and ornamental garden areas or around the bases
of young and mature trees.
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8.7

Water Conservation

Water has to be used in Kennington Park given its size and the number of features that
require watering. However, the annual water bill is not excessive relative to its area and
complexity of features; actions are undertaken to help minimise water use and wastage.
Mulching and compost on bedding helps minimise water use; all new bedding brought in is
kept away from direct sunlight until planted out - if watering is needed this is using a fine mist
spray nozzle and only to dampen humus in pots. Once planted out, where bedding needs
additional watering self-regulating spraying heads are used to water plant bases in a fine
mist, rather than pouring water on using a hose. New trees also have mulching or matting
around bases, and only watered when necessary.
In addition, there has been a standard policy at all of Lambeth’s parks of replacing, where
appropriate, plants that have a high degree of water demand with species or planting
schemes that have low water needs or can tolerate periods of drought (or indeed
waterlogging and frost). This is exemplified at Kennington Park in a) the redesign and
replanting of the old rosebeds on the western side of the park, and b) the selection and use
of trees and shrubs, including native hedge plants, which have low water needs around the
park’s boundaries or internal fencing/walls. The same policy also applied to the newly
restored Flower Garden, where plants that have low or manageable water needs have been
preferred over those that have excessive water requirements.

Figure 30. Seasonal bedding in the Flower Garden prior to restoration, which placed
excessive demands on both water use and staff time (LB Lambeth)
Buildings and other services (e.g. water points) in the park are reviewed to check for
problems. New polypropylene pipes are installed where resources permit to replace old
ironwork pipes and reduce leakage; one example was on the Park Extension where an old
leaking mains pipe has been replaced with a new plastic one. Other conservation measures
include percussion taps for all bed watering equipment, and non-return valves on new pipe
work, including in the playground and changing room toilets when they were refurbished.
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9.

Kennington Park - Conservation and Heritage

9.1

Objectives

To be and remain a conservation and heritage flagship, the following objectives have been
developed for Kennington Park:
9.1.1
9.1.2
9.1.3
9.2

Trees are managed to protect them from loss or inappropriate removal, and
opportunities sought to plant new trees suitable to the park’s character.
Kennington Park is managed to ensure existing wildlife habitats are protected and
enhanced, and opportunities to create new ones are taken.
Kennington Park is managed to maintain its heritage character, to protect and raise
the profile of existing heritage features, and provide them with new sustainable uses.
Current Status and Management Actions

Particular attention must be paid at Kennington Park to the conservation and management of
the wide range of landscapes, buildings and structural features relating to its origins, such as
fountains, shelter, cafe, war memorial, lodges and ornamental gardens.
Likewise the park contains features important for biodiversity and protection of wildlife like
long grassed areas and boundary hedges. Equally important to biodiversity are the
numerous trees in the park, which are of different ages, heights, shapes and suitability to
birds, insects, fungi and mammals. The park offers considerable opportunity to increase and
enhance its biodiversity value, through appropriate management and habitat creation.
9.3

Protection and Enhancement of Heritage Character

Kennington Park is located within an existing Conservation Area for Lambeth, namely “St.
Marks Conservation Area” (Code CA11) which covers over 50% of the actual main park. This
means that any changes or developments within or affecting the park must be considered in
terms of any adverse impacts upon the Conservation Area’s status. The Extension is not
included in the Conservation Area boundary, but any changes to it are still treated with
respect to the park’s overall conservation value.
Kennington Park is on Historic England’s “Register or Parks and Gardens of Special Historic
Interest”, Grade II (registered 1988), which recognises it as containing features of heritage
value contributing to its character and identity. The most important of these are central area
of lawns enclosed by paths lined with London Plane trees; the Prince Consort Lodge; the
recently replanted sunken gardens; the café and the Flower Garden.
The above Register entails no additional statutory controls, but the historic interest of a park
or garden on it is, however, established as a material planning consideration and the
Register provides a means by which sites of historic interest are identified. It draws attention
to the fact that Kennington Park must receive consideration if changes are contemplated.
Although there is no formal requirement for Lambeth Council to consult Historic England over
planning applications related to Kennington Park, as it is not graded 1 or 2*, they are,
however, directed on applications which may affect any site on the Register regardless of
grade. Nevertheless, all the conservation assets in the park, including listed structures, are
recorded on Lambeth Planning’s Conservation Register and information on their condition
and use are shared with Historic England. In 2016 the War Memorial in the park was
recommended for adding to Historic England’s General List as a listed structure, and this will
further add weight to ensuring the whole park is being managed in a sensitive manner.
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9.4

Kennington Park Style Guide – Furniture and Fittings

It is often felt, given it lies within a Conservation Area, that Kennington Park can suffer from
‘too many styles’ in terms of items like seats, bins and fencing. A walk around the park can
pick up four or more different styles of seat or bench, all of different materials from different
manufacturers and of differing durability and suitability.
In response a simple ‘Style Guide’ has been developed to ensure new furniture conforms to
a style in keeping with the park’s status and items that do not conform are replaced.
As a consequence, any proposals to alter or replace existing furniture are consulted with the
Friends and Lambeth Planning to ensure a consistent approach. However, all furniture and
fittings must be suitable for use by all, so a balance is struck between ‘heritage style’ and
general use. In general, the Friends favour the metal benches and waste bins, first installed
since 2006, as the style to be used in the main parts of the park. However, within the Flower
Garden the recent restoration used wooden furniture at the request of the Heritage Lottery
Fund; wooden benches of an approved pattern are used for dedications as this gives a more
‘natural’ and softer feel to the garden.
9.5

Protection of the Natural Environment

Kennington Park contains a number of areas recognised as being of importance to not only
wild plants and animals, but also local people to experience wildlife. As well as retaining or
enhancing existing features, management should aim to increase the extent of areas of
nature conservation value or create new ones in locations where wildlife is deficient or not
readily appreciated by the public. This section describes actions taken or proposed by the
park community to protect and enhance Kennington Park as a biodiversity resource.
9.5.1

The Lambeth Biodiversity Action Plan

The Lambeth Biodiversity Action Plan (Lambeth BAP) is Lambeth’s statement on actions the
borough will undertake to protect, promote and enhance wildlife. The BAP was updated in
April 2019 to take into account changes in the London and UK BAPs, which have already
undergone substantial changes.
The Lambeth BAP consists of a set of ‘Action Plans’, one for each habitat or species
identified as important for Lambeth. Each Action Plan describes why the Council has chosen
a particular habitat or species, and what it intends to do to protect and promote it, and so
help raise the profile and status of biodiversity in Lambeth.
Kennington Park is included in the Lambeth BAP’s ‘Parks and Open Spaces Habitat Action
Plan’, especially given role in enabling public access to nature or use, and how it has and is
being managed to protect and improve an extensive diversity or wild plants and animals.
The Lambeth BAP is linked intimately with the ‘London Biodiversity Plan’ and in turn to the
UK Biodiversity Action Plan; many of the actions set out in the Lambeth BAP are similar to
those in the London and UK ones, so that action taken by Lambeth at the local level will have
implications and benefits to biodiversity on a regional and national scale.
Kennington Park makes a contribution to delivery of the Lambeth BAP as features within it
are of biodiversity value such as trees, mixed gardens and hedges, and management is
compatible with the needs of biodiversity (e.g. pesticide avoidance and greenwaste). These
actions and outcome are described in detail in Appendix 1.
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9.5.2

Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation

Across Lambeth sites are identified for their importance for biodiversity and nature
conservation. These are called Local Wildlife Sites or ‘Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINCs)’; SINCs can have Metropolitan, Borough or Local importance for
nature conservation. SINCs are formally recognised and protected in Lambeth’s Local
Development Plan from inappropriate use, development or loss.
Kennington Park is a SINC for Lambeth, and classified as a ‘Site of Local Importance” (Code
SINC30); a Local Grade site ranks below Metropolitan and Borough Grade sites on the basis
of existing wildlife features as well as proximity to other sites of biodiversity value, and its
contribution to communities to provide access to nature. Information on Lambeth’s SINC
sites can be found on the Greenspace Information for Greater London (GiGL)’s website at
http://discover-london.gigl.org.uk/
In 2018 Lambeth was surveyed by London Wildlife Trust on behalf of the Greater London
Authority for its programme of reviewing borough SINCs. Based on the presence, distribution
and condition of wildlife habitats and the diversity of species, Kennington Park’s Local Grade
SINC status was confirmed. It is proposed this status be retained in the Lambeth Local Plan.
Species diversity in the park had however increased which reflects improvements in site
management, creation of wildlife-friendly features, and reduced use of chemical pest control.
9.5.3

Naturalised Area Management in Kennington Park

There are a number of locations in Kennington Park managed to benefit biodiversity; this
includes areas of rough grassland, boundary hedges and native trees surrounded by longer
grass. Maintenance consists of litter removal, control of noxious weeds, grass management
(e.g. autumn cut with removal of arisings) and scrub control. In addition clearance of brush
and saplings is used to maintain open naturalised areas.
As a means to enhance biodiversity, Lambeth continues to invest in sites across the borough,
such as by native hedge or tree planting or creating native wildflower rich grasslands that
enhance wildlife value. Kennington Park is recognised as a site with excellent opportunities to
extend or enhance its biodiversity value such as with new meadows or plantings. The
biodiversity enhancement proposals for Kennington Park are summarised as follows:
a) To create discrete nature conservation areas, particularly where access to learning are
high, e.g. playground, or places where soils allow native species to survive (Figure 31).
b) To create one or more areas of wildflower species rich meadow grassland, particularly in
the eastern sector of the park, such as on the Greenlink or around the cafe and depot.
c) To improve species diversity in boundary or edge habitats, by planting suitable wildflower
annuals and perennials, and establishing or extending native hedges or shrubberies.
d) To improve the biodiversity value of existing gardens or borders (e.g. the Prince Consort
Lodge garden and western sunken beds) by creating species-rich planted
schemes/themes. The acquisition of land for the Northern Line Extension offers an
opportunity to re-landscape this area and other boundaries once construction works are
complete, and discussions are under way as to outline designs and plans.
e) Installation of refugia for reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates in the improved
grassland, composed of logs, boulders and banked grass turves (Figure 31).
f) Installation of bat and bird boxes in areas of the park deficient in suitable trees or
buildings, and establish ‘wildlife corridors’; 16 bat and bird boxes were erected in 2012 to
deliver this objective using funding secured by the Friends (Figure 32)
g) Creation of species-rich wildlife areas within the Flower Garden as part of its restoration
programme, which will be maintained and developed by volunteers and partners.
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Figure 31. Wildlife enhancements in Kennington Park: bird feeder, dead timber and
‘bug hotel’ in the nature area, also showing one of the marker posts for the nature trail

Figure 32. Bat box erected in tree within Kennington Park
All these projects are supported by the Friends, and each offers potential to enhance the
park’s biodiversity value, as well as opportunities for volunteering, plus creating educational
resources for schools and public.
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9.5.4

Tree Management and Protection

It has been recognised that the wildlife value of Kennington Park lies in the many trees it
contains. It is the diversity of trees, in terms of species, age, growth form, height, location
and proximity to each other that provides much of this value and is reflected in wildlife using
trees as habitat for shelter, feeding and breeding, as well as ‘transport networks’ to move
across site and indeed in and out of it to surrounding gardens and other local green spaces.
The trees in the park need managing to ensure they provide appropriate natural habitat, and
introduction of new trees is appropriate to wildlife and heritage. A new Tree Management
Strategy would be invaluable in deciding how existing trees are retained and managed to
also protect biodiversity, which is why this is such a critical action for the future (Appendix 2).

Figure 33. Established and new trees are equally important in Kennington Park;
mature London Plane trees, and newly planted olive trees in the Flower Garden
Tree management is however being implemented and a major programme of tree reduction
and removal, where trees are dead, unsafe or diseased, is ongoing. Likewise, the park
benefits from new tree plantings (see earlier) and the Operations Manager liaises with the
Friends to identify species, locations and sizes of tree planted, with the aim to replace those
lost due to safety concerns or restore heritage character.
The benefit of having the Lambeth Tree Service in the Parks Depot, since they arrived in
2019, now means that there is on-site expertise in not only which trees are appropriate for
various parts of the park, but also expertise in securing funding and sponsorship for planting
new trees, which has resulted in the park’s tree stock being kept fresh and updated, whilst
also respecting its unique heritage and recreational value.
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Where appropriate species of native tree resistant to disease, drought and waterlogging are
preferred although ornamental ones are permitted where this retains landscape qualities or
‘arboretal’ areas. Where entire trees are removed, some stumps can be left in situ to provide
habitat for wood-dwelling fungi and invertebrates, particularly stag beetle (Lucanus cervus),
which is found in Lambeth and around Kennington Park. However, stumps are cut down
close to ground to minimise trip hazards and avoid ‘spoiling’ the park’s open character.
Opportunities also exist to plant trees that have high biodiversity value in parts of the park,
such as those producing fruit or nuts, or which are attractive to bees and birds. However, the
aim must be to replace trees that are removed, rather than adding more to what is already a
well-treed park, or creating features that will be difficult to manage or conflict with other
existing uses, views or landscape assets. Local community involvement of such planting
schemes is critical to prevent such conflicts and guarantee sustainability, and the Friends
have expressed a wish to be involved and to raise funds for tree planting.
9.5.5

Environmental Information and Interpretation

One principal action from the Lambeth BAP is to increase local awareness of biodiversity by
children and schools. Kennington Park is an ideal location given its size, location, diversity of
wildlife interest and support from the user community to make more of its natural character.
Kennington Park has been consistently targeted as a centre for raising awareness in children
and teachers, parents and guardians. Lambeth officers have active links with schools close
to the park, with teachers responsible for science and geography curriculum at KS1 and KS2.
However, equally exciting for environmental education has been the restoration of the Flower
Garden, as part of the HLF funding package mentioned previously. This included recruitment
for one year of an Education and Outreach Officer, whose role included engaging and
working with local schools and pupils to raise awareness of the garden and park as a
learning resource, and to undertake curricular activities on site.

Figure 34. School activities in the Flower Garden, Kennington Park
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10. The Community is Involved in Kennington Park
10.1

Objectives

To ensure it is meets the needs of its user and local community, the following objectives
have been developed for Kennington Park:
10.1.1 The management of Kennington Park will actively involve park users.
10.1.2 Community activities in Kennington Park will be encouraged and supported.
10.2

Current Status and Management Actions

Lambeth Landscapes is committed to supporting the involvement of all members of the local
community in the development of Kennington Park. Management must demonstrate it
understands and is responsive to the needs of the park’s user base and aware of changing
patterns of use, as well as being able to show community involvement in Kennington Park,
and that facilities are appropriate to the community’s needs and not biased to one element.
10.3.

Community Involvement

Kennington Park is surrounded by a large diverse community in an area where there is a
serious lack of accessible public open space. Though from the air it might at first seem that
Kennington and Camberwell are abundant in greenspace, much of this is either private
housing or estate land, and inaccessible or not managed for public access. Therefore, for
residents living in this part of Southwark and Lambeth, Kennington Park provides access to
facilities that are free or available whilst the park is open.
To ensure Kennington Park is managed to meet the needs of local communities, Lambeth
Council and the Friends of Kennington Park ensure there is a strong and visible community
involvement in the park’s regeneration, the community are consulted in developments or
proposals, as well as being encouraged to come up and deliver projects of their own that are
compatible with the park’s character and use.
10.4

The Friends of Kennington Park

The Friends of Kennington Park are the official user representative body for Kennington
Park, in terms of consultation with the council and other stakeholders. Having celebrated
their 10th Anniversary in September 2012, the Friends have been instrumental in protecting
the park as well as securing its continued improvement. The Friends are a formally
constituted body with charitable status, along with a committee, bank account, constitution
and policies that show it to be inclusive, open to scrutiny and eligible to secure a wide range
of funding from various providers, including landfill tax, lottery and charitable donations.
The present Committee are composed of local residents; membership is growing and
includes people living in Southwark and Lambeth, as well as those working in businesses
and charities which has helped them gain and demonstrate a sound understanding of how to
seek opportunities to secure additional support for the park.
The Friends are in regular contact with the Operations Manager, and have frequent site
walkabouts. Park officers attend the Friends meetings, Annual General Meeting and other
public meetings as appropriate. The Friends have excellent working relations with staff based
at the park, and with the Police.
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The Friends have a regular colourful newsletter called ‘Park Life’ which they distribute free of
charge to members and at the café, which has proved popular and well received across the
whole of Lambeth. The Friends have a website (http://www.kenningtonpark.org) to help
widen their membership base, and works to keep information current and relevant. Since
they were founded in 2002, the Friends of Kennington Park have helped to raise from outside
sources and their own members over £1millon and bring about improvements to the park and
widen links to the community as follows:
2003
2004
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

10.5

Raised funds for and installed bat and bird boxes
Held a major event (5,000 people) to mark the 150th anniversary of the park
started football training for children (taken over by Lambeth from 2008)
Raised funds for the planting of a ‘dry garden’ near the electricity substation.
Raised funds for the fitness trail, opened in June
Organised, fundraised and provide prizes for a children’s tennis tournament
Raised funds for the Air Raid Memorial, unveiled in October
Held a children's event in the cafe to gain input to plans for the new playground.
Raised funds for and organised the planting of a children’s “wildlife area”
Raised funds for and oversaw construction of new children's Playground
Organised event to mark formal opening of new Playground in March
Raised funds for Nature Trail and schools’ biodiversity workshops
Raised funds for replanting of rose beds in March and October
Organised event to mark 70th anniversary of Air Raid in October 1940
Raised funds for completion of rose bed re-plantings
Raised funds for children's fitness equipment, installed in June 2011
Raised funds for the cleaning of the war memorial, completed September 2011
Paid for the installation of interpretative signage to highlight historic monuments
Sponsored the restoration of the Skateboard Bowl
Celebrated their 10th Anniversary at a colourful event in the park, which also included
consultation on the Masterplan and restoration of the Flower Garden
Friends’ Facebook and Twitter accounts launched and used to widely promote
activities and events in the park
Secured funds for installation of table tennis units next to the playground
Acted as a key consultee on the Northern Line Extension proposals, to ensure the
park gains maximum ecological, heritage and access benefit from the development
Helped secure over £550,000 for restoration of the Flower Garden, and its promotion
as a key heritage, community and educational resource for the park and local area.
Secured over £3,500 for a new sundial for the Flower Garden, and campaigned for
addition of upgraded outdoor fitness equipment to replace the existing older items.
Secured over £5,000 funding for a new storage container on the Park Extension for
use by local football clubs to promote safe and responsible use for sports
Established a gardening group to help manage and maintain the Flower Garden
Secured £36,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund for a programme of events to
commemorate the 170th Anniversary of the Chartists Movement, and a gathering in
the park in 1848 (www.kenningtonchartistproject.org)
Schools and Kennington Park

Kennington Park is close to a number of schools, and there is determination to encourage
greater school use during term time hours. Many pupils and their families, guardians and
parents appreciate and use the park outside school hours, at weekends or during holidays,
but there are numerous opportunities to increase the level of use during school time.
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Figure 35. The opening of the newly restored Flower Garden, showing the new sundial,
which was funded by the Friends of Kennington Park.
The key project opportunities for local schools in Kennington Park, where their practical
involvement and indeed ‘ownership’ would be easy to arrange and to sustain, are:
a)

Use of the Kennington Park Nature Trail, an ideal project for active participation
by school pupils at nursery and primary stages; this could also include activities
using the existing nature trail (Figure 34).

b)

Development, in due course, of a new wildflower meadow and native hedges in
park, including planting hedge and plug plants, herbs and ground cover, as well
as helping in the design of signage and interpretative materials.

c)

Involvement in the Flower Garden, as well as use for various schools’ activities in
the garden, e.g. wildlife, food, and gardening projects, in partnership with the
Friends and the Lambeth Landscapes (Figures 34, 35 and 36).

Lambeth Landscapes works with schools to identify groups who can take on projects. Visits
to schools by officers and by schools to the park are ongoing and cover issues like history,
gardening, science and art, as well as visits to the playground or sports pitches (Figure 37).
Lambeth Landscapes offers a number of locations in the borough to base teaching and
training activities, including Kennington Park, in topics like history, ecology, species and
habitat survey, hydrology, landscape, ICT and design technology (e.g. designing signs,
leaflets and web-based interpretative materials). There are a number of opportunities for
local schools, where their practical involvement and indeed ‘ownership’ would be beneficial
to the site – examples of such projects and activities are described below in Section 10.8.
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Figure 36. Pupils from Wyvil Primary School investigating dead wood habitat in
Kennington Park as part of a nature trail activity day

Figure 37. Pupils from Henry Fawcett Primary School assisting with the clearance and
replanting of herbaceous borders in Kennington Park, summer 2007
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10.6

Children’s Play Facilities

Kennington Park contains a number of play and sports facilities for children and young
adults; there is a dedicated children’s playground, funded through the Friends of Kennington
Park, which contains a variety of items such as swings, roundabouts and static features. It is
fronted by a splendid sign which describes how the playground was created, the associated
Nature area and trail and how to obtain more information. Near to the playground on the
opposite side of the café is an upright wooden and metal sign which gives park users
information on the Nature Trail, which is complemented by marker posts, made out of
seasoned buried tree logs that are scattered around the park at salient points.
The park also contains a new children’s fitness trail, funded through the Friends, which offers
children with the opportunity to keep and get fit, and ‘join in’ with older siblings and adults
using the existing fitness trail. This emphasises the park’s value in offering children and
young adults with a wide variety of both formal and informal play and sports provision to
promote physical, mental and social wellbeing. This is also complemented by the new table
tennis tables, which have proved exceptionally popular with children and offer them access
to free and stimulating exercise and social interplay.
10.7

Young Adults and Youth Groups

Although there are no youth clubs within Kennington Park it is evident the site is popular with
young adults for sports and socialising, and many groups playing football, basketball or
skating in the park are local young adults aged 12 to 21 years. For several years, the Friends
sponsored the former Adventure Playground’s summer programme, and children from the
adventure playground helped plant lavender beds in the Flower Garden in 2009. Since then
young adults from local charities, such as Roots and Shoots and the Prince’s Trust, have
also assisted in practical gardening projects such as within the Flower Garden (Figure 38).

Figure 38. Young adult volunteers from The Prince’s Trust clearing and planting out
lavender beds in the Flower Garden, spring 2008
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The Friends of Kennington Park and Lambeth Landscapes are working to increase the level
of involvement with young adults and youth groups, using links that Lambeth Landscapes
and Sports have with youth groups through the Community Sports Development programme.
A principal interest area for young adults is the quality of sports, especially football, tennis
and other ball games. Lambeth Landscapes is looking at suitable projects and
developments, acting as the youth consultative body for Kennington Park, to help in its
management and development.
The recent renovation of the Kennington Park Skatebowl, in conjunction with Converse
Sports, actively involved young adults at each stage and its reopening has proved popular
with them, ensuring they feel engaged and involved in the park’s management (Figure 39)
Another interest area is personal safety as the majority of young adults using the park are
there for positive reasons and are as much of potential victims of crime, harassment or
abuse as any other users. The Friends, Police and council continue to make significant
inroads into young adult groups across the park and surrounding estates, identifying their
needs so as to make better use of the park and its community facilities.
10.8

Voluntary Organisations & Volunteering

Kennington Park has benefited significantly from volunteering activities. Volunteering is now
a key mechanism to help take forward continuing regeneration of the park, and is factored
into this management plan, in previous and subsequent sections.

Figure 39. Young adults celebrating the reopening of the renovated Skatebowl in
Kennington Park, summer 2012
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10.8.1 Business Volunteering
Kennington Park is identified as a location for hosting ‘business team challenges’; these are
volunteering days organised by the council and ‘brokering’ partners which allow staff from a
business to undertake practical activities that help park, community and council.
Over the previous years employees from businesses or government agencies have been
involved in practical activities in Kennington Park. Companies that have taken part in team
challenges include Shell, Cable & Wireless, KPMG, Home Office, Inland Revenue, Lloyds
Bank, ODPM and Deloitte (Figure 40). Volunteers are usually on site for about 6 hours at a
time, and have undertaken a wide range of activities, ranging from:







planting and clearing bedding in the Flower Garden
placing mulch and compost on beds and around trees
pruning shrubs, trees and hedging around the rose beds and western boundary
clearing undergrowth around the skatebowl to improve safety and sightlines
Clearing sightlines on the path across the extension
Pruning peripheral hedging on the park’s western boundary.

All such activities are agreed with the Friends of Kennington Park and compatible with the
management plan, and supervised by parks staff with additional support from the Friends
where available. Tools and safety equipment, as well as facilities for refreshments, are
provided along with risk assessments, safety inductions, debriefs after the event and press
releases/publicity. There are plenty of projects for business volunteers at Kennington Park,
and ‘brokers’ and businesses are sent a programme list for circulation so they can see how
they can contribute to the park, and what they do is valued and welcome.
10.8.2 Community Enterprise and Volunteering
Since 2002 there has been a significant community interest in volunteering in the park,
including from the Friends of Kennington Park themselves, with local residents assisting in
conservation and horticultural activities where appropriate. To date over ten events have
taken place, and more planned. Many volunteers are often elderly or young people who live
locally and volunteering increases a sense of ownership of and involvement
One key action for the Friends is to widen membership and grow their volunteer base, as
well see the park being used for skills development by community enterprises. A new
gardening group was formed in autumn 2011 and has since been active in helping take on a
number of gardening and horticultural activities, ideally at weekends, to complement and
support the current management of the park (Figure 41). The intention is ultimately to have a
self-sustaining and managing group with tools and training, undertaking projects as agreed
with the Operations Manager and the Friends.
Following restoration of the Flower Garden, the Activities Manager was responsible for
working with the Friends and other local residents/communities to increase participation in
both looking after the garden and increasing positive events in it. They produced a regular
programme of events, taster sessions and walks/talks designed to promote volunteering, and
these have continued to flourish in the park since this initial funded phase.
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Figure 40. Business volunteers from Cable & Wireless UK, Shell UK and KPMG LLP
undertaking practical activities in Kennington Park
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Figure 41. Local volunteers active in the Flower Garden, autumn 2012
Another community initiative developed on site is the Kennington Park Beekeeping Project,
“Bee Urban” (http://beeurban.org.uk/), a community enterprise group, who now lease rooms
within the Parks Depot in the centre of the park, and a fenced compound attached to the
depot. The outside compound is separate from the rest of the park so that public safety is
maintained and keepers can attend and maintain hives without having to gain access to the
main park. The beekeepers provide ‘taster’ sessions for the public and schools, and have run
a number of very popular and successful events since 2010 (Figure 42).

Figure 42 Beekeeping awareness event in Kennington Park
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10.9

Community Events

Kennington Park plays host to a whole range of events of varying sizes and numbers of
visitors, not just community ones but also commercial ones. In September 2012 the Friends
organised and hosted a successful event to mark their own 10th Anniversary as well as
winning a Green Flag for each consecutive year (Figures 43). Other recent events included a
hugely successful ‘Halloween’ activity day, which made excellent use of the newly restored
Flower Garden and involved local children and their families (Figure 44).
Local events are either promoted in the Friends of Kennington Park’s ‘Park Life’ newsletter,
on their Facebook page, via Twitter, on their website, or on the many notice boards that exist
within the park, whether maintained by the Friends or in partnership with the council.

Figure 43. Images from the Friends’ 10th Anniversary event, September 2012
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Figure 44. Halloween in the Park! Images from a Halloween activity event, October
2015, which made use of the Flower Garden and other areas of Kennington Park
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11. Kennington Park is Marketed to the Right Audiences
11.1

Objectives

To ensure it is being marketed to the right audiences, the following objectives have been
developed for Kennington Park:
11.1.1 Kennington Park is well provided for with information and interpretative materials
appropriate to the site and its character.
11.2

Current Status and Management Actions

Kennington Park is an open resource marketed to those who would not otherwise use it or
are unaware of the facilities. Marketing involves community organisations including the
Friends, schools, nurseries and churches, the local Kennington Oval Vauxhall Forum (KOV),
Tenant and Residents Associations, and the Police, to build up a programme of information
to enable those who may not know about, or be excluded from enjoying, the Park to be made
aware and use its facilities (Figure 45).

Figure 45. Children and families involved in a ‘best wheelbarrow’ competition, as part
of the Flower Garden Restoration programme, Kennington Park, summer 2016
11.3

Kennington Park Marketing Strategy

Like many principal parks in Lambeth, a Marketing Strategy is required for Kennington Park.
This strategy needs to be developed and regularly reviewed to identify key audiences for the
park and how it is marketed to users.
A draft strategy will be developed and circulated for consultation and comment with the
Friends, Lambeth Planning and other interested parties, with the aim to provide a sensible
balance between protecting the parks’ heritage status but also providing colour, ease of use
and ease of maintenance/repair. In addition, the Friends are developing a membership drive
to raise awareness of the park and their own work, as well as to recruit additional members.
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11.4

Lambeth Council Website Information

Lambeth Council uses its website to promote and publicise Kennington Park to the wider
community. This information is in the form of dedicated web pages, accessible to the public
and other partners. Attached below are web ‘hyperlinks’, which if clicked on when the reader
has internet access operating, takes them to the page in question or they can be typed into
an internet search engine to direct it to the correct destination.
11.4.1 Kennington Park Web Information – Council and Community
Kennington Park has its own dedicated web page on the Lambeth Council website, which
contains information about Kennington Park, its history, key features and qualities, along with
information on how to travel to the park by rail, tube and bus. It also provides links to other
useful websites or pages, and can be quickly updated to provide news on the park. The
Friends of Kennington Park have also developed their own website which can be found at:
www.kenningtonpark.org.
11.4.2 Lambeth Parks & Greenspaces – General Information
Lambeth Landscapes has a welcome page, providing the general public with information on
its services and sites: the web link for this site, from which other pages can be navigated to,
is:
http://lambeth.gov.uk/leisure-parks-and-libraries
11.4.3 Lambeth Parks & Greenspaces – Additional Information
Information on the new byelaws for Lambeth's parks and open spaces
Information on events in parks and open spaces
Information on outdoor sports facilities in parks and open spaces
11.5

Other Marketing Information

Kennington operates under a Marketing Strategy which details opportunities to maximise
awareness of Kennington Park and widen its user base. As well as website-hosted
information, the principal actions in Kennington Park to deliver this strategy are as follows:
a)

Park Entrance and Directional Signs
Large signs prominently displayed at to all principal entrances, giving site name, a clear
map, a list of facilities, basic history and contact details for more information. In addition,
new finger post signs, funded by the Friends, were installed within the park in 2012, to
guide visitors to key features such as the cafe, toilets and sports facilities.

b)

Public Notice Boards
Blank boards are at entrances for displaying notices such as those from the council or
for events or activities in the park, e.g. festivals or meetings. The Friends of Kennington
Park also maintain notice boards by the playground, picnic area and near the café.

c)

Street Directional Signs
Attached to lamp and signposts around Kennington Park to guide the public from key
transport hubs to the park along the quickest safest routes. These signs are easy to
maintain, and can be taken down and relocated as new routes become popular.
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d)

Building Signage
All principal buildings or notable structures in the park now have signs at their entrances,
informing the public about their history and use, funded through a grant to the Friends.

e)

Park Staff Presence
Staff working in and visiting the park must regard welcoming the public and telling them
what facilities are present as fundamental to their job. Staff on or visiting the site are
regularly updated as to new developments so these can be passed on to the public and
any feedback from the public conveyed back to management.

f)

Lambeth Contact Centre
Information on Kennington Park is available to staff in Lambeth Council’s Contact Centre
so that enquires by phone, email or post about the park, how to get there and what’s
happening can be answered. The Operations Manager and other staff regularly update
the information held by Contact Centre on the park.

g)

Park Leaflets or Booklets
The Friends have produced flyers, posters, leaflets or booklets containing information on
the park’s rich history, which are used to promote the park to a wider audience,
especially schools, estates and businesses (Figure 46). Many of these are available in
the Kennington Park café for purchase or donation if free, or can be bought from the
friends online or through the Lambeth Archives Centre at Minet Library in Camberwell.

h)

Park Newsletter and Social Media
The Friends produce a regular newsletter, ‘Parklife’, which provides regular updates on
the park, its management and any new developments which would affect or benefit the
public. The Friends also have a very popular and high-impact ‘Facebook’ and ‘Twitter’
account, which are used to publicise events in advance and on the day, and which have
maximised the diversity and number of present and potential park users contacted.

i)

Guided Walks and Talks
Where appropriate, walks and talks to specific interest groups are organised and
delivered by Lambeth Council or the Friends to raise awareness of the park, particularly
regarding biodiversity, history, its present facilities and opportunities for volunteering,
events and educational activities.

11.6

Heritage Celebrations and Events

One recent project delivered through the Friends of Kennington Park has been the
Kennington Chartist Project. This is an initiative by local residents of Kennington in
Lambeth and Southwark to raise local awareness of the 1848 Chartist Rally on Kennington
Common (Figure 47). It is supported by the Friends of Kennington Park, and a National
Lottery grant of £36,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF).
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Figure 46. Promotional flyers promoting membership of the Friends of Kennington
Park, or promoting events in the park
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Figure 47. Gathering of the Chartist’s Movement on Kennington Common, on 10th April
1848 (courtesy of Lambeth Archives)
The Kennington Chartist Project officially launched on the morning of Tuesday April 10th 2018
to mark the 170th anniversary, and has involved a series of free walks, talks, workshops and
events for all the community. This has aimed to celebrate Kennington Park’s dramatic place
in the history of protest and democracy in the United Kingdom, and has been a considerable
success.
More information on the Kennington Chartist Project can found on the Friends of Kennington
Park’s website at www.kenningtonpark.org/copy-of-history, and on a dedicated website
called the ‘Kennington Chartist Project’ at www.kenningtonchartistproject.org/
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12. Kennington Park is a Well Managed Park
12.1

Objectives

To ensure it is well managed, the following objectives are developed for Kennington Park:
12.1.1 Kennington Park will be managed to Green Flag Award standard, and its daily
management and condition assessed against the Award criteria.
12.1.2 Kennington Park will be managed using a plan which is responsive, realistic and
achievable, in partnership with its community.
12.2

Current Status and Management Actions

The Kennington Park management plan is a 5 year maintenance and development plan
which sets out what assets and features need to be conserved and protected, to ensure
resources are targeted to have maximum effect, and that opportunities to enhance and
improve its quality and use are recognised and implemented.

Figure 48. Spring floral display in the Flower Garden, Kennington Park
The management of Kennington Park follows eight core criteria a ‘quality public park’ as set
out by the Green Flag Award scheme. This plan looks at each in turn and sets out what is
done, must be seen to be done, and planned, in Kennington Park to reflect the aspirations of
the community and the authority without coming into conflict with the park’s unique character.
The Management Plan is an evolving document reviewed annually; the current document
generates an Action Programme in Appendix 2, which lists targets and milestones. The
management plan must be compatible with priorities set out by the London Borough of
Lambeth, as well the Service Plan for Lambeth Landscapes, the Lambeth Community
Strategy (Lambeth First), and the Lambeth Community Safety Strategy.
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The management of the park also conforms to the Service Standards for Lambeth
Landscapes, which are as follows:

Lambeth Landscapes – Service Standards
In terms of service priorities, Lambeth Landscapes:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Manages and maintains Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces on behalf and for the
benefit of the communities we serve, and perform these duties in partnership and
through consultation with them.
Recognises the importance of parks and greenspaces as community assets, and
work with the community to secure resources to invest in them.
Recognises the importance of universal access to Lambeth’s parks and
greenspaces, and ensures all have equal opportunity to use them.
Recognises the importance of parks and greenspaces as places for leisure, sport,
recreation and play, and encourages use for activities which provide social,
community, health and educational benefits.
Recognises the unique historical, heritage and landscape character of Lambeth’s
parks and greenspaces, and works to protect these important assets.
Wants Lambeth’s parks and greenspaces to be places where people feel safe
and secure, and will come back or encourage others to use them.

In addition, we aim to comply with the following baseline service standards:





12.3

All of our parks and greenspaces are managed to, or will be developed so they can
attain, the Green Flag Award standard (www.greenflagaward.org)
The removal of litter, management of waste and emptying of bins is in accordance with
the Environmental Protection Act 1990: Code of Practice (Litter)
Seasonal displays, herbaceous plants and bulbs, shrubs, climbers and hedges and rose
beds are maintained weed-free at all times.
Daily inspections of children's play and other sensitive areas are carried to ensure that
they are safe to open and use.
All fenced parks are opened by 7.30am and closed within 15 minutes of sunset.
Staffing and Management Structure

Figure 49 summarises the new management arrangements for Lambeth Landscapes, which
is now responsible for Kennington Park, as well as the borough’s other public open spaces,
cemeteries and recreation grounds. Kennington Park’s maintenance is under the overall
responsibility of Lambeth Landscapes’ Operations Manager for the North Area, who
oversees a team of staff, including two Operations Supervisors, who are physically based at
the park or operate a mobile maintenance service that regularly visits the site.
The Operations Manager monitors service performance in terms of standards of cleanliness,
horticulture and general repairs in the park as set out in the specification and service
standards, and undertakes rectifications where performance is below target. The Operations
Manager and Supervisors meet with staff on an at-least daily frequency to discuss the work
plans and priorities for the park, and to address any maintenance or safety issues.
Working alongside the Operations Manager and Supervisors are the Parks Development
Team, made up of four staff responsible for supporting the operational side of the service,
undertaking specific projects, and monitoring service performance and compliance with
service standards and policies. Together with the Operations Manager and Supervisors they
make up the overall ‘management team’ for the park.
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Figure 49. Lambeth Landscapes staffing structure
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The management team undertake a range of capital and other projects at Kennington Park
and are the direct point of contact with the Friends in terms of issues relating to site
maintenance, responding to elected councillor enquiries or those from the Police, adjacent
landowners and other members of the public.
The management team attend regular meetings at which a range of issues around service
performance are raised. This allows issues affecting a number of parks or greenspaces to be
discussed and resolved, or for a problem at one site like Kennington Park to be raised and
solutions that are found be beneficial to other locations.

Figure 50. The Flower Garden, Kennington Park
All staff working at or responsible for Kennington Park undertake an annual appraisal with
their line manager, where key performance issues are raised and assessed, along with any
barriers to improved or continuous performance. This provides an opportunity for identifying
training or recognising acquired skills, and the staff have taken full opportunity for additional
As part of its new structure, Lambeth Landscapes is also signed up to the Government’s
apprenticeship scheme, whereby funding and other support is available to employers to take
on new employees and provide them with the necessary training and ‘on the job’ supervision.
The plan is to start with two apprenticeships, one in parks and the other in cemeteries, and
after these two post have been filled, the apprentices have qualified, and this initial phase
has been evaluated, to then extend the scheme so as to take on more trainees across the
whole service.
The advantage of apprenticeships is that it ensures that, as older staff retire or move on to
other jobs, sufficient new staff are being recruited and in those fields where the service has a
clear need for skilled employees. It also ensures the service is recruiting new employees at
the local level, preferentially within Lambeth, and from local schools and colleges, which
makes sure the council is delivering on its core commitment to supporting the local economy
and helping its own residents find and stay in rewarding employment.
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Kennington Park
Masterplan
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020 7926 9000
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Appendix Two
Kennington Park
Management Action Plan

Lambeth Parks & Open Spaces
Brockwell Hall, Brockwell Park
Brockwell Park Gardens, London SE24 9BN
020 7926 9000
parks@lambeth.gov.uk

Kennington Park
Five Year Management Action Plan 2020-2025
Priority Ratings:
Code 1:
Code 2:
Code 3:

Essential
Preferable
Optional (subject to resources)

Responsibilities:
Underlined = Lead Responsibility
LBL = Lambeth Parks & Open Spaces: Parks Development Officer (PDO) or Lambeth Landscapes Operations (LLO)
FoKP = Friends of Kennington Park
TfL = Transport for London, and agencies or partners
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REF

ACTION

1
1.1
1.1.1

A Welcoming Place
Sub-criterion 1: Creating a Positive Welcoming Effect
Design of park and entrances is appropriate for the
setting, but maintenance is lacking in some key areas

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

1.1.2

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP –
recruiting
community
volunteers
and reporting
issues

Additional
recruitment and
involvement of
community and
corporate
volunteers to
assist in
maintaining
access and views
into site

1

LBL PDO

Ongoing
with annual
review
including on
LBL/FoKP
walkabouts

LBL

FoKP
newsletter

Promote activities
on notice boards,
in café, on
website and in
newsletters

3

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with annual
review
including on
LBL/FoKP
walkabouts

Current Status: undergrowth etc cleared from most
entrances e.g. NW entrance (Kennington Park Road
junction) and N entrance (St Agnes Place), reduction of
trees behind war memorial has opened up the view
across the park.
SW entrance: redundant railings removed and area
around sports facilities more open, pinch points removed,
with clear sightlines and open access
Forward Action: ongoing clearance of undergrowth
around entrances and maintenance of sightlines
Staff present on site undertaking normal duties and
visible

PRIORITY

Current Status: as above, but need to be more visible
Forward Action: staffing levels and responsibilities
remain unchanged, but raise profile across whole park
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REF

ACTION

1.1.3

Coping stones on two entrance pillars missing (corner of
Kennington Park Place/Camberwell New Rd entrance &
St Agnes Place opposite extension)

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc

LBL

FoKP –
Northern Line
Extension
Working
Group

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

LL GM
Service

Completed
2020

Involve external
partners, e.g. TfL
in final designs
and layouts

3

17.5

2022

Regular
involvement of
corporate
volunteer teams

1

1

Ongoing
with regular
activities
and
monitoring

Comments
Both welcoming &
maintenance
issue

Current Status: as above to give ‘tidy’ consistent feel
Forward Action: Replace coping stones
1.1.4

1.1.5

Kennington Park Place entrance requires some changes,
e.g. remove corner of dog area to mirror opposite bed,
and draw the eye to the war memorial and the park
beyond.
Current Status: dog area modifications during Northern
Line extension and will be dealt with when this area is
restored. Improvements include reducing height of trees
behind war memorial and removing undergrowth around
entrance.
NW entrance: progressive removal of Robinia, Holly and
selected smaller shrubs to allow for beech hedge to run
along railings from skate arena back towards park gates,
and open up sightlines around skatepark.

TfL

LBL

FoKP
Volunteers

Current Status: regular reduction and thinning out of
scrub and shrubs, plus dead trees removed 2015
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REF

ACTION

1.1.6

NE Entrance (next to ex-Park Keepers lodge on St
Agnes Place) requires attention particularly within
shrubberies to remove any neglected feelings.

1.1.7

Current Status: area completely demolished and
cleared for ongoing Northern line Extension works. Once
works completed area occupied by new head house with
improved landscaping and restored sightlines
incorporated into landscaping plans
All entrance gates, where metal bars on gates have been
bowed or damaged (e.g. by security chains) require
realignment or repair.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP –
Northern Line
Extension
Working
Group

LBL

FoKP

N/A

N/A

Comments
Involve external
partners, e.g. TfL
in final designs
and layouts

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

1

17.5

2022

3

LBL PDO;
5.0

Ongoing
with annual
review
including on
LBL/FoKP
walkabouts

N/A

Ongoing
with annual
review
including on
LBL/FoKP
walkabouts

Current Status: to be done

1.2
1.2.1

Forward Action: Priority 3: deal with as part of ongoing
improvements and maintenance when resources
available
Sub-criterion 2: Good and Safe Access
Site is very well served by public transport (tube, buses)
from all positions
Forward Action: N/A, but monitor any changes in
transport activities in case this requires changes in
access to park
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REF

ACTION

1.2.2

Gates and access points on all sides of park with good
connections to footpaths and traffic crossings

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
Lambeth
Highways
and TfL

Comments

N/A

N/A

LBL

FoKP

Assess whether
need for further
cycle racks within
park; recent TfL
street works have
improved cycling
access to park
Monitor and
enforce if this is a
lease condition

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

25.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ongoing
with annual
review

SW and W side of park, plus limited gates, can present
‘visual barrier’ to users coming from west, so need to
make whole boundary of park more welcoming and
attractive to help draw the eye and help them find
entrances
Forward Actions: major works undertaken on ‘Midnight
Walk’ path between Kennington Park Road and St.
Agnes Place which has radically improved access and
presentation of this area and entrances into park proper

1.2.3

Ongoing and additional highways improvement works are
assisting in improving access to and presentation of the
park to visitors from key destinations such as Oval and
Kennington underground stations
Cycling within the park good with few barriers to access
Forward Action: N/A (but see comment)

1.2.4

Ensure all vehicles parked safely away (e.g. inside cafe
compound) at all times to reduce risk to public, especially
close to children’s playground; liaise with café

Café
leaseholder

Current Status: completed
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REF

ACTION

1.3
1.3.1

Sub-criterion 3: Signage
New signage is to required standard, but more general
information is still required across whole park as facilities
change or are upgraded

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

1

2.5

Ongoing
with annual
review

Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP

Possible links
with student
design and art
projects?

LBL

FoKP

1

3.0

Ongoing
with annual
review

LBL

FoKP

2

N/A

Ongoing
with regular
review

Current Status: action taken, including new entrance
and directional signage, but need to continue evaluating,
developing and maintaining all signage

1.3.2

Forward Actions:
 Signage cleaned and painted
 Remove redundant signage
 Duplicate entrance signs removed
Require better and more high quality entrance signs and
this needs to be balanced better across the whole park.
Current Status: no action

1.3.3

Forward Action: new signage to be installed where
needed as and when resources available, e.g. as a
consequence of the Northern Line extension works and
improved facilities
Cabinet notice boards: one in central area of park
(Friends cabinet), but needs to be more across park
positioned at key locations close to main
facilities/attractions
Current Status: no action
Forward Action: install new boards where resources
available, and keep existing ones clean and secure
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REF

ACTION

1.3.4

Maintenance of signage around café to be improved;
café owners to be more involved in signage maintenance
- use volunteers or make part of future café lease

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP
Café
leaseholder

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

LBL LLO

New
signage
provided as
part of café
upgrade

Part of park
signage and
communications
strategy

2

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

Suggest
community
noticeboard

2

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

3

LBL LLO

Ongoing –
removal of
any old
signs found

2

5

Completed
but ongoing
monitoring
and update
as required

Comments
Monitor and
review lease
conditions

Current Status: no action

1.3.5

Forward Action: Clean current boards and discuss any
issues of maintenance with cafe owners
Remove old white notice/signage boards from all
entrances.

LBL

Current Status: no action
1.3.6

Forward Action: remove signs
Ensure all external or unrelated material on current
notice boards removed and signage is clean, informative
and in good order; includes signage on café.

LBL

FoKP to
monitor

Current Status: no action
1.3.7

1.3.8

Forward Action: monitor and remove unwanted material
Remove outdated red dog warning signs around park;
include any warnings in new entrance signs with better
wording
Current Status: no action – see comment
Install or update signage relating to historical facts,
heritage connections and explanations of walled garden,
etc.

LBL

LBL

FoKP

Current Status: funding secured for new signage at key
heritage features and Flower Garden
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Suggest historical
info e.g. fountain,
PC lodge, etc

REF

ACTION

1.4
1.4.1

Sub-criterion 4: Equal Access for All
Establish purpose and need for retaining large concrete
slabs by the entrance to café in picnic area. If needed for
disabled access slabs need relaying to level, but if not,
consider removal and returning to grass

1.4.2

Current Status: requirement being evaluated
Improvements to York stone pathway in Flower Garden,
i.e. resetting stones or remove central slabs with side
stone curtain to refill central path with hoggin

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

1.4.3
1.4.4

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

3

2

70

Lambeth

FoKP etc

LBL & Café
leaseholder

FoKP to
monitor

LBL

FoKP

Health & safety
issue which
needs to be
monitored even
after restoration

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LBL

FOKP to
liaise with
dog owners
to engage
and assist
with
implementing
PSPOs

Development of
PSPOs will
include
appropriate
prohibition and
control for dog
related offences

3

Current Status: capital-funded restoration of garden
completed, and pathways restored or repaired
Forward Action: continue to monitor condition of
pathways and undertake remedial repairs as required
Provision of facilities for all generally good, and
something for most groups and people
Dog control: very good with large dog exercise area and
areas where dogs not permitted clearly marked as such.
Good provision of dog bins although many need to be
upgraded or replaced due to age or wear

PRIORITY

Current Status: Due to new rules on co-mingling dog
and other wastes, dog bins do not need replacing –
public being informed they can dispose of bagged dog
wastes in standard litter bins
Lambeth Council now developing Public Space
Protection Orders (PSPOs) to provide enforcement
powers to deal with dog-related issues
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TIME
SCALE

Comments

Completed
as part of
HLF funded
restoration
of Flower
Garden

N/A
LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

REF

ACTION

1.4.5

Consider better pathways within restored dog area, once
Northern line works completed and area reinstated

2
2.1
2.1.1

2.1.2

Current Status: no immediate action as Northern Line
works still in progress, but options for improved access
and use of area will be considered as part of the detailed
final site restoration plans
Healthy, Safe and Secure
Sub-criterion 5: Safe Equipment and Facilities
Toilets: good provision including within playground and
café; and recently upgraded and appropriately signed.
Toilets to be regularly inspected and cleaned or repaired
as required.
However, existing toilet blocks are showing their age and
need to be either completely upgrade or replaced with
new facility, or integrated into retained buildings, e.g.
café or depot. Funding secured from Lambeth Capital
Investment Plan (LCIP) through s106/CIL allocations
from surrounding developments
Children’s playground good and recently refurbished,
although facilities need to be monitored and
improvements made as appropriate.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP

Comments
Liaise with dog
owners in its
membership re
issues as to
access in
restored area

LBL

FoKP – as
part of park
capital
investment
plan
consultation
FoKP to
monitor and
report any
defects

LBL

LBL

Current Status: ongoing maintenance, but additional
discussions with stakeholders and parent groups as to
securing additional funding – especially from Northern
Line Extension works - to improve and upgrade whole of
playground to address any ageing of facilities
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Increasing priority
as current
facilities age and
deteriorate

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3

15

Annual
review

N/A

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

1

50.0

2021-23

2

Noted

Ongoing

REF

ACTION

2.1.3

Seating area in children’s playground; consider plastic
mesh under grass surface to reduce wear and tear.

2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

2.1.7

Current Status: mesh replaced in 2014
Improvements to sloped area adjacent to children’s slide
in playground
Current Status: minor repairs undertaken, but seek
resources to restore or upgrade any defective items if
and when playground is upgraded in the future
Approach paths to and area around skate park in NW
area of park needs repair and future improvement.
Current Status: area regularly cleared of undergrowth;
upgrading and improvement of skate park and surrounds
now a key funding priority for park, and capital funds
being identified and secured
Repairs needed to “breaks” in metal fences (e.g. dog
area).
Current Status: completed, but regular repairs
undertaken as defects identified
Possible to remove small concrete bollards next to new
fencing of children’s playground

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP

LBL

FOKP to
review &
advise

LBL

FoKP to
advise and
assist with
consultation

LBL

FoKP to
liaise with
dog owners

LBL

Current Status: ongoing assessment
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PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

2.0

Completed

2

10.0

Completed

2

35.0

Completed
but regular
review

Comments

Part of entrance
strategy; improve
skate park and
increase
involvement of
skateboarding
users in planning
Consider painting
metal fence black

Ongoing
1 for fixing
3 for
painting

Access for
vehicle 1k
Painting
3k

Ongoing

2

1.0

Ongoing

REF

ACTION

2.1.8

Hard surfaces: some sections where surfaces holding
water or deteriorating; need to be given priority attention
for repairs or wholesale replacement.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

Current Status: drains unblocked which is partial
solution; assess if further improvements required

FoKP etc
FoKP to
identify areas
subject to
wear and
flooding

Comments
Investigate if
issues related to
drains, and what
solutions required

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

All paths
etc. 100+

Annual
programme
of
monitoring
and repairs

Forward Action: ongoing programme of path repairs as
resources are available.

2.1.9

2.1.10

Financial contributions resulting from compensation due
to Northern line Extension occupation works and
Lambeth Capital Investment Plan (LCIP) will enable
areas of pathways to be repaired, but final amount and
area of paths to benefit still need to be finalised near to
completion of Extension works
Vehicle access into park poor and needs upgrading or
resurfacing
Current Status: ongoing assessment
Clear strategic approach required for pathway and
edging improvements throughout park

Capital
programme
planned for
2021-24

Major capital
investment
programme due
to commence in
2021-24
LBL

LBL

FoKP to
advise on
priorities

Current Status: ongoing programme of assessment and
repair; poor metal edging removed near rose gardens,
worst affected pavements gradually resurfaced
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Investigate if
issues related to
drains, and what
solutions required

3

See
previous

Annual
programme

2

See
previous

Ongoing

REF

ACTION

2.2
2.2.1

Sub-criterion 6: Personal Security in Park
Personal safety good with lines of visibility and few
features acting as ‘ambush points’; park is policed and
monitored.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

2.3
2.3.1

TIME
SCALE

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP to
monitor

Police Safer
Neighbourhood
Team advising
LBL and FoKP of
incidents

2

75

Physical
works to
Midnight
Walk
completed
2015, but
ongoing
monitoring
and review
of other
access
points

FoKP to
meet Police
to consider
relocating
existing site
users

Must be included
in bench strategy

2

1

Annual
Programme

N/A

N/A

3

LBL LLO

PSPOs
covering
dogs due
for 2022

Forward Action: ongoing partnership with police and
other agencies to ensure safety of Midnight Path and
park users; potential for transport funding to realign walk
and make safer. TfL and LB has reconfigured Midnight
Walk as part of the London ‘Quietway’ cycling and
walking programme, which has addressed a number of
historical safety and access issues
LBL
Benches around substation structure need replacing;
whole area needs attention to reduce negative
perceptions and encourage positive use rather antisocial
ones. Work to draw area back into the park as has sense
of isolation.
Current Status: area cleared but benches need repair
when resources available
Sub-criterion 7: Dog Fouling
Park covered by Dog Fouling byelaws; enforced by
Police and LBL (LLO) Service or staff where necessary.

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

Lambeth

Although park bisected by ‘Midnight Walk’ this is not part
of park and a public footpath open 24 hours a day isolated at night from the rest of the park and well lit.

2.2.2

PRIORITY

LBL

Current Status: Council developing Public Space
Protection Orders (PSPOs) that will cover dog-fouling
offences and powers to take enforcement action
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REF

ACTION

2.3.2

Dog-free areas appropriately signed, although red
notices should be replaced.

2.3.3

2.3.4

2.4
2.4.1

Current Status: few red signs in place but to be
removed
Dog bins to be replaced or upgraded if defective
Current Status: Due to new rules on co-mingling dog
and other wastes, dog bins do not need replacing –
public being informed they can dispose of bagged dog
wastes in standard litter bins
More activities and publicity regarding good dog
ownership, preventing dog fouling or damage by dogs to
park facilities
Current Status: Dog awareness days carried out;
continue to plan similar events as resources and staff
capacity permit
Sub-criterion 8: Appropriate Provision of Facilities
Increase work to promote park as a ‘healthy walking’
venue with signage, posters and information in cabinets,
in partnership with Lambeth Sports and PCT
Current Status: ongoing

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3

LBL LLO

Ongoing

3

See
previous

Annual
programme

Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc

LBL

FoKP to
review bin
locations with
dog owners

LBL

FoKP to
liaise with
dog owners

Opportunity for a
Dog Working
Group

3

Noted

Ongoing
with regular
events and
publicity

LBL via
Lambeth
Healthy
Lifestyles
initiatives or
partners

FoKP

Part of park
information
strategy

2

Noted

Ongoing, to
increase
and funding
and
resources
available

Forward Action: investigate external funding to promote
healthy living e.g. signage and distance markers for
running ‘track’ around park
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Comments

REF

ACTION

2.4.2

Green Gym Trim Trail and Outdoor Gym equipment well
used with good signage and in appropriate location.

2.4.3

2.4.4

Forward Action: further trim trail equipment to be
installed as resources permit; potential for significant
funding available to replace gym equipment with
improved units and appropriate signage and surfacing
Park well used for jogging and exercise, but very
informal; may need to be more regularised with events
and routes? No action needed at moment
Current Status: see 2.4.1
Good variety of sports facilities, including Astroturf and
tennis courts. Installation of new or upgraded sports
equipment as appropriate and resource availability

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
N/A

FoKP etc
FoKP

Comments
N/A

LBL via
Sports Team

FoKP to
advise;
increase
volunteers to
plan and lead
FoKP

Suggest mile
marker or stones,
with a defined
jogging path

N/A

N/A

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

N/A

N/A

New
children’s
equipment
installed
2011
Noted

2022-23

50

New table
tennis units
(2) installed
2013

Current Status: major repairs and resurfacing
undertaken on Astroturf in 2015, along with
improvements to MUGA and entrances in 2018; tennis
and netball courts upgraded 2019

2.4.5

Forward Action: ongoing work with sports providers to
develop further integration into park, including sharing
news on events. Lambeth Sports bidding for additional
funding to upgrade tennis courts and facilities
Sufficient benches and seating, but consider increasing
additional picnic benches and bike racks
Current Status: new benches being rolled out as
funding permits, and bike racks provided outside café;
council working with other agencies to secure funding to
install other bike racks in park where appropriate.

TIME
SCALE

Allocation of
sports
upgrading
funds in
Capital
Investment
Programme
LBL
(Highways
and Cycling)
and TfL
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FoKP to
advise on
locations

Lack of benches
and bins in key
locations, so
prioritise their
provision in these
locations

3

1k per
bench
0.5k per
rack

Annual
Review

REF

ACTION

2.5
2.5.1

Sub-criterion 9: Quality of Facilities
Condition of some facilities good, but others where
urgent attention required, e.g. monuments such as
fountains and memorials – specialist input and advice
required)

2.5.2
2.5.3

Current Status: some preparatory work done with
fountains; restoration costs will be high for historic
monuments, but heavily dependent on funding or other
resources
Build quality and lifespan of facilities is generally good,
e.g. benches, play equipment, toilets and fencing/gates
Flower Garden: horticultural improvements but built
structures will still need attention, e.g. new benches and
improvements to existing shelter

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP

Interpretative
signage installed
in 2012

N/A

N/A

LBL

FoKP to
advise on
improvement

Current Status: HLF funded restoration of Flower
Garden in 2015 has addressed many of these issues,
including changes to arbour and restored rest of
infrastructure

Condition
assessments on
fountains and
sculptures
required
N/A
Issues re drinkers
and crime to be
addressed
through Police
and LBL

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

10.0

Ongoing
with annual
programme

50.0

2021-22

N/A
2

N/A
0.6k per
bench and
5.0k for
shelter

Ongoing

Ongoing

Action: Ongoing management and monitoring of
restored Flower Garden along with changed and
improved use of area to promote more positive uses
which will help deter misuse and antisocial behaviour
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REF

ACTION

2.5.4

Consistent approach to design and style to ensure all
fixtures and fittings appropriate to park with good
lifespan. Consider a planned furniture design to include
differing styles for bins, benches etc but designed to
enhance and differentiate areas within park.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP to
advise and
research

Comments
Continue with
wood benches in
walled garden

LBL

FoKP to
monitor and
highlight
problem
areas

Review location
of bins: need
some near
benches

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

2

TIME
SCALE
Annual
Review

Styles to be in sympathy with each other rather than ‘one
style fits all’ approach as park has both heritage and
modern features that need dealing with in different ways.
Need approved uniform bench design for Walled Garden
Current Status: no action

3
3.1
3.1.1

3.1.2

Forward Action: implemented as rolling programme as
and when resources available to conform to Lambeth
style guide. As old benches/bins/seats removed, new
ones in keeping with park’s character and landscape
Clean and Well Maintained
Sub-criterion 10: Litter and Waste Management
Litter management good: some areas need more
attention but main public areas free of litter and debris
Current Status: some bin overload at peak times –
additional bins now in place, but monitor use and plan
accordingly
Keep depot and service yard clean and safe: remove any
unnecessary fencing or debris

LBL

Current Status: done
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3

LBL LLO

Ongoing

1

LBL LLO

Quick win

REF

ACTION

3.1.3

Some litter bins need replacing or relocating; bins in
Flower Garden to be reduced in number and/or relocated

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP to
advise on
locations

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3

See
previous

Ongoing
with annual
review of
bins and
conditions

3

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with annual
review of
greenwaste
requirement
and
provision on
site

2

LBL LLO,
15.0

Ongoing
with annual
review

3

5.0 per
annum

New roses
planted
2014;
additional
planting
proposed
for 2021-22

Comments

Current Status: completed – major review of bins
undertaken and addressed

3.1.4

3.2
3.2.1

3.2.2

Forward Action: addressed as part of ongoing
maintenance
Waste management generally good, although waste
storage in depot yard lost in 2013/14 as part of St. Agnes
Place redevelopment, so alternative storage and
provision to be secured so park is not disadvantaged
Current Status: greenwaste area now being removed,
but alternative facilities secured at other nearby sites
which now receive waste – recycled mulch and compost
available for site for use on beds and borders as required
Sub-criterion 11: Grounds Maintenance and
Horticulture
Good but focused on certain locations: more uniform
standard of horticultural maintenance across whole site
Current Status: action planned (see below)
Rose and herbaceous beds thin and need packing out
and horticultural standards improved; plans already
started for these areas with sponsorship and volunteers

LBL

LBL

FoKP to
promote
planting
schemes
FoKP to
promote
planting
schemes and
recruit
volunteers

LBL

Current Status: rose beds replanted
Forward Action: monitor and maintain as required
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Identify poor
quality locations
or features and
address

REF

ACTION

3.2.3

Active community and staff involvement in horticultural
maintenance and improvements e.g. Flower Garden,
rose beds and new playground

3.2.4
3.2.5

3.2.6

Current Status: staff, community and volunteers actively
involved throughout the year in helping maintain and
improve key horticultural aspects of park, including
Flower Garden. Active and well-resourced FoKP-led
garden group now leading on Flower Garden’s
maintenance and improvement
Good safe working practices by staff – attention to their
own and public’s safety
Skate park area: consider breaking out some of concrete
around base for shrub planting to improve appearance.
Consider improved ground cover to herbaceous boarders
around skating arena
Current Status: areas cleared, considered suitable for
increased horticultural use
Peripheral hedging parallel to Kennington Park Road:
needs attention, filling in with new shrubs and reduction
of others to counteract traffic noise from main road.
Revisit young hedges taking action to encourage growth
and replace or extend where necessary

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

1

LBL LLO

Ongoing

Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP

Comments
FoKP promoting
planting schemes
and recruiting or
managing
gardening
volunteers

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LBL

FoKP

Engagement with
skate boarders
and other facility
users

3

5.0

Stage one
completed;
further
works to run
until 2025

LBL

FoKP

Green corridor for
benefits of
biodiversity and
public access.

2

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

Ongoing
community and
business
volunteers
increasing quality
and condition of
entire boundary

Current Status: area cleared, hedges sufficient for need,
but additional planting and improvements to hedges and
borders undertaken throughout the year, especially by
volunteers
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N/A

REF

ACTION

3.3

Sub-criterion 12: Building and Infrastructure
Maintenance
Park Lodge removed and replaced by ventilation shaft
(head house) unit as part of Northern Line Extension
works. On completion of works and erection of head
house, area around Lodge and old dog exercise area relandscaped to provide area with increased public access

3.3.1

3.3.2

3.3.3

3.3.4

Current Status: Northern Line Extension ongoing; on
completion major landscaping works will be undertaken
around ventilation shaft and old lodge garden
Consider reduction or removal of wooden fence around
Lodge and replace with more suitable boundary
Current Status: done – this has been removed and new
landscaping and fencing will be installed once Northern
line Extension works are completed
Consider removal of chestnut fence next to toilet block in
children’s playground.
Current Status: done
Consider removal of small fence behind café to open up
access path

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3

200

2021-22

LBL

3

10

2021-22

LBL

2

LBL LLO

Completed

LBL

3

LBL LLO

Completed

Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP to
advise on
planting

Northern Line
Extension to use
old lodge area;
site to be
relandscaped on
completion with
input from LBL
and FoKP

Current Status: done
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REF

ACTION

3.3.5*

Parks Depot: following demolition of old Lodge, Bee
Urban relocated to depot. Additional external landscaping
provided outside depot adjacent to café to provide space
for beehives, and new educational area.

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Comments
Negotiate lease
at lower rent but
schedule repairs
at lessee’s
expense

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

75

Completed

2

Renew
wood in
oak 5k
In metal
1k

Completed

Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc

3.3.6

Forward Action: work with Bee Urban on management
and maintenance of depot and ensure any issues are
addressed, and facilities/access improved as required
Remove or replace arbour in Flower Garden

LBL

FoKP to
advise

3.3.7

Current Status: done
Replace missing gates at entrance to Flower Garden

LBL

1 to
exclude
dogs/bikes

LBL

3

Current Status: Bee urban now relocated with all
external landscaping and fencing completed

3.4
3.4.1

Current Status: done
Sub-criterion 13: Equipment Maintenance
LBL LLO service yard: reconfigure area to accommodate
Tree Service operational base with better layout and
condition of storage, equipment and security
Current Status: Upgrading of depot completed, with
Tree Service now on site with ongoing improvements to
yard layout, access and security
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Completed

LBL LLO

Completed

85.0

Completed

REF

ACTION

4.
4.1
4.1.1

Sustainability
Sub-criterion 14: Environmental Sustainability
LBL LLO and parks management to demonstrate and
publicise through signage, information and active staff
promotion. Increase visual evidence in form of ‘on the
ground’ projects, e.g. playground environmental
enhancements

4.1.2

Current Status: ongoing
Increase actions to conserve water, heat and waste, and
information to explain how being done in practice.

4.2
4.2.1

Current Status: ongoing
Sub-criterion 15: Pesticides
Continue weed management by manual methods and
mulching, and use chemicals only if essential

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

See
previous
info on
signs

Ongoing

Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP to
provide
advice and
volunteers

2

LBL

FoKP to help
publicise

2

Ongoing

LBL

Inform park users
of standards

3

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

LBL

Inform park users
of standards

3

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with regular
monitoring

N/A

N/A

Current Status: meets current standards, no action
needed

4.3
4.3.1
4.4
4.4.1

Forward Action: new weed treatment equipment and
methods available to further reduce use of pesticides
Sub-criterion 16: Peat Usage
Peat free compost in use but seedlings/plugs brought in
with peat – keep use under control
Sub-criterion 17: Waste Minimisation
Greenwaste recycling operational with appropriate
storage and processing facility and mulch used on site

LBL

N/A
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N/A

REF

ACTION

4.4.2

Investigate use of recycling bins on site, and prioritise to
locations where ideal and feasible, e.g. outside café or in
children’s playground

4.4.3

4.5
4.5.1

4.5.2

4.5.3

Current Status: ongoing evaluation
Increase information on recycling and waste minimisation
in park, especially at key locations to encourage
separation of recyclable wastes to appropriate bins or
disposal at home.
Current Status: no action but review yearly
Sub-criterion 18: Arboriculture and Woodland
Management
Park very tree-heavy: some trees to be reduced or
thinned back to allow improved light penetration and
understory growth. Park requires tree strategy to manage
tree stock and removal/replacement of older stock.
Current Status: dead or diseased trees removed, some
cut back and tree survey completed. Given number and
age of remaining trees largely case of maintenance
rather than planting/removal. Trees along boundaries
and at access points actively managed to ensure safety
and open sightlines
Urgent attention and safety assessment or removal of
two Ailanthus trees adjacent to Prince Consort Lodge
Current Status: completed
Light pruning of cherry trees in Walled Garden; trees to
be replaced with Cercis spp or similar

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

1k per bin

Ongoing,
with
recycling
bin roll out
each year
Quick Win

Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP

Comments
Events in park
should increase
recycling

LBL

FoKP

Seek opportunity
to publicise;
advice on notices

2

See
previous

LBL

FoKP to
publicise and
advise

Borough tree
survey completed

2

5k

Ongoing
programme

LBL

FoKP to
publicise and
advise

1

2k

Completed

LBL

FoKP to
publicise and
advise

2

0.2k

Completed

Current Status: completed
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New trees to be
maintained

REF

ACTION

4.5.4

Remove selected trees in Walled Garden to reduce
damage to pathways, and minimise overshadowing etc.

4.5.5

4.5.6

5.
5.1
5.1.2

Current Status: done
Increase natural species planted, including planting of
native species in new meadow area and hedges around
playground and park boundary fencing.
Current Status: ongoing
Increase educational activities to promote native
plantings and increasing local biodiversity, including
along nature trail or in more ecologically sensitive areas
Current Status: ongoing
Conservation and Heritage
Sub-criterion 19: Conservation of Natural Features
Park very tree-heavy: some trees reduced or thinned
back to allow more light penetration and understory
growth. Scope and potential for educational activities to
promote native plantings and increasing biodiversity, with
benefits for native flora and fauna from above projects
and good management

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Comments
Health & safety
issue to be
monitored

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

4k

Completed

2

Ongoing

Ongoing

Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP to
publicise and
advise

LBL

FoKP to
publicise and
advise

LBL

FoKP to
publicise and
advise

Engage with
other partners
e.g. schools

2

Ongoing

Ongoing

LBL

FoKP to
advise and
support
projects and
other
initiatives

Borough tree
survey completed

2

See
previous

Ongoing

Current Status: tree strategy produced; active thinning
and removal of diseased/old trees, raising sightlines etc
25.0

Action: ongoing tree management, along with identifying
and securing additional funding or grants to purchase
new trees and herbaceous shrubs with high biodiversity
and/or heritage value for park
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REF

ACTION

5.2

Sub-criterion 20: Conservation of Landscape
Features
Victorian park containing important landscape views and
features not been lost or overly masked by newer
features, except in southern section where sports
facilities are located.
Green Link adds to park’s character rather than
detracting; continue to manage and enhance as
resources permit
New wildflower species rich grasslands to be planted in
Green Link area once St Agnes Place developments are
completed

5.2.1

5.2.2
5.2.3

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP to
advise

Put historical info
on website

LBL

FoKP to
advise

LBL

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3

Noted

Ongoing
with annual
review

N/A

Noted

2

LBL LLO

Ongoing
with annual
review
Completed
following St.
Agnes
Place
realignment

2

10.0

Current Status: St. Agnes Place realignment has enabled
areas of native grass with bulbs, wildflowers and trees to
be provided inside the park

5.2.4

Forward Action: ensure biodiversity features integrated
into final landscaping plans for redevelopment of St.
Agnes Place, along with conditions or agreements to
ensure implementation and integration into management
Identify and secure additional funding or grants to extend
biodiversity areas into other key locations of park, and
create grasslands, or purchase trees and herbaceous
shrubs with high biodiversity and/or heritage value using
drought and climate change resilient species

LBL

FoKP to
advise
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2021-24

REF

ACTION

5.3

Sub-criterion 21: Conservation of Buildings and
Structures
Park contains valuable historical monuments, but some
are in poor condition with evidence of inappropriate
treatment/care, or inappropriately positioned within park
setting. Give priority to strategic approach to research,
funding and improving monuments long-term, and secure
funding to deliver strategy

5.3.1

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

LBL

FoKP to
liaise English
Heritage
interest

Need to research
history to build up
firm funding
proposals; also
need a strategic
approach so they
become a feature
in park

Current Status: continue to maintain where resources
permit, but seek funding for full restoration and signage
5.3.2

5.3.3

War memorial now Grade II listed by Historic England
Civilian War Memorial: consider ‘stepping stone’
approach to memorial from nearby pathway to improve
access
Current Status: no action, ongoing
War memorial – get quotes for expert cleaning (to avoid
damaging Portland stone)

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3

Strategy
5k

Ongoing
programme
but increase
intensity as
funds
permit

100K (est)

LBL

3

LBL LLO;
3.0

2021-24

LBL

2

30.0

2012 with
additional
phase in
2022

Action: completed in 2012 but regular monitoring and
secure additional funding for further improvements
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REF

ACTION

5.3.4

Maintenance of historic fountains too costly to return to
former state, but ensure clean and maintained. Improve
by providing notice boards and finger posts, and
producing leaflets for user information

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

6.
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2

6.1.3
6.1.4

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

LBL LLO

Annual
Review

50.0

2022-23

FoKP etc
FoKP to
publicise and
help with
fundraising or
securing
grant support

Comments

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LBL

FoKP, Café
leaseholder

Action: funding being sought; next FoKP leaflets on the
park will cover these important features
Current Status: signage installed in 2012, but evaluating
further signage and information materials
Community Involvement
Sub-criterion 22: Involvement in Management and
Development
Community have sound understanding of park and what
it offers; Friends accessing new groups for consultation.
Excellent level of involvement of Friends in management,
where appropriate, including development of
management plan, securing funding and priorities for
improvement
Practical community involvement in improving park,
including new hedgerow planting, community walks and
publications.
Café could do more to promote park and offer to
community

PRIORITY

Current Status: ongoing discussion, monitor progress
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2

Noted

Ongoing

REF

ACTION

6.1.5

Events: wide range of appropriate events, but more
‘community’ led events rather than commercial

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2

6.2.3

Current status: actions recently agreed, implement
Good partnership working across the park
Sub-criterion 23: Appropriate Provision for
Community
Excellent provision for children’s play with toilets and
good access; popular and well managed café
Educational facilities limited; need more focused
educational offer for schools and community groups.
Café or one o’clock club could act as base for small
educational activities in conjunction with community
Current Status: ongoing meetings and engagement with
potential stakeholders and user groups
Disabled access generally good, but some barriers to key
parts of park, e.g. Flower Garden, pathways to toilets;
consider a hoggin pathway within dog area for
wheelchairs

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

3 hold
events on
extension

Noted

Ongoing
with annual
review

Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP to
discuss
implications
of increased
use of events

Comments
Link to council’s
events strategy

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Noted

N/A

LBL

FoKP to
advise and
promote (e.g.
Nature Trail
& workshops)

2

See
previous
nature
trail,
signage

Ongoing

LBL

FoKP to
discuss with
interested
members

2

See
previous

Annual
Review

Action: activate contacts to increase local community
engagement, e.g. publishing information (e.g. on
website), raise funds for community actions and events
6.1.6

PRIORITY

Current Status: Walled Garden disabled access
significantly improved following recent restoration works,
no action in dog area pending Northern Line extension
works being completed. Extension works will also lever in
further improvements to poor quality paths and access
gates in northern sector of park
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Need disability
stakeholder
representative

N/A

REF

ACTION
Lambeth

FoKP etc

Comments

7.
7.1
7.1.1

Marketing
Sub-criterion 24: Marketing and Promotion
Friends newsletter available in café, local shops and
libraries; park has a dedicated website which is regularly
updated

N/A

FoKP to
publicise and
promote

7.1.2

Forward Action: revise website and monitor
Posters and publicity in notice cabinet, but need more
cabinets in park near entrances with regular information

Council facilities
available for
translation of
material for wider
community

LBL

FoKP to
advise and
monitor

7.1.4

Current Status: as part of improved signage programme
Events: good range of popular events, but park needs
more smaller community-based and led events.

LBL

FoKP to help
identify
barriers

Links to council’s
events strategy

Current Status: ongoing
Sub-criterion 25: Provision of Appropriate
Information
Very good Friends newsletter available in the café and in
local shops and libraries
Park has a dedicated website which is regularly updated
Posters and publicity in notice cabinet

N/A

N/A

N/A
LBL

N/A
FoKP to
advise

LBL

FoKP

7.2
7.2.1
7.2.2
7.2.3
7.3
7.3.1

Current Status: address under signage improvements
Sub-criterion 26: Appropriate Educational
Interpretation/Information
Educational marketing information required in schools
and on site, and better educational publicity for schools
and groups

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY

Current Status: ongoing e.g. wildlife area workshops
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PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

N/A

Noted

N/A

2

See
previous

Ongoing
with annual
review

2

See
previous

Ongoing

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
See
previous

N/A
Ongoing

See
previous

Ongoing

2

2

REF

ACTION

Information on park’s history, heritage, ecology and
social value to be made available

7.3.2

8.
8.1
8.1.2

8.1.3

LEAD RESPONSIBILITY
Lambeth
LBL

FoKP etc
FoKP to help
through
booklets,
improved
signage)
FoKP to
introduce
website

PRIORITY

ACTION
or VALUE
£K

TIME
SCALE

2

See
previous

Annual
programme

2

Noted

Ongoing
with annual
evaluation

Comments

Current Status: new booklet published, funding for
improving historical signage secured by FoKP
Leaflets and flyers available in café but need more
coherent presentation on information available, e.g. park
website, via Friends or in café or notice boards

LBL

Current Status: website, reviewing information strategy
Management Plan
Sub-criterion 27: Implementation of Management
Plan
Management plan implemented, but more information
available on site to explain to park users why certain
features managed and for what purposes/benefits.
Provide notices on boards, in Friends newsletters or park
websites.

LBL

FoKP to
publicise in
newsletters

1

N/A

Ongoing

LBL

FoKP to
assist with
publicising
Masterplan
review and
as a key
consultee on
outcomes
and actions

1

25

2021-23

Current Status: ongoing with more materials now
available on website or in noticeboards
Review and updating of Kennington Park Masterplan, to
identify new requirements and user needs, and to ensure
financial receipts from use of park for Northern Line
Extension works, and any additional capital investment
receipts, are appropriately allocated towards priorities for
park and users
Current Status: agreement to allocate proportion of
receipts from Northern Line Extension to finance review
and updating of Masterplan
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LAMBETH PARKS, OPEN SPACES AND CEMETERIES GROUNDS MAINTENANCE SPECIFICATION

Introduction
This specification refers to grounds maintenance operations at the parks, open spaces and
cemeteries listed in Appendix 1. Work will be undertaken by Lambeth Landscapes, part of
Lambeth’s Environment and Streetscene Division.
Questions or concerns over grounds maintenance operations within Lambeth’s parks and
open spaces should be directed to:
Web: lambeth.gov.uk/forms/parks-enquiries
Email: parks@lambeth.gov.uk
Tel: 020 7926 9000

RHS Standards
Within the specification where references are made to RHS standards, work will be performed as
detailed within: RHS Pruning & Training. ISBN Number: 9781405315265.

Performance Management and Key Performance Indicators
This document is publicly available and we invite Friends groups and other stakeholders to use it for
performance monitoring purposes. Lambeth Landscapes’ Operations Managers and Supervisors will
follow a scheduled and ad-hoc inspection regime to ensure all aspects of the specification are being
met, and this will be supplemented by inspections from other officers as appropriate. In addition,
the following Key Performance Indicators will be monitored against targets on an ongoing basis:
No. Key Performance Indicator
1
2
3
4

12

Number of Green Flags awarded (all categories)
London in Bloom – Silver Gilt and Gold awards
Number of Stage 1 complaints upheld
Number of Stage 2 complaints received
Satisfaction levels – users considering Lambeth’s parks
to be good or excellent overall
Income generated (within parks budget only, excludes
events and sports income)
External grants successfully applied for
Volunteer hours (commercial groups and organised
activities within parks)
Carbon footprint from vehicle fleet
Percentage of local wildlife sites being positively
managed for biodiversity (national KPI)
Area of land managed by Lambeth Landscapes
primarily for nature conservation
Staffing levels

14

NI195 (detritus). Transects surveyed at B- or C

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

~2~

Target 21/22

Data capture/source

17
14
<30
<4

Keep Britain Tidy
London in Bloom
Internal records
Internal records
Face-to-face and online
surveys

75%
£350,000

Accounting systems

4

Internal records
Internal records and
from stakeholders
Internal records

550
<150 tonnes
80%

Internal records

25%

GIS assessment

90%

Establishment data
Internal and external
tranche surveys

<10%

LAMBETH PARKS, OPEN SPACES AND CEMETERIES GROUNDS MAINTENANCE SPECIFICATION

No. Key Performance Indicator

Target 21/22

15

NI195 (fly-posting). Transects surveyed at B- or C

<10%

16

NI195 (graffiti). Transects surveyed at B- or C

<10%

17

NI195 (litter). Transects surveyed at B- or C

<10%

18
19

Play area repairs classified as ‘immediate risk’
addressed as advised on the same day as notified
Play area repairs classified as ‘high risk’ addressed as
advised within the recommended three months

Data capture/source
Internal and external
tranche surveys
Internal and external
tranche surveys
Internal and external
tranche surveys

100%

Internal database

90%

Internal database

These KPIs have been chosen to give a broad representation of the service and because the data
are relatively easy to monitor and collect. A benchmarking exercise identified a large number of
potential measures and these were reduced to provide a practical list which wouldn’t represent an
unachievable burden on reduced staff resources. The KPIs are intended to measure outcomes.
All performance data behind the KPIs will be compiled and made available as quarterly and annual
reports. Officers will review and assess success in meeting targets and develop an action plan
where targets are not being met. As all data will be openly provided to the Parks Forum and Friends
groups it is anticipated that Friends groups and Management Advisory Committees will be involved
in reviewing performance. Qualitative data will also be derived and published from KPI 5 (user
satisfaction).
Where comparative external data can be obtained, benchmarking will take place and be included
within performance reports. The collection of data will vary by KPI, but where park-specific data is
collected, this will be compiled in the quarterly and annual monitoring reports.
In terms of KPI 3, the council only upholds complaints if there has been a recognisable failure in
service delivery. Where expectations exceed our specification or issues are not within the remit of
Parks, concerns would not be upheld as a complaint. Complaints analysis will form part of the
performance monitoring work with the aim of identifying trends or underlying themes and
exploring what can be done to prevent future complaints arising (where resources permit).
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Section 1 – Grass Management
Desired outcomes:




Well-maintained amenity grassland, kept short throughout the year
Appropriately managed sports pitches
A significant increase in the area of grassland managed for biodiversity.

Service outputs:
1.1
So far as is reasonably practical, all litter and debris will be removed in advance of mowing
operations.
1.2
All reasonable care will be taken to avoid damage to ground, grass sward, emerging bulbs, trees,
features, furniture or infrastructure during mowing.
1.3
Close mowing or strimming will take place around all furniture, features and obstructions, including
tree protection guards, in order to produce a consistent height of cut.
1.4
Soft grass edges will be trimmed flush with their defined edge and reformed as necessary each time
they are strimmed.
1.5
Any mown litter and debris will be removed shortly after completion, so far as is practical. Paths and
hardstanding areas will be left free of grass clippings on completion of cutting.
1.6
All mowing and strimming will be completed within two working days at any given location with the
exception of Clapham Common, Brockwell Park and Cemeteries where their size does not permit this
– these will all be done in a timely manner.
1.7
All amenity grass will be cut a minimum of 10 times throughout the year. Between April and
September sites will be cut at least monthly, unless there is prolonged dry weather when cutting
frequencies will be reduced.
1.8
Between 1 October and 31 March, weather permitting, amenity grass will be cut at least twice.
1.9
Grass surfaces will be mown to a consistent height, with clippings evenly dispersed across the
mown area or mulched within the sward. Mulching configurations will be used wherever possible.
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1.10
Naturalised bulb areas will be mown and maintained as amenity grass once bulb foliage has fully
died back.
1.11
Rough and meadow grass scheduled for a yearly cut will be mown once annually, between 1
September and 31 October each year. All grass clippings will be collected and removed within
seven days of cutting. The arisings will either be composted or used for energy production.
1.12
Additional ad-hoc cuts will be made where necessary in response to safety or other concerns.
1.13
Areas of rough and meadow grass subject to annual or infrequent cutting which border paths or
internal roadways will be clearly demarcated to indicate they are part of an active management
regime. This will be achieved using a border strip of between 30cm and one metre in width, which
will be maintained as amenity grass and mown approximately monthly between 1 April and 30
September. In certain circumstances, and in agreement with Friends groups, no margin will be left,
for example where wildflower areas are relatively small, or there is the risk of damage to sensitive
species, fruit bushes or other features.
1.14
Differentiated cutting regimes will be discussed and agreed with key stakeholders on an ongoing
basis. There will be a presumption in favour of maximising the area of land managed for nature
conservation. As well as environmental benefits this will allow the reduced resources to be
focused more intensively on the key areas of amenity grass, ensuring a higher frequency of
cutting. It may be that some areas are cut two or three times a year; or small areas cut every two
years on rotation to enable maximum benefits for invertebrates. Some areas may also be left
permanently uncut. Cutting regimes will be reviewed with key stakeholders at least annually and
immediate changes will be made if circumstances dictate. The successful trial of a nonintervention area in Brockwell Park during 2018 has resulted in the decision to leave both
conservation areas uncut on a permanent basis. The conservation areas on Clapham Common will
also be left permanently uncut in order to maximise benefits for wildlife.
1.15
For each site where the grass-cutting regime has been fully reviewed, detailed maps will be
produced and provided to key stakeholder groups.
1.16
Highway verges will be cut monthly between March and October (conditions permitting) unless
they have been created or designated as wildflower verges, in which case they will be cut annually
in autumn and the cuttings removed.
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1.17
Cemeteries will, in the main, be cut under three different regimes. High profile areas will be cut to
a very high frequency with mulching push mowers to create a quality finish. During the main
growing season these areas will be cut weekly, and during the rest of the year they will be cut
fortnightly, ground conditions permitting. High profile areas include entrances and crematorium
grounds.
The bulk of the cemeteries will be cut on a five to seven week cycle, the exact length of which will
be dependent on ground conditions and the weather. The cutting period will cover March to
December, ground conditions permitting.
Lambeth’s cemeteries all date from the nineteenth century and some areas still contain densely
packed Victorian graves with no or very few graves still visited by living relatives. This applies to
certain areas within West Norwood Cemetery and Streatham Cemetery. The reduction in
resources and the desire to manage our sites to increase biodiversity where possible, means that it
makes sense to manage these areas for wildlife and cut them on an infrequent basis. At both sites
the wildlife areas will be cut annually in late autumn/early winter. All areas managed for wildlife
will be marked with signs and a register will be kept of visited graves. Access to these graves will
be cut as part of the regular cutting cycle. A verge of approximately 50cm to one metre in width
will also be cut as part of the regular cycle where wildlife areas border internal roadways.
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Section 2 – Waste Management
Desired outcomes:


The removal of litter and detritus in line with legal requirements.

Service Outputs
2.1
Legal obligations for keeping land clear of litter and other waste are set out in the 2006 Code of
Practice on Litter and Refuse (CoP). The CoP requires local authorities to zone their land as high,
medium or low intensity of use and manage sites accordingly to designated standards and
response times. The specification is summarised below and a list of sites with their classification
is provided in Appendix 1. Some larger sites have split zoning and maps are included within
Appendix 1. Some sites are cleaned by Veolia as part of Lambeth’s waste services contract and
details are also provided in Appendix 1. Shrub beds and woodland areas are mostly treated as
low intensity of use areas. The aim is to empty litter bins at sufficient frequencies to prevent
them overflowing, whatever the use category of the site they are located in.
High intensity use

Medium intensity use

Low intensity use

Peak season
(1 April-30
September)*

Once a day
(Monday-Sunday)

Three times a week
(Monday, Wednesday,
Friday)

Once a week

Low season
(1 October-31 March)

Once a day
(Monday-Friday)

Once a week

Once a month

Maximum response time
to restore to grade A
standard if it falls below
grade B

Grade A definition
Grade B definition
Grade C definition
Grade D definition

1/2 a day
This means by 6pm if
reported before 1pm
1 day
or
This means by 6pm the
14 days
by 1pm the next duty
following day
day if reported
between 1pm and 6pm
on the previous day
No litter or refuse
Predominately free of litter and refuse apart from some small items
Widespread distribution of litter and/or refuse with minor accumulations
Heavily affected by litter and/or refuse with significant accumulations

* Peak season may be extended on a small number of very high usage sites such as Brockwell Park and Clapham Common.

2.2
Bagged litter will be placed into vehicles and removed from site, or left next to litter bins for
removal on the same day. Waste will then be stored in appropriate refuse containers in areas to
which the public do not have access. In larger parks waste will also be collected directly from
bulk wheeled bins located in areas of high footfall. All waste is disposed of via Western
Riverside Waste Authority and is sent to a modern energy-from-waste facility in the London
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Borough of Bexley. The site generates electricity for the National Grid and all solid outputs
(metal and ash) are reused or recycled into usable products.
2.3
All vegetative waste removed from site will, wherever possible and subject to capacity, be
separately shredded and composted, with the exception of certain pernicious or scheduled weeds.
2.4
Fly-tipped waste will be removed for disposal within 48 hours of being reported and will be
disposed of at Western Riverside Waste Authority transfer stations. Wherever possible fly-tipped
waste will be separated for recycling at the transfer station.
2.5
Syringes and sharps will be collected and placed immediately into purpose made sharps containers
and disposed of as clinical waste. All such drug-related paraphernalia will be removed within 48
hours of a report being received.
2.6
All litter bins with accumulated residue will be jet-washed inside and out at least once every two
years. Bins will generally be emptied in accordance with the litter-picking zones in which they are
situated. However, scheduling will aim to ensure that all litter bins are emptied with sufficient
frequency to prevent them overflowing. At sites without static park attendants emptying bins
more than once a day will not be possible.
2.7
Accumulations of leaves, vegetative matter and detritus will be cleared and composted. Paths and
roadways, where access permits, within the following parks are scheduled to be mechanically
swept at least once a month: Agnes Riley Gardens, Archbishop’s Park, Brockwell Park, Clapham
Common (including play areas), Hillside Gardens, Kennington Park, Larkhall Park, Loughborough
Park, Max Roach Park, Myatt’s Fields Park, Norwood Park, Old Paradise Gardens, Rush Common,
Ruskin Park, Streatham Common, Streatham Vale, Tivoli Park, Vauxhall Park and Vauxhall Pleasure
Gardens. Metalled roads in all three cemeteries will be mechanically swept at least once every
three months.
2.8
Accumulations of leaves will be cleared as part of a scheduled programme over the autumn/
winter period to prevent detriment to grass or planted areas. Seasonal leaf clearance will be
completed by the last day of February each year. Clearance may involve mulching the leaves in
situ with ride-on mowers at those locations where this technique is able to produce a satisfactory
result.
2.9
In order to manage litter on the larger sites, 1100 litre wheeled bins will be placed out at strategic
locations between 1 April and 31 October, and in some areas all year round. The existing stock is
currently being refurbished so that all bins are of a standard colour (RAL 6008 ‘browngreen’) and
clearly labelled for public use. Bins will be left with lids open for ease of use.
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2.10
Recycling bins have been placed into a number of parks and a separate recycling run is made
every other week throughoutwith the dustcart. All recyclables will be tipped separately at
Western Riverside Waste Authority. Lids will be locked to try and reduce contamination and flaps
will be left open to make the bins easier to use.
2.11
A Parks Waste Management Action Plan is being implemented and a range of trials and education
campaigns may be initiated to encourage users to take greater responsibility for their litter. This
may include removing litter bins at one or two sites or moving all litter bins to the periphery of
sites. Any changes will involve consultation with key stakeholders and will be combined with an
education and awareness campaign.
2.12
A Parks Enforcement Plan is being developed and includes a range of measures to try and reduce
littering, dog fouling and anti-social behaviour. This will be consulted on with key stakeholders
before any initiatives are implemented.
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Section 3 – Herbaceous Beds
Desired outcomes:



Providing vibrant and colourful horticultural features
Achieving wildlife benefits through the provision of native, nectar-rich plants.

Service Outputs
3.1
Herbaceous and mixed beds will be attended monthly to remove weeds and control any invasive
or fast-spreading plants as appropriate. The soil surface will be cultivated to prevent soil capping.
3.2
Soil structure and soil fertility improvement will be undertaken as necessary to maintain plant
health.
3.3
Plant division, pruning, staking, irrigation and dead-heading will be carried out as necessary to
maintain plant vigour and in accordance with good horticultural practice.
3.4
No chemical methods will be used to control pests and diseases. No chemical methods will be
used to control pests and diseases except in extreme circumstances (and will be subject to
senior management approval), otherwise serious infestations will be dealt with by removing
diseased plants and replanting at an appropriate time.
3.5
Beds will be mulched at least every two years during the winter with appropriate organic
material. Mulch will be applied to a depth of no less than 50mm by 31 March each year.
3.6
All vegetative waste will be removed for composting (please see Section 16 for more detail).
3.7
As the opportunity arises, existing plants will be replaced with native, nectar-rich, droughtresistant species.
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Section 4 – Shrub and Hedge Maintenance
Desired outcome:


Well-managed specimen ornamental shrubs, hedges, shrub beds and climbing shrubs.

Service Outputs
4.1
All shrubs, hedges and climbing shrubs will be pruned and maintained according to species
requirements, RHS standards and by avoiding forms and shapes unrepresentative of the species.
4.2
Soil structure improvement and fertility improvement will be undertaken as necessary to maintain
plant health.
4.3
Weeds within shrub beds will be managed in accordance with Lambeth’s Integrated Pest
Management Policy and herbicides will not be used except in extreme circumstances. Selected
shrub beds will receive a winter application of a suitable mulch to suppress weed growth and
supplementary hand weeding will take place as required. It won’t be possible to maintain all shrub
beds in a completely weed-free condition, however the aim will be for at least two visits during
the growing season which will include weeding. Involvement from Friends groups and volunteers
will be welcomed and encouraged in order to increase maintenance interventions.
4.4
Dead or diseased shrubs will be removed as part of the annual winter maintenance programme.
Friends groups will be consulted on any significant changes proposed.
4.5
Climbing shrubs will be securely tied to the supporting structure or wall using appropriate fixing
methods. Supporting structures including pergolas, arbors, and wire supports will be maintained in
a secure condition. This work will form part of the winter maintenance programme and
supplementary work during the growing season will vary between sites depending on the
resources available. For sites with dedicated gardeners ties and other fixing methods will be
checked regularly through the year. For other sites there will be at least one comprehensive check
and maintenance session during the growing season.
4.6
Mature shrubs or those which have outgrown their position will be coppiced or reduced as
appropriate – not exceeding 10 per cent of any area of shrub planting each year.
4.7
Areas of shrubs which are identified as regularly being used for anti-social behaviour will be
cleared and removed, preferably as part of the winter maintenance programme. The work will
take place at other times of year if the need is urgent and resources can be diverted without
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impacting on other core areas of the specification.
4.8
All formal hedges will be evenly cut level and close clipped on the top and on all elevations. Hedges
will be maintained to an appropriate height and to a uniform or tapering width, and will not
exceed the width of the hedge at its lowest point. Maintenance will form part of the winter
programme, with supplementary trimming during the growing period where growth is impeding
access or causing a safety issue. All hedges will receive at least one supplementary trim during the
growing season.
4.9
Hedge bases will be maintained free of weeds through manual weeding and mulching wherever
possible.
4.10
All hedge clippings will be removed for composting.
4.11
All hard and soft grass edges will trimmed flush with their defined edge.
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Section 5 – Rose Beds
Desired outcome:


Appropriately managed species, hybrid, floribunda, climbing and rambling roses.

Service outputs
5.1
All roses will be maintained and pruned according to good horticultural practice and RHS standards.
5.2
On sites with dedicated gardeners the following outputs in 5.3 to 5.9 will be undertaken on a regular
basis. On sites without dedicated gardeners the aim will be to try and work with Friends groups to
implement an appropriate maintenance regime using a combination of scheduled visits from
Lambeth Landscapes staff and volunteer input. On any sites where it is not possible to ensure an
appropriate maintenance regime rose beds may be replaced with lower-maintenance features such
as herbaceous perennials, wildflower sowings or grass.
5.3
Dead-heading will be undertaken as required to maintain plant vigour and according to good
horticultural practice.
5.4
Plants will have root stock suckers and stem suckers removed regularly.
5.5
Climbing and rambling roses will be securely tied to their supporting structure or wall using
appropriate purpose made fixings.
5.6
Beds will be mulched annually with an appropriate organic material to a minimum depth of 50mm.
5.7
All rose beds in cemeteries will be attended at least fortnightly for all maintenance purposes and will
be weeded on each occasion.
5.8
All dead or inappropriate plants will be removed for composting.
5.9
Soil structure improvement and fertility improvement will be undertaken as necessary to maintain
plant health.
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Section 6 – Ornamental Gardens
Desired outcome:


Dedicated staffing and the maintenance of traditional gardens as areas of high quality
horticulture. The gardens will contain a mix of roses, herbaceous perennials, bulbs,
ornamental grasses and hedging, specimen shrubs and ornamental trees, managed in
accordance with the appropriate section of the specification and professional horticultural
practice.

Service outputs
6.1
Qualified gardeners will be provided as full-time and dedicated staff from Monday to Friday each
week in the following locations:




Kennington Park Flower Garden
Brockwell Park Walled Garden
Vauxhall Park ornamental and lavender gardens.

6.2
Any surplus time will be spent on additional gardening duties within the parks the staff are based
in.
6.3
Seasonal bedding will not be used and the gardens will feature herbaceous perennials, ornamental
grasses, shrubs and bulbs.
6.4
In terms of species choice there will be a presumption for native, nectar-rich and drought-tolerant
species.
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Section 7 – Naturalised Areas
Desired outcomes:




Selected sites or areas within specific parks and open spaces will be managed for the
benefit of nature conservation, landscape character and biological diversity.
Where possible these sites or areas will also be managed to facilitate public access and for
educational purposes.
These sites will be managed in accordance with the London Borough of Lambeth’s
Biodiversity Action Plan (LamBAP) and Local Management Plans produced for specific sites.

Service Outputs
7.1
Naturalised grass areas will, in the main, be cut and maintained as ‘meadow grassland’. Grass will
be mown on one occasion, to a height of 50mm, between 1 July and 31 October each year, as per
section 1.14. The grass-cutting regimes for all parks will be reviewed with the aim of increasing
areas managed for biodiversity. For more detail see Section 1: Grass Management
7.2
Weeds classified as ‘noxious’ or ‘invasive’ (e.g. Japanese Knotweed, Giant Hogweed) will be
removed and eradicated from all naturalised areas, using appropriate techniques.
7.3
Woodland areas will be managed as ‘ecological woodland habitat’ for which an annual programme
of work will be set by the Environmental Compliance Officer.
7.4
All naturalised areas will be kept free of litter and fly-tipped waste in accordance with Section 2:
Waste Management.
7.5
Firebreaks will be maintained at sites to reduce the risk of fire where this is deemed reasonably
practicable.
7.6 Woodlands – Clapham Common, Streatham Common, Unigate Wood, Eardley Road
Sidings, Knight’s Hill Wood.
All established pathways and boundaries will be kept clear of obstructions up to a height of two
metres through an annual winter programme. In addition, paths will also be checked and cleared of
overhanging brambles and any other obstructions at least twice between 1 April and 31
September.
7.7 Wetlands – Clapham Common, Brockwell Park, Ruskin Park, Agnes Riley Gardens, Tivoli Park
All bodies of water, islands (floating and static) and surrounds will be kept free of litter, waste and
detritus including fishing tackle. Sites will be checked in accordance with Section 2: Waste
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Management.
7.8
All water channels and culverts will be inspected weekly and will be kept clear of obstructions,
debris, silt and weeds as required with at least two scheduled full maintenance visits per annum.
The aim will be to supplement these visits with additional sessions provided by volunteers or
Community Payback groups.
7.9
Aquatic and marginal plants will be maintained as appropriate to species requirements to ensure
good plant health. Dead, diseased or inappropriate plant species will be removed on a regular basis
or as required.
7.10
Oxygen degradation will be prevented by the control and removal of vegetative matter such as leaf
litter. Algae will be controlled by cultural or mechanical methods.
7.11
All aquatic weed species will be controlled by non-chemical means.
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Section 8 – Sapling and Minor Tree Maintenance
Desired outcome:


The successful establishment of sapling and semi-mature trees through the application of
good horticultural and arboricultural practice and standards.

Service outputs
8.1
It is intended that all tree wells for trees less than three years old will be maintained as circular or
square pits with a 50-100cm diameter, and will be mulched annually during autumn/winter to a
minimum depth of 50mm either with one-year old chippings or self-produced soil conditioner.
However, limited staff resources mean that it will take time before this can be achieved and in
some areas may be reliant on volunteer help. Tree wells will be maintained through the use of
annual mulching, supplemented with weeding where required.
8.2
All tree wells will be subject to at least one maintenance visit between April and September which
will include non-chemical removal of weeds.
8.3
Tree stakes will be secured by ties. Stakes and guards will be renewed or removed for disposal
during winter.
8.4
Semi-mature standard trees will be feathered to remove any lateral stem growth to maintain a
clear stem between the tree crown and ground level unless otherwise directed by the trees team.
This work will be undertaken annually in winter.
8.5
All trees will be kept free of epicormic growth as part of a winter maintenance programme where
this is causing an obstruction or is interfering with furniture, fencing or other infrastructure.
8.6
Where young trees are protected by tree guards and no tree well was established, grass will be
mown or strimmed right up to the guard as part of the surrounding maintenance regime.
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Section 9 – Sports Facilities
Desired outcomes:


To support the Active Lambeth Plan through the maintenance of facilities in a safe, clean
and accessible condition.

Service outputs
9.1
All courts and pitches that fall outside the Council’s leisure contract with GLL will be litter-picked in
accordance with Section 2: Waste Management. Large items of debris will be removed at the same
time that sites are litter-picked. As part of the winter maintenance programme all facilities will be
thoroughly cleaned, including the removal of moss and algae.
9.2
All pitches, courts, nets, goalposts, equipment and facilities will be inspected weekly to ensure they
are in a safe condition for public use. Any defects in surfaces or equipment will be reported to the
Parks Improvement Team (PIT), the sports team, or other appropriate body.
9.3
Replacement nets and fittings will be fitted within seven days of being provided by the sports team
or appropriate body.
9.4
All sockets and fixtures will be maintained in a sound and secure condition. Sockets will be securely
capped outside of the playing season.
9.5
All turf pitch line markings will be accurately measured and marked out in accordance with the
relevant sport governing body. Where necessary, additional mowing will be undertaken in order
that pitch markings, including those for school sports days, can be applied to suitably short turf
and to assist with longevity of the markings. Pitch markings on Clapham Common will include the
pitch reference number.
9.6
Additional sports and activities will be accurately measured and marked out in accordance with the
relevant sport governing body.
9.7
Goalposts and Australian Rules posts will be securely installed prior to play. All equipment will be
left in-situ throughout the playing season unless operationally they are needed to be removed.
9.8
On tennis courts all nets and posts will be checked weekly and adjusted to the correct height and
tension. Nets will be maintained in position all year round. Tennis court playing surfaces will be
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mechanically cleaned a minimum of once per year between 1 October and 31 March in order to
remove detritus, weeds, moss and algae.
9.9
Polymeric, sand based and 3/4G sport surfaces will be maintained to the requirements of Section
15: Hardstanding, Paths and Fence line Maintenance and in accordance with installation guidance.
9.10
Skateboard facilities will be cleared of litter and large items of debris in accordance with their
zoning under Section 2: Waste Management. Sites will receive a deep clean as part of the winter
maintenance programme.
9.11 Turf Pitches
The playing surface will, where ground conditions permit, be maintained level, free from holes,
undulations, depressions or trip hazards. Where ground conditions do not permit above a decision
will be made on safety before the pitch is used. Pitch repairs will be carried out with a screened
loam based soil prior to play.
9.12
Grass will be maintained at a height of 25mm to 60mm during the playing season. At all other
times the grass will be maintained to the Amenity grass specification.
9.13
Line markings will be made without the use of additives which may be detrimental to the sward.
9.14
Redgra playing surfaces will be checked monthly to ensure they are free from major trip hazards.
9.15
Tarmac areas will be maintained in compliance with the requirements of Section 15:
Hardstandings, paths and fenceline maintenance.
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Section 10 – Children’s play areas
Desired outcomes:



The provision of safe, clean, well maintained and accessible children’s play facilities.
The application of current European safety standards for fixed play equipment.

Service outputs
10.1
All play areas will be inspected quarterly to the requirements of BSEN 1176-1177 and a written or
electronic report detailing any defects in equipment, surfaces, furniture or other infrastructure,
including landscape play features, will be produced. These inspections are commissioned by the
Council’s Facilities Management team and undertaken by an independent company.
10.2
Unsafe or dangerously defective items of equipment will be taken out of service, isolated or
otherwise made safe. This will normally be on the same working day that the issue is identified or
reported and verified.
10.3
All surfaces, including impact absorbent surfacing, timber steps, ramps, bridges and access decks
will be maintained in a clean condition and kept free of weeds, moss and algae without the use of
residual chemicals. This will normally be via an annual clean as part of the winter maintenance
programme.
10.4
All equipment will be maintained in a clean condition and fit for the intended use.
10.5
All sand pits will be litter picked in accordance with their zoning under Section 2: Waste
Management.
10.6
All sand pits will be hand forked or mechanically cleaned to a depth of up to 250mm and
disinfected as necessary to maintain clean and safe conditions, using a bleach free sterilising agent
to the manufacturer’s recommended dilution. Cleaning will take place weekly between 1 April and
30 September and monthly between 1 October and 31 March.

10.7
Sand levels will be maintained to a depth of no less than 100mm and topped up every six months.
10.8
Where sand pits contain fixed play equipment, the sand levels will be maintained to ensure the
equipment base fixings are not exposed. They will be checked and topped up as necessary on a
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weekly basis between 1 April and 30 September and monthly over the rest of the year.
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Section 11 – Paddling Pools / Water Play
Desired outcome:


The provision of safe, clean and accessible play facilities.

Service outputs
11.1
The service will operate between late May and 30 September at the following locations: Brockwell
Park, Clapham Common, Myatt’s Fields Park and Norwood Park. Other paddling pools in Agnes
Riley Gardens, Ruskin Park and Streatham Common are being managed by the respective Friends
group / SCCoop, with the exception of compliance testing. Self-management is subject to a
standard agreement detailing the responsibilities of both parties.
11.2
All paddling pools will be clean and open for use by 10am each day. Paddling pools will be closed to
the public by 7pm.
11.3
All paddling pools and their surrounds will be kept clean, hygienic and free from damage, debris,
litter, glass, hazardous contaminants or trip hazards at all times of use and maintained to the
requirement of Section 2: Waste management.
11.4
All paddling pools and surrounds will be maintained free of algae, moss and weed species. Paddling
pools will be drained and the entirety thoroughly cleaned with an appropriate cleaning agent as
often as is necessary to prevent the visible presence of algae. Paddling pools will be drained and
cleaned no less than every four days.
11.5
When a pool or its surrounds is found or reported to contain any hazardous contaminants such as
glass or animal fouling the pool will be drained and cleaned within one hour.
11.6
Each paddling pool will be visited by our contractor no less than once every four hours during
periods of use for the purposes of carrying out a safety inspection and a water quality test.
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Section 12 – Security
Desired outcomes:



Ensuring selected locations are opened and closed as per advertised times.
Ensuring public safety when closing locations.

Service outputs
12.1
All perimeter gates scheduled for locking will be opened by 7.30am (7.00am at Ruskin Park) and all
internal gates, toilets and barriers will be opened by 8am.
12.2
Where parks are to be locked at night gates will be locked at or around dusk. For parks with
multiple gates, some perimeter gates may be locked at the end of the day’s core working shift
(3pm).
12.3
On opening, gates will be safely secured open (wherever possible) either by a locked drop bolt or
by the use of a lock and chain.
12.4
Prior to locking each site, reasonable measures will be taken to ensure that all members of the
public have left the site.
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Section 13 – Furniture and Fittings
Desired outcomes:



The maintenance of all furniture, fittings and infrastructure with particular attention to
structural condition.
Isolation and repair of hazardous items.

Service outputs
13.1
All furniture, fittings and infrastructure will be inspected every three months and any damage or
hazards reported immediately to the Parks Improvement Team.
13.2
Benches will be maintained clean and free from graffiti, bird droppings, sap etc. and in a condition
fit for public use. Any sharp extrusions will be removed. Non-wooden benches will be washed at
least once a year.
13.3
Wooden benches, seat and tables will be treated with a weather resistant stain every three years as
required as part of the winter maintenance programme.
13.4
All park shelters will be jet-washed annually as part of the winter maintenance programme and this
will include clearing out all gutters. Wood stain or paint will be applied as required.
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Section 14 – Graffiti
Desired outcomes:



Keeping buildings and other infrastructure clear of graffiti and fly-posting.
Rapid removal of offensive graffiti, or graffiti on sensitive infrastructure.

Service outputs
14.1
Graffiti and fly-posting will be removed from signage, furniture, buildings and other infrastructure
within seven days of it being discovered or reported.
14.2
Priority will be given to the removal of graffiti that may be perceived as being of an offensive
nature or in a sensitive location. This will include graffiti of a racist or obscene nature or graffiti on
locations such as war memorials or historic buildings. Graffiti within this category will be removed
within 24 hours of discovery or reporting (Monday to Friday only).
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Section 15 – Hardstandings, Paths and Fenceline Maintenance
Desired outcomes:



The maintenance of all footways, hardstanding areas, safety surfaces and the floors of open
structures in a safe and clean condition.
The maintenance of clear fence lines and boundaries.

Service outputs
15.1
The cleanliness of all hardstanding areas and polymeric surfaces will meet the standards outlined in
Section 2: Waste Management.
15.2
All hardstanding areas and polymeric surfaces will be mechanically cleaned at least once a year to
remove weeds, moss and algae.
15.3
All footpaths will be inspected weekly for trip hazards or damage. Any hazards will be immediately
isolated and reported to the appropriate team for rectification. Repairs which can be undertaken
by the in-house team will be completed within two weeks of being reported.
15.4
During periods of snow or freezing conditions, key pedestrian routes (entrances and some step
slopes and steps) will be treated with evenly spread road salt at a rate not exceeding 10 grams per
square metre.
15.5
All fence lines and boundaries, including path boundaries, will be kept free of obstruction from
trees, shrubs or other vegetation, to a height of two metres. Maintenance will take place between
1 October and 31 March with significant obstructions cleared at other times as necessary.
15.6
All fence lines and boundaries will be maintained free of self-set seedlings, weeds, vegetation and
epicormic tree growth. This will be undertaken through a scheduled maintenance programme
between 1 October and 31 March each year, with significant issues dealt with on an ad-hoc basis
at other times.
15.7
Metalled paths will receive a manual treatment at least once every two years to edge them and
remove weeds.
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Section 16 – Composting
Desired outcome:



The composting of all suitable herbaceous non-woody waste.
The creation of a clean soil conditioner for use within parks on beds and community
gardens.

Service outputs
16.1
All non-woody and herbaceous vegetative material arising from maintenance operations will be
delivered for composting to the scheduled disposal locations. Where capacity exists this will be to
Lambeth Landscapes managed composting facilities, otherwise to the Council’s agreed green
waste disposal locations.
16.2
Controlled or notifiable weeds will not be composted.
16.3
Lambeth Landscapes will seek to deliver green waste composting sites at Brockwell Park and
Clapham Common.
The appropriate Environment Agency permits or exemptions will be obtained.
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Section 17 – Public Toilets
Desired outcomes:



The provision, opening and closing of public toilets.
An effective cleansing programme for all toilets.

Service outputs:
17.1
Public toilets in parks will be opened and locked within one hour of the scheduled park opening and
closing times.
17.2
Toilets will be cleaned daily (Monday to Sunday) between 7am and 2pm and all consumables will be
checked and re-stocked as necessary at the same time.
17.3
All toilets will be inspected at least once during the day.
17.4
If significant issues with cleansing are reported or observed, supplementary cleaning will be
undertaken the same day wherever possible. However, this will be dependent on location and
time of report and staff may not be available until the following day.
17.5
Maintenance issues will be reported daily. Wherever possible issues will be dealt with internally
through the Parks Improvement Team, prioritised accordingly.
17.6
Some toilets may be subject to seasonal closure or mid-week closure during the low-season, with
any closures discussed with the appropriate stakeholder groups.
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Section 18 – Repairs and Maintenance
Desired outcomes:



The provision of a responsive, cost effective and good quality repairs and maintenance
service
The ability to perform the vast majority of repairs and maintenance tasks within Lambeth
Landscapes.

Service outputs:
18.1
A permanent repairs and maintenance team (the Parks Improvement Team) will operate Monday
to Friday and will be supported by other members of staff as required. All officers will be
appropriately trained and qualified, or will be apprentices within structured training programmes.
18.2
The maintenance team will undertake the following works themselves wherever possible: bench
installation and repairs, blocked drains, bollards, brickwork, building works, carpentry, doors, drain
covers, electrical work, fencing repairs, fixtures and fittings, gate repairs, grass reinstatement,
groundworks, guttering, noticeboards, paddling pool/wet play repairs, painting and decorating,
path repairs, paving, playground equipment and surfacing, plumbing, posts, roof repairs, security
measures, signage, tiling and welding.
18.3
All works will be carried out in accordance with a prioritisation system as shown in the table below.
The timeframes apply Monday to Friday, and working days are Monday-Friday; however for Priority
1 issues where there is a significant health and safety risk, officers will still aim to respond within
one hour of being notified under the emergency call-out service and take interim action to try and
mitigate risk as far as possible. The prioritisation system will be developed and refined as the
service become established, but will be based on health and safety issues and impact on users.
Priority

Timeframe to respond

Timeframe to resolve

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

1 hour
1 working day
3 working days
7 working days
Project as agreed

24 hours
4 working days
7 working days
14 working days
Project as agreed

18.4
Repairs and maintenance outside of the scope of the in-house maintenance team will be contracted
out, preferably to local companies. Quotes will be obtained in accordance with Lambeth’s
procurement regulations and the timescales for rectification will be considerably longer.
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Appendix 1
Sites Covered by this Specification and their Litter Zoning
Site

Intensity of Use

Site

Intensity of Use

Agnes Riley Gardens

Medium

Oval Triangle (aka Kennington Oval)

Serco1

Albert Embankment Gardens

Serco1

Palace Road Nature Garden

Low

Archbishop’s Park
Becondale Road Open Space

High
Serco

1

Pedlar's Park

Medium

Reedworth Street Open Space

Serco1
Medium

Brixton Orchard

Brixton BID

Rush Common

Brockwell Park

High/Low2

Ruskin Park

Clapham Common
Claylands Road Open Space
Cleaver Square
Coldharbour Lane Open Space
Dumbarton Court Gardens

Slade Gardens

Serco1
High

Medium

St John’s Church Gardens

High

Low

St Luke’s Church Gardens

Serco1

Serco1

St Mark’s Church Gardens

Medium

St Mary-at-Lambeth Grounds

Serco1
Serco1

High

Sherwood Avenue Open Space

Serco

1

Eardley Road Sidings

Low

Elam Street Open Space

Low

Emma Cons Gardens

High/Medium/Low2

St Matthew’s Church Gardens

Serco

1

Grafton Square

Medium

Hatfield’s Open Space

Medium

St Paul’s Church Gardens

Low

Stockwell Memorial Gardens
Stockwell Skate Park

Medium
High

Hillside Gardens

High

Streatham Cemetery

Medium

Holmewood Gardens

High

Streatham Common

High/Medium/Low2

Holy Trinity Churchyard

High

Streatham Green

Kennington Park

Serco1
High/Medium2

Kirkstall Gardens

Kennington Green

Streatham Memorial Gardens

Serco1
Low

Streatham Vale Park

Medium

Low

Tivoli Park

Knight’s Hill Wood

Low

Trinity Gardens

Medium
Serco1

Lambeth Cemetery

Medium

Ufford Street Recreation Ground

Medium

Lambeth Walk Open Space
Lansdowne Gardens
Larkhall Park

Medium

Unigate Wood
Vale Street MUGA
Valley Road Playing Field

Low
Low
Low

Vauxhall Park

High

Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens

High

West Norwood Cemetery

Medium

Loughborough Park
Max Roach Park
Milkwood Road Open Space
Myatt’s Fields Park
Norwood Park

Serco
High

1

Low
High/Medium

2

Medium
High

Windmill Gardens

High

High/Medium2

Windrush Square

Serco1

Old Paradise Gardens

Medium

WNHL&C

Medium

St. Leonard’s Church

Low

Vale Street MUGA

Low

Wyck Gardens

Notes: 1 please see the table below for Serco cleansing frequencies.
2 please see the maps below showing parks with split litter zoning.
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The cleansing details for the sites litter-picked by Serco as part of the Lambeth Waste Services
contract are listed in the table below.
Site
Albert Embankment
Becondale Road Open Space
Claylands Road Open Space
Dumbarton Court Gardens
Emma Cons Gardens
Kennington Green
Lansdowne Gardens
Oval Triangle
Reedworth Street Open Space
Stockwell Memorial Gardens
St Luke’s Church Gardens
St Mary-at-Lambeth Grounds
St Matthew’s Church Gardens
Sherwood Avenue Open Space
Streatham Green
Trinity Gardens
Windrush Square

Litter-picking
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Daily
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Twice weekly
Daily
Twice weekly
Daily
Twice weekly
Daily

Manual sweeping
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Daily
n/a
n/a
Once every 8 weeks
n/a
Once every 8 weeks
Once every 8 weeks
Once every 8 weeks
Daily
Once every 8 weeks
Daily
Once every 8 weeks
Daily

Scrubber-dryer
No
No
No
No
Once every two weeks
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Once every two weeks

Dan Leno Gardens is managed by Pinnacle; The Rookery by SCCoop and Waterloo Millennium
Green by Bankside Open Spaces Trust.
Split zoning maps for larger parks are shown on the following pages. As a new regime these will be
subject to annual review and feedback from stakeholders is welcomed.
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